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Abstract

Loop Heat Pipes (LHPs) are heat transfer devices whose operating principle is based on the
evaporation/condensation of a working fluid, and which use capillary pumping forces to ensure
the fluid circulation. Thanks to their flexibility, low mass and minimum (even null) power
consumption, their main application has been identified as part of the thermal control subsystem
in spacecraft.
In the present work, an LHP able to operate efficiently up to 125 ºC has been developed, which
is in line with the current tendency of satellite on-board equipment to increase their operating
temperatures. In selecting the optimal LHP design for the elevated temperature application, the
compatibility between the materials and working fluid has been identified as one of the main
drivers. An extensive literature review and a dedicated trade-off were performed, in order to
select the optimal combination of fluids and materials for the LHP. The trade-off included the
development of a dedicated compatibility test stand. In conclusion, the combination of stainless
steel evaporator, titanium piping and ammonia as working fluid was selected as the best
candidate to operate up to 125 ºC. An LHP prototype was designed and manufactured and a
simulation model in EcosimPro was developed to evaluate its performance. The first conclusion
was that the defined LHP was suitable for the defined operational range.
Incompatibility between the working fluid and LHP materials is linked to Non Condensable Gas
(NCG) generation. Therefore, the behaviour of the LHP developed with different amounts of
nitrogen injected in its compensation chamber to simulate NCG generation, was analyzed. The
LHP performance was studied by analysis of the test results at different temperatures and power
levels. The test results were also compared to simulations in EcosimPro. Two additional
conclusions can be drawn: (i) the effects of an amount of more than two times the expected NCG
at the end of life of a typical telecommunications satellite (15 years) is almost negligible on the
LHP operation, and (ii) the main effect of the NCG is a decrease in the LHP thermal
conductance, especially at low temperatures and low power levels. This decrease is more
significant with the progressive addition of NCG.
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An unexpected phenomenon was observed in the LHP operation with large NCG amounts.
Namely, an oscillatory behaviour, which was observed both in the tests and the simulation. This
effect provides the basis for further studies concerning oscillations in LHPs.
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Resumen

Un caloducto en bucle cerrado o Loop Heat Pipe (LHP) es un dispositivo de transferencia de
calor cuyo principio de operación se basa en la evaporación/condensación de un fluido de
trabajo, que es bombeado a través de un circuito cerrado gracias a fuerzas de capilaridad. Gracias
a su flexibilidad, su baja masa y su mínimo (incluso nulo) consumo de potencia, su principal
aplicación ha sido identificada como parte del subsistema de control térmico de vehículos
espaciales.
En el presente trabajo se ha desarrollado un LHP capaz de funcionar eficientemente a
temperaturas de hasta 125 ºC, siguiendo la actual tendencia de los equipos a bordo de satélites de
incrementar su temperatura de operación. En la selección del diseño óptimo para dicho LHP, la
compatibilidad entre materiales y fluido de trabajo se identificó como uno de los puntos clave.
Para seleccionar la mejor combinación, se llevó a cabo una exhaustiva revisión del estado del
arte, además de un estudio específico que incluía el desarrollo de un banco de ensayos de
compatibilidad. Como conclusión, la combinación seleccionada como la candidata idónea para
ser integrada en el LHP capaz de operar hasta 125 ºC fue un evaporador de acero inoxidable,
líneas de titanio y amoniaco como fluido de trabajo. En esa línea se diseñó y fabricó un prototipo
para ensayos y se desarrolló un modelo de simulación con EcosimPro para evaluar sus
prestaciones. Se concluyó que el diseño era adecuado para el rango de operación definido.
La incompatibilidad entre el fluido de trabajo y los materiales del LHP está ligada a la
generación de gases no condensables. Para un estudio más detallado de los efectos de dichos
gases en el funcionamiento del LHP se analizó su comportamiento con diferentes cantidades de
nitrógeno inyectadas en su cámara de compensación, simulando un gas no condensable formado
en el interior del dispositivo. El estudio se basó en el análisis de las temperaturas medidas
experimentalmente a distintos niveles de potencia y temperatura de sumidero o fuente fría.
Adicionalmente, dichos resultados se compararon con las predicciones obtenidas por medio del
modelo en EcosimPro. Las principales conclusiones obtenidas fueron dos. La primera indica que
una cantidad de gas no condensable más de dos veces mayor que la cantidad generada al final de
la vida de un satélite típico de telecomunicaciones (15 años) tiene efectos casi despreciables en el
funcionamiento del LHP. La segunda es que el principal efecto del gas no condensable es una
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disminución de la conductancia térmica, especialmente a bajas potencias y temperaturas de
sumidero. El efecto es más significativo cuanto mayor es la cantidad de gas añadida.
Asimismo, durante la campaña de ensayos se observó un fenómeno no esperado para grandes
cantidades de gas no condensable. Dicho fenómeno consiste en un comportamiento oscilatorio,
detectado tanto en los ensayos como en la simulación. Este efecto es susceptible de una
investigación más profunda y los resultados obtenidos pueden constituir la base para dicha tarea.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Loop Heat Pipes (LHPs) are two-phase heat transfer devices whose operating principle is based
on the evaporation/condensation of a working fluid, and which use the capillary pumping forces
to ensure the fluid circulation. They are particularly attractive for space applications, such as
Hispasat [1] (Figure 1), due to the fact that they are passive devices, with excellent thermal
performance and complete functional independence, are flexible, light weight and able to operate
in different orientations. Some of these characteristics, such as operation against gravity and high
heat transport capability, make LHPs an advantageous solution if compared to other heat
transport devices such as conventional Heat Pipes (HPs).

FIGURE 1:

Hispasat 1E, as an example of a mission including LHPs [1]
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Details about LHP features and analysis of their operation have been reported by a number of
authors, such as Maydanik in [2] and Ku [3]. Also, the influence of different parameters on the
LHP performance has been extensively studied, as reported by Launay et al in [4]. However,
there are still some aspects that require further investigation to reach the desired optimization
level in current and future space missions.
One of the aims of the research into the optimization of LHPs is the extension of their operating
temperature range. Typically, LHPs operate with ammonia as the working fluid. Ammonia
(NH3) is a very efficient fluid due to its optimal figures of merit related to its thermo-physical
properties as a heat pipe agent (high surface tension and latent heat of vaporization, low density
and viscosity, high dP/dT). Ammonia LHPs have been tested and operated in space for
temperatures from -40 ºC to +80 ºC, as reported by Wang et al in [5]. In this paper, an extended
review list of the experiments and applications of heat loops in space is presented, and it can be
seen that ammonia is the most used working fluid. The general tendency is an increase of the
operating temperature limit of the equipment on board. Thus, the use of an LHP operating up to
+100 ºC (+125 ºC at qualification) would provide the means for an optimized thermal control
system: an increase in the operating temperature allows for a reduction in the radiator area and
consequently the spacecraft mass. Smaller radiators also imply easier integration, while keeping
the same heat rejection capability.
The development of an LHP operating up to 125 ºC requires a comprehensive research to find
the optimal working fluid, wick and envelope material combination. The chemical compatibility
of the LHP components and in particular the Non Condensable Gas (NCG) generation is
subjected to a dedicated investigation.

1.1.

List of Papers

Most of the work presented in this Thesis has been published in the following papers:

•

C. Gregori, D. Mishkinis, P. Prado, A. Torres, R. Pérez, “Loop Heat Pipe Technology for
Aircraft Anti-Icing Applications”, SAE Paper 2007-01-3312; SAE Aircraft and Engine
Icing International Conference, Seville, Spain, September 2007

•

D. Mishkinis, P. Prado, R. Sanz, A. Radkov, A. Torres and T. Tjiptahardja, “Loop Heat
Pipe Working Fluids for Intermediate Temperature Range: from -40 ºC to +125 ºC”, in
Heat Pipes for Space Applications Conference, Section 2: Loop Heat Pipes and Twophase Systems, Lecture, vol. 17, 2009

•

D. Mishkinis, P. Prado, R. Sanz, A. Torres, A. S. Merino and T. Tjiptahardja, “Loop Heat
Pipe for Intermediate Temperature Range: from -40 ºC to +125 ºC”, in 15th International
Heat Pipe Conference, Section: Loop Heat Pipes I, Lecture, vol. 5, Clemson, USA, 2010
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•

P. Prado, D. Mishkinis, A. Kulakov, A. Radkov, A.Torres, T. Tjiptahardja and A. S.
Merino, “Performance of an Ammonia Loop Heat Pipe Operating at Temperatures up to
125 ºC”, Proc. of the 16th International Heat Pipe Conference, p. 138, 2012

•

P. Prado-Montes, D. Mishkinis, A. Kulakov and A. Torres, “Experimental Study of Non
Condensable Gas Effects in a Loop Heat Pipe Operating up to 125 ºC”, 8th World
Conference on Experimental Heat Transfer, Fluid Mechanics, and Thermodynamics
Lisbon, Portugal, June 16-20, 2013

•

P. Prado-Montes, D. Mishkinis, A. Kulakov, A. Torres, I. Pérez-Grande, “Effects of Non
Condensable Gas in an Ammonia Loop Heat Pipe Operating up to 125 °C”, Applied
Thermal
Engineering,
Vol.
66,
pp.
474-484,
2014,
DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2014.02.017

1.2.

LHP Concept and Physical Principles

In the following paragraphs, an introduction to the LHP physical principles is presented.
1.2.1.

LHP Description

The operation of an LHP is based on the same physical processes as those of conventional HPs.
The main difference is that whilst in a HP both the vapour and liquid flow through the same
transport line, in an LHP the evaporating and condensing areas are physically separated and the
vapour and liquid flow through different transport lines. This is a similar concept to Capillary
Pumped Loops (CPL). A schematic of the HP evolution to CPLs and LHPs is shown in Figure 2.
Evaporator

Condenser
Liquid

Vapour

Capillary structure

CPL

FIGURE 2:

LHP

HPs evolution to LHPs and CPLs
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The main difference between an LHP and a CPL is that in a CPL the compensation chamber or
reservoir is apart from the evaporator, while in an LHP it is attached to the evaporator and linked
to it through a secondary capillary structure or secondary wick, which guarantees the liquid
supply to the primary wick, main capillary pump in the evaporator, as it is discussed in the
following paragraphs. Main similarities and differences between LHPs and CPLs were studied
by Nikitkin and Cullimore [6]. LHP presented better stability, ease-of-start and stronger ability
of adapting automatically operating temperature; CPL featured better temperature control,
making it easier to change the position of reservoir for system integration [7].
Main components of an LHP are: the evaporator, where the capillary pump or primary wick is
located; the compensation chamber or reservoir; the condenser, and vapour and liquid transport
lines (see Figure 3).
The compensation chamber has two mains functions:

•

to accommodate the excess of liquid in the loop during normal operation and

•

to provide liquid supply to the capillary pump wick (primary wick) all time.

To facilitate the latter function, a secondary wick is set-up between the pump wick and the
reservoir. The primary wick is made of fine pores for purpose of developing a high capillary
pressure to circulate the fluid around the loop, while the secondary wick is made of large pores
for the purpose of managing the fluid flow between the compensation chamber and the
evaporator. The secondary wick physically connects the evaporator to the reservoir in order to
supply the primary wick with liquid, particularly when the reservoir is below the evaporator or in
microgravity conditions.
The heat exchanger, around the condenser line, can be of any type since it can transfer the waste
heat efficiently to the sink. Both liquid and vapour lines are made of small-diameter tubing that
can easily be arranged in tight spaces around the electronic devices. A portion of the liquid line
(called bayonet) usually exchanges heat with the reservoir first, before it feeds the liquid
returning to the capillary pump [8].
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1
Evaporator

8
7

2

Liquid
line

9

Wick

Vapour
grooves

Vapour
line

6
4
Condenser
5
3
Condensation
front

FIGURE 3:

Heat output

Geometry of an LHP

The LHP thermodynamic analysis can be performed using the P-T diagram proposed by Kissev
in [9], as discussed in Chapter 1.3. The points from 1 to 9 in the LHP diagram in Figure 3
represent the following locations:

•

1 – Evaporator (vapour grooves)

•

2 – Vapour line inlet

•

3 – Vapour line outlet

•

4 – Start of the condensation region in the condenser

•

5 – End of the condensation region in the condenser

•

6 – Liquid line inlet

•

7 – Liquid line outlet

•

8 – Compensation chamber

•

9 – Outer surface of the primary wick (meniscus liquid side)

These locations are used as references for the thermodynamic analysis in Chapter 1.3.
1.2.2.

LHP Operating Principles

The LHP operating principles have been also reported in [3] and [4]. They can be summarized as
follows: under steady state conditions, for a heat input Qe supplied to the evaporator, liquid is
evaporated, and the menisci which are formed at the liquid/vapour interface in the evaporator
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wick develop capillary forces to pump the liquid from the compensation chamber. Since the wick
has a finite thermal resistance, the vapour temperature and pressure in the evaporator zone
(vapour grooves), which is in contact with the heated evaporator wall, become higher than the
temperature and pressure in the compensation chamber. The wick in this case serves as a
“thermal lock”. At the same time, hotter vapour cannot penetrate into the compensation chamber
through the saturated wick owing to the capillary forces which hold the liquid in it (the interface
will hold the pressure, preventing any back flow and at the same time providing uninterrupted
liquid flow). Thus, another function of the wick is that of a “hydraulic lock”.
The arising pressure difference causes the displacement of the working fluid around the loop. In
this case, three interfaces may exist in the LHP simultaneously: in the evaporator zone, in the
condenser and in the compensation chamber. Except in the evaporator, these interfaces may
move depending on the heat load, and the excess of liquid is stored into the compensation
chamber. A major part Qe,v of the heat input Qe is used for the liquid vaporization on the outer
surface of the primary wick. The vapour generated in the evaporator travels along the vapour line
to the heat exchanger where it rejects heat to a sink and turns back to liquid phase. The rest of the
heat input, Qe,CC (called “heat leak”) is conducted across the wick and tends to increase the
compensation chamber temperature. The amount of heat leak is proportional to the saturation
temperature difference between the evaporator and the compensation chamber ∆Tw. ∆Tw is a
direct result of the pressure difference across the wick, induced by the vapour, condenser and
liquid line pressure drops. The coupling between the pressure drop and the temperature drop
across the evaporator wick (∆Tw) is responsible for many of the peculiar behaviours found in
LHP operation. Thus:
Qe = Qe ,v + Qe ,CC

Qe =

m&

(1)
(2)

λv

Qe,CC = Ge ,CC ⋅ ∆Tw = Ge ,CC ⋅ (Te − TCC )

(3)

Where Qe is the heat reaching the evaporator, Qe,v and Qe,CC are the heats from the evaporator to
the vapour grooves and the compensation chamber, respectively, m& is the mass flow, λv is the
latent heat of vaporization and Ge,CC is the thermal conductance between the evaporator and the
compensation chamber. Ge,CC is usually difficult to estimate, all the more since it may depend on
the evaporator core state, filled with liquid or not.
As described above, additional heat going to the compensation chamber tends to increase its
temperature. At a specific heat input, an increase in the compensation chamber temperature tends
to reduce the two-phase flow length in the condenser. A subcooled liquid flow region will appear
before the condenser outlet. Then, the liquid subcooling will compensate a part of the heat leak
in the compensation chamber:
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(4)

Where Cp l is the liquid specific heat and Tin is the liquid temperature at the compensation
chamber inlet.
At this state, the condenser is divided into three regions: the superheated vapour flow, the twophase flow and the subcooled liquid flow. The LHP reaches a steady-state operation as the heat
leak is totally compensated by the liquid subcooling. The LHP will adjust the saturation
temperature until the energy balances for all the loop elements are satisfied. The feedback
adjustment of the loop temperature is called “LHP auto-regulation”.

1.3.

Thermodynamic Analysis

A thermodynamic analysis of a capillary two-phase system can help for the understanding of
thermal and hydraulic processes in the LHP operation. As mentioned in section 1.2.1, Kiseev
proposed a P –T diagram in [9] for graphical illustration of LHP operation. An adaptation of that
diagram is shown in Figure 4. It depicts the main points of the operation of an LHP for a certain
power level.

Saturation
line

Pressure

Liquid

Vapour

8

9

T8

Temperature

FIGURE 4:

P –T diagram for LHP steady-state operation (capillary controlled mode),
adaptation based on Kiseev diagram in [9]1

The numbers in the diagram correspond to the physical locations shown in Figure 3. The vapour
generated at the evaporator wick outlet (point 1) is at a saturation state. It becomes superheated

1

Modifications from the original diagram are drawn in green colour.
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at the exit of the grooves (point 2) due to heating and pressure losses. Assuming that the vapour
line is perfectly insulated, the vapour temperature drop can be neglected.
Since the pressure continues to drop along the way, the vapour becomes more and more
superheated relatively to the local saturation pressure until it reaches the entrance of the
condenser (point 3). The vapour starts to be cooled and begins to condense inside the condenser
(point 4). The vapour condensation takes place along the saturation line where both the pressure
and the temperature decrease. At point 5, the vapour condensation is complete, and the liquid
starts to be subcooled inside the condenser until it exits at point 6. The subcooled liquid flows in
the liquid line, while its temperature may increase or decrease, depending on whether the liquid
looses or gains heat from the ambient. In the diagram the temperature increases due to a hot
environment, but later in this Thesis similar diagrams are depicted neglecting the heat exchange
with the environment also in the liquid line. As the liquid reaches the compensation chamber
inlet (point 7), the working fluid is heated up to point 8 and then to point 9. The liquid
subcooling ∆T7–8 adjusts itself so that the energy balance of the whole loop is satisfied.
From the thermodynamic states shown in Figure 4, the following condition must be satisfied for
an LHP:

Pv − PCC =

dP
⋅ (Tv − TCC )
dT

(5)

Where Tv is the saturation temperature of the vapour inside the evaporator grooves (point 1), TCC
is the saturation temperature of the fluid in the compensation chamber, and dP/dT is the slope of
the pressure-temperature saturation line at TCC (point 8). This equation states that, for a given
pressure difference between the evaporator and the compensation chamber, a corresponding
difference in the saturation temperatures must also exist between the two elements so as to
generate exactly the same pressure difference.
The evolution from point 8 to 9 corresponds to the liquid flow through the wick into the
evaporation zone. In this way, the liquid may be superheated, but boiling does not take place
because it remains inside the porous structure for a too short time. Point 9 determines the state of
the working fluid in the vicinity of the evaporating menisci, and the pressure drop ∆P1–9
corresponds to the value of total pressure losses along the whole loop. It is worth noting that the
scale of the diagram in Figure 4 is enlarged to improve its legibility.

1.4.

LHP Operating Limits

The evaluation of the LHP as thermal control agent is conditioned by a number of heat transport
limitations, similarly to conventional HPs. Due to the various designs of LHPs, these limitations
have magnitudes and characteristics different from those of conventional HPs. The main LHP
limits have been reported by Launay et al in [4] and they are summarized hereafter.
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Viscous Limit:

The viscous limitation occurs when the operating temperature is extremely low and the applied
heat load is small. It refers to the behaviour observed when the viscous forces are larger than the
pressure gradients. Under this condition, there is no flow or low flow in the system and the heat
transport capability is limited. This situation is usually observed in cryogenic applications or
during start-up from a frozen state. The selection of the optimal working fluid for the specified
temperature range will be driven so that, in general, this limit will never be reached.

•

Sonic Limit:

The sonic limit is the maximum allowable mass flow rate or heat transfer that could affect the
LHP operation. The choked vapour flow rate occurs when the vapour reaches the sonic speed.
This could happen if the duct cross-sectional area decreases while the working fluid is flowing in
the pipe. This would cause the vapour velocity to increase up to sonic speed where the flow
would start to choke. Choked flow could occur in a pipe of uniform cross section if the mass
flow rate was increased gradually along the axial direction, or if the fluid was accelerated due to
phase change in the wick pores.

•

Entrainment Limit:

In LHPs, since the liquid and vapour flows do not interact the one with the other, this limit is less
important than in conventional heat pipes. Nevertheless, some entrainment is likely to occur at
the outer surface of the primary wick: in this region, the liquid may be entrained by the high
vapour mass flow rate in the channel.

•

Capillary Limit:

For a proper loop operation, the primary wick must have a sufficient capillary pumping head to
overcome pressure losses in the loop components. The total pressure drop in the system is the
sum of frictional pressure drops in the evaporator grooves, the vapour line, the condenser, the
liquid line, and the evaporator wicks, plus any static pressure drop due to gravity:

∆PTOT = ∆Pgroove + ∆PVL + ∆PCN + ∆PLL + ∆Pw + ∆Pg

(6)

The capillary pressure rise that the wick can develop is given by:

∆Pcap =

2σ
r

(7)

Where σ is the surface tension of the working fluid and r is the curvature radius of the meniscus
in the wick. As the heat load to the evaporator increases, so will the mass flow rate and the total
pressure drop in the system. The wick reaches its maximum capillary pumping capability:
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∆Pcap ,max =

2σ ⋅ cos θ
rpore
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(8)

Where rpore is the pore radius of the wick and θ is the contact angle between the liquid and the
wick. Further increase in the heat load will lead to the vapour penetration into the wick and
finally to the system depriming. Thus, under normal operation, the following condition must be
satisfied all the time:
∆Pcap ,max ≥ ∆PTOT

(9)

The pore radius rpore, usually given among the wick characteristics, corresponds to the mean pore
radius of the wick. As a wick is usually a heterogeneous material, rpore should correspond to the
largest pore radius of the wick. Moreover, especially for cylindrical evaporators, the vaporized
mass flow rate may be non-uniform all around the wick outer surface. Then, the capillary
limitation may appear in some specific locations, inducing a wick partial dry-out. Consequently,
the local heat transfer coefficient at the vaporization area is reduced, but the LHP still operates.
•

Boiling Limit:

The evaporator design of LHPs has the ability to tolerate the boiling limit better than heat pipes
because heat is conducted from the evaporator body to the primary wick, so that the liquid
evaporates at the outer surface of the wick. Boiling may still occur right below the heating
surface when the heat load is excessively high. However, the generated vapour bubbles can be
vented out to the vapour channel easily. The temperature difference needed for nucleation is:
Tl − Tsat =

(2σ

rpore − PNCG ) ⋅ Tsat

ρ v ⋅ Lv

(10)

According to Kaya and Goldak [10], who have developed a numerical modelling of heat and
mass transfer in the capillary structure of an LHP, it is desirable to maintain a very good contact
at the fin-wick interface and to eliminate the non-condensable gases in order to increase the
boiling limit.
•

Operating Limits Comparison:

In general, due to the LHP features, the capillary limit is the one that will determine the
maximum heat transport capability. In Figure 4, limits for ammonia HP operation at different
temperatures can be seen, according to [11]. As shown, capillary limit uses to be the lowest one,
especially at high temperatures. This conclusion can be extended for LHPs. At temperatures
close to 120 ºC, the boiling limit starts to be important for heat pipes. Nevertheless, as stated in
the previous paragraph, this limit is higher for LHPs and capillary limit is still the lowest one at
this range.
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1.5.

HP operating limits comparison [11]

LHP Operation Simulation

As far as the field of the simulation is concerned, nowadays technology is supported by powerful
software that allows the operation of complex systems in different scenarios to be reproduced.
This is particularly interesting for space applications, which are usually characterized by their
inaccessibility, and where reliability, robustness and predictability are crucial. With this in mind,
dedicated software has been developed in EcosimPro to simulate the thermal and fluid
performance of LHPs. This software has been validated, as reported by Gregori et al in [12].
Details on LHP modelling with EcosimPro were compiled by Kaya et al in [13]. Another aim of
the present study is to provide further conclusions about the reliability of a simulation model of
the LHP tested, using EcosimPro, both for nominal operation and with NCG, and to introduce
the starting point for future investigations into the subject.
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Problem Statement: Limitations of Current LHP
Technology
Current LHP technology for space is based on the use of ammonia and propylene as the working
fluid. Ammonia covers the highest temperature range, being the most efficient working fluid in
the temperature range from -30 ºC to 80 ºC. It is compatible with wall materials commonly used
in space, such as aluminium and stainless steel. Moreover, it is also compatible with the
commonly used wick materials: polyethylene, nickel, titanium and stainless steel, in the
mentioned temperature range.
Nowadays, there is a tendency of satellite on-board equipment to increase their operating
temperatures. Equipment such as OMUX and GaN SSPAs start to be compatible with
temperatures up to 125 ºC. This implies a new technological challenge, which consists of the
development of a heat transport device being able to work in a higher range of temperatures, up
to 125 ºC. This temperature increase, in addition to the need of smaller radiators, requires heat
rejection from hotter surfaces. Small radiators are linked to reduced mass and volume, easier
integration and, in summary, more efficient spacecraft architecture.
In addition, thermal control in other fields such as anti-icing systems for aircrafts [14] can
become part of the potential market of the developed solution.

2.1.

Proposed Solutions for the Optimization of Spacecraft Thermal Control
Systems based on LHPs

The extension of the typical LHP operating temperature range is driven by the selection of an
appropriate working fluid. Compatibility between materials and working fluid is the main driver
in the LHP design. Therefore, linked to the fluid selection, the envelope and wick materials shall
be identified. Three main approaches can be considered:
12
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•

Keeping ammonia as working fluid provided its outstanding properties as heat transport
agent, and select the optimal LHP design taking into account that ammonia’s critical point is
at 134 ºC and that its properties suffer a significant degradation when reaching temperatures
close to this point. This approach considers that, in spite of the mentioned properties
degradation, ammonia still presents better behaviour than other fluids in the specified
temperature range.

•

Searching a working fluid providing good heat transport performance and being compatible
with the classical ammonia-based LHP containment and wick materials.

•

Searching a working fluid providing excellent heat transport performance and to develop a
new LHP design, coping with potential issues such as unknown compatibility data,
performance in a radiative environment, long term stability, freezing/thawing,
manufacturing aspects, etc.

The main design target shall be to obtain an LHP having a similar (or lower) mass than an
ammonia-based LHP for the same power, while keeping the reliability and safety features of the
ammonia LHP.
In line with the second approach, some solutions for LHP operating at elevated temperatures
have been proposed in recent years. For instance, the use of toluene as working fluid in a
conventional loop heat pipe for space (walls of stainless steel with a nickel powder wick) was
proposed for a temperature range from 100 ºC to 250 ºC. Such breadboard was manufactured by
TAIS (see Chapter 3.3.2), and it operated correctly during testing and no evidence of NCG
generation was found during the test campaign. Although long life test were not performed in the
referred prototype, it is currently assumed that toluene is compatible with stainless steel and
nickel. Also compatibility of toluene with aluminium was confirmed via heat pipes development
(see Chapter 3.1.1). The drawback of the toluene loop heat pipe is that the efficiency of toluene
as an LHP working fluid is low and this leads to an oversized loop heat pipe in comparison to an
ammonia LHP designed for the same heat transport capability. In spite of that, it is worth
considering that the saturation pressure of toluene is low in the required temperature range and
this can help to reduce the increase of mass of the toluene LHP when compared to the ammonia
LHP.
As mentioned, the selection of the working fluids is the driver of the LHP design. Thus, an
exhaustive study of the candidate working fluids was carried out. The development of the LHP
operating up to 125 ºC counts also on specific work related to the investigation on the
compatibility and Non Condensable Gas (NCG) effects in the operation. NCG generation is
linked to incompatibility among the materials and working fluid.
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State of the Art of Two-Phase Heat Transport
Technology for Elevated Temperatures
An extensive literature review has been performed in order to determine the state of the art of the
two-phase heat transport technologies. The research has been oriented to the operation at
temperatures higher than typical ammonia range. Due to the fact that the development of a novel
LHP potentially implies the implementation of unusual combinations of working fluids and
materials, the review has been completed with a compilation of the investigations concerning the
consequences of NCG generation. Therefore, the literature review can be divided in two main
parts:
•

State of the art concerning LHPs operating at elevated temperatures, to select the optimal
design for temperatures up to 125 ºC. It can be split in the following areas:

o State of the art concerning working fluids used for a temperature range of [-40 ºC; +125
ºC]: the analysis of the state of the art is started from the working fluids which present
better characteristics in this temperature range and are currently used or have been tested
in two-phase heat transport systems. Within this topic, not only pure fluids, but also
mixtures are considered, due to the recent investigations in this matter in the heat
transport technology field.
o State of the art concerning two phase heat transport devices working at elevated
temperatures range [-40 ºC; +125 ºC]: second, the analysis is focused on two-phase
transport systems, which are the subject of this investigation. This includes both HPs and
LHPs.
•

The NCG problem: last, the literature survey is closed by a research on the investigations
concerning NCG effects in two-phase heat transport devices, including LHPs.
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Working Fluids for Two-Phase Heat Transport Devices

The selection of the optimal fluid depends on many factors, usually driven by the application.
Therefore, while in terrestrial applications water-copper combination can be usually found (usual
cooling systems in computers), water is not very popular for space applications due to its high
freezing point (0 ºC). Nevertheless, this drawback could be managed with the addition of another
substance to water which lowered its freezing point up to the desired limit. That is one of the
reasons for which some investigations relating mixtures have been carried out in last years.
3.1.1.

Pure Fluids

The most common working fluid for two-phase capillary pumped heat transport systems is
ammonia. It presents optimal characteristics for an operating temperature range of [-30 ºC; +80
ºC]. However, over the mentioned temperature, its efficiency as heat carrier starts to fall down
and its saturation pressure to increase significantly, leading to the need of stronger containers and
probably an increase of the weight of the device. Moreover, up to the date of the present Thesis,
there were no concluding data concerning ammonia compatibility with common envelope and
wick materials and stability of the fluid up to this temperature level, especially close to its critical
point (~132.4 ºC).
Therefore, an additional set of working fluids, among current available heat carrying agents for
two phase heat transfer systems, was selected taking into account the temperatures which shall
be managed:
•

Inorganic:

o Water [15, 16, 17, 18, 25, 19, 20, 29, 21]
•

Organic:

o Alcohols: methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, 1-butanol [15, 22, 23, 24, 25, 19, 26, 29]
o Alkanes: n-heptane [19]
o Ketones: Acetone [19, 27, 25]
o Chlorofluorocarbons (freons): freon 11, freon 113 [19]
o Aromatics: benzene, toluene, naphthalene, dowtherm A, dowtherm E [19, 22, 28, 29, 21]
o Organochlorides: Perchloroethylene [29]
3.1.2.

Mixtures

It is interesting to mention that the developers of the LHP technology ([30]) carried out
experimental studies of LHP with mixtures, although latest LHP research has been limited to
pure fluids. The usage of 2-component fluids (for example: alcohol-water mixtures) could help
to obtain improved performance at high temperature and to resolve the freezing/thawing
problem.
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State of the art related to mixtures as working fluid for two-phase heat transport systems is
mainly focused on alcohol-water mixtures. As it has been mentioned, these mixtures have
several advantages over the pure fluid (water or alcohol in this case) such as the decrease of the
freezing point of water. However, recent studies have reached the conclusion that mixtures
present also several disadvantages which have to be taken into account.
2-component alcohol-water advantages over 1-component systems:

o Wider range of operating temperatures, in particular lower value of freezing temperature:
in Figure 6 freezing temperatures of several water + alcohol mixtures depending on
alcohol concentration are shown (graph calculated based on data in [31]). Many space
applications require a minimum non operating temperature around -30 ºC or -40 ºC (i.e.
E/W radiators). As it can be observed in the graph in Figure 6, for a methanol
concentration of 50% in volume the freezing temperature of the working fluid would be
lower than -40 ºC.
o Higher heat transport capability: the addition to alcohol of even a small amount of water
(component with higher surface tension) leads to considerably increase in the maximum
heat transport capability. Experimental data for heat pipe with ethanol-water solution
[32] are presented in Figure 7.
o Higher dP/dT: as it is clear from Figure 8, 10-20 mol% of methanol in the aqueous
solution is sufficient to increase significantly the dP/dT value (this parameter is critical
for LHP effective function).
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FIGURE 6:

Freezing point of several alcohol aqueous solutions
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HP maximum heat transfer capacity for water-ethanol working fluid
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FIGURE 8:

dP/dT as a function of methanol mole fraction

o Increase of critical heat flux and low stable wall temperature at boiling: the boiling of
aqueous mixtures of methanol and 2-propanol from a small horizontal surface in a finite
pool (thermosyphon condition) at subatmospheric pressures was investigated in the
experimental work [33]. The results support the conclusion that for water/alcohol
mixtures the critical heat flux condition is increased in several times above those of pure
fluids with small concentrations of alcohol (for an operating temperature of 40 °C the
optimal concentration of methanol in water is ~10 mol%). Also, boiling of water/alcohol
mixture is characterized by maintaining low wall temperatures in contrast to the large
wall temperature fluctuations of pure water systems. These effects could lead to an
improvement of the LHP performance and stability. However further experimental
investigations are required regarding actual LHP evaporation in capillary wick conditions
and for high pressures/temperatures.
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o Simplification of start-up from frozen state: even an insignificant amount of alcohol in
water can simplify start up from frozen state and prevent the loop tubing damage during
thawing. For instance, ethanol-water solutions (1-7 wt% ) were found to produce
relatively weak solid crystal during the freezing in heat pipes so that the weak solid
breaks up and expands without rupturing a wall [34].
o Higher surface tension with temperature: it was established [35] that, for aqueous
solutions of alcohols with more than four carbon atoms (with higher boiling temperatures
than for water), the surface tension did not decrease (usual behaviour for all pure liquids)
but increased with temperature. Experimental investigations [36] demonstrated that
grooved HPs filled by such anomalous (positive surface-tension gradient with
temperature) solutions exhibit better performances in comparison to commercial HPs
filled with pure water.
o Marangoni effect: recently it was proposed [37] to use ethanol-water solution in wickless
heat pipes for space applications. It was theoretically and experimentally demonstrated
that condensed liquid in cooling section could return back to heating section, presumably
by the Marangoni effect even without wicks under a microgravity condition. This
phenomenon could be useful to provide constant liquid bridge (flow) between the LHP
compensation chamber and the primary wick.
o Prevention of titanium stress corrosion: titanium is one of the most promising materials
for elevated temperature two-phase spacecraft thermal control systems. It is known [38]
that anhydrous methanol is unique in its ability to cause stress corrosion cracking of
titanium and titanium alloys. But addition only several percents of water provide
immunity to titanium so that there would not be any problem in most industrial
applications.
o Reduction of explosiveness: if the quantity of methanol in the water is less than 25 wt%,
the solution is non-combustible and non-explosive (the concentration of alcohol in water
is a determining factor in the applications of standards and regulations governing the use
of product as LHP working media).
•

2-component alcohol-water disadvantages over 1-component systems:

o Compatibility with LHP typical envelope and wick materials: there is lack of data in
literature about alcohol-water solutions compatibility with LHP envelope and wick
materials and stability issues for elevated temperatures (up to ~150°C). Probability of
NCG generation in the LHP is high because, for instance, one of the well known fuel cell
reactions is methanol-hydrogen conversion (where ∆H = 131 kJ/mol (liquid reactants) or
49 kJ/mol (gaseous reactants) has to be added as heat –nevertheless, the process works at
a temperature 200-350° C– ):
CH 3OH + H 2 O → 3H 2 + CO2 − ∆H 0
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T, °C

o Low thermal conductance: in conventional HPs with aqueous methanol and ethanol
solutions as a working fluid significant temperature drop between evaporator and
condenser was usually observed. This is connected with components separation (partial
or complete) all along the HP during the operation. However, as reported in [39] the high
axial temperature drop can be reduced by a separation foil in the adiabatic section, which
prevents the radial mass and heat exchange. In case of LHP there are no heat and mass
transfer in adiabatic section between vapour and liquid flows. According to Kiseev’s
investigations on two component mixture n-pentane-acetone (30 wt%) LHP [30] no
significant differences between operational characteristics of LHP charged by acetone, npentane and mixture were found (see Figure 9).

Q, W

LHP characteristic temperatures (evaporator – Tev, vapour line – Tv, and
FIGURE 9:
liquid line – Tl) for condenser cooling by water at 25°C for different working fluids: 1 –
acetone, 2 – n-pentane, 3 – mixture n-pentane-acetone (30 wt%)
Considering all the mentioned points, further experimental and theoretical investigations,
especially regarding material compatibility and two-component LHP operational performance,
was found needed.

3.2.

Heat Pipes for Elevated Temperatures

Both LHPs and HPs are based on the operation of a working fluid or heat carrier which
transports the heat from the source to the heat sink. The working principles are the same for both
devices; actually, LHPs can be considered as kind of advance HPs. Therefore, compatibility
issues can be expected to be very similar. A review of the current state of the art for elevated
temperature heat pipes is presented hereafter.
3.2.1.

Water -Copper Heat Pipes

The electronic industry has a considerable experience about the use of water-copper HPs for
terrestrial applications. The temperature range of these HPs goes 80 ºC until 200 ºC and there are
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multiple commercial products (Figure 10 and Figure 11, from Thermacore and Furukawa
catalogues).

FIGURE 10:

Copper Water Heat Pipes Manufactured by Thermacore for Electronic Cooling

FIGURE 11:

Copper Water Heat Pipes Manufactured by Furukawa for Desktop PC

Despite its acceptance in terrestrial applications, water-copper heat pipes have very limited space
flight heritage; publications on space application of water-copper heat pipes are rare.
Actually, water-copper heat pipes have two important drawbacks for their use in a spacecraft: the
high vapour pressure of the working fluid at high temperature, which can lead to thick piping
thickness and consequently an increased mass, and the high freezing point of water, at 0 ºC.
Nevertheless, some examples of water-copper HPs for space applications were developed and
they are summarized hereafter:
•

Water-Copper Heat Pipe for Space Applications proposed by OHB Systems and IKE
University (Germany) as shown in reference [40] for future ESA missions, such as BepiColombo and Solar Orbiter, in the frame of a R&D project. Several heat pipe prototypes
were built after a trade-off and detailed design studies. The copper-water combination was
selected as a baseline for the high temperature HP design due to outstanding compatibility.
Figure 12 shows the wick structure of the copper-water heat pipe prototype.
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Results for freeze/thaw cycle testing are not presented in the reference, but it is stated that
the physics of start-up from frozen state is well understood and that heat pipe design
solutions for a safe-start exist.

FIGURE 12:

Wick Structure of OHB Copper Water Heat Pipes Prototype

Next stage of OHB-IKE development activity was presented in [41]. The main objective of
the activity was the manufacture of a High Temperature Constant Conductance Heat Pipe
(HTCCHP) for Alphabus. Original approach was demonstrated. Deep and narrow copper
grooves were produced by the electroforming process. The wick design based on this
technology had very low weight. The wick was inserted into an aluminium profile to meet
straightness requirements. The combination of thin corrugated copper tube with thicker
aluminium profile resulted in an overall low-mass HP (see Figure 13).

Sectional view of assembled corrugated HTCCHP
Corrugated Copper tube inserted into
aluminium profile

Embedded HP profile (Aluminium Core not yet
removed)

FIGURE 13:

Section of copper tube sample

OHB-IKE Copper Water HTCCHP Prototype

The above described approach is not viable for LHPs due to the long transport lines and the
complex design of the evaporator, which would make it very difficult to guarantee absence
of a contact between the working fluid (water) and an external aluminium container.
•

Water-Copper Heat Pipes for WindSat, implemented by the Naval Centre for Space
Technology (NCST) in its low earth orbit (LEO) payload to provide temperature control for
its Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) [42]. Its primary function is to transport heat from the
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LNAs to the feed-bench radiators, where heat rejects into the deep space. These HPs
underwent a flight qualification program, including freeze/thaw cycling test (Figure 14).
Five HPs were subjected to 100 freeze/thaw cycles, which was determined to be four times
the expected number of freezing that may occur throughout ground operations and flight
mission. Two of the five HPs failed after 60 freeze/thaw cycles. Figure 14 also shows
damage at the condenser end of a HP due to repetitive freezing and thawing. Frozen water
expanded and weakened the copper shell at each cycle until it ruptured. Although the
remaining three HPs did not fail, similar deformation was found at the condenser end. It was
concluded that the copper-water HP can only tolerate freezing to some extent. It is not meant
to be used in a situation in which the system is routinely exposed below freezing
temperature. To minimize such risk, auxiliary heaters were added to the HP system to
prevent freezing.

FIGURE 14:
3.2.2.

Overall thermal conductance measured between freeze/thaw cycles

Water-Monel and Titanium HPs for Space Applications

NASA development of nuclear electric propulsion system Prometheus program for Jupiter Icy
Moons Orbiter requires advances in high temperature thermal management. The temperature at
which heat is rejected, and thereby the design of the waste heat thermal management system
depends on the power conversion cycle. For a Brayton cycle (baseline for Jupiter Icy Moons
Orbiter), waste heat is typically rejected at temperatures ranging from 60 to 260 °C. The need for
heat pipes to operate in this range led to the development of HP materials and working fluids that
could operate at elevated temperatures and pressures. Copper-nickel alloys and titanium alloys
were investigated as well as a variety of potential high temperature working fluids, including
uncommon fluids such as metal halides [43]. Finally NASA selected water as the primary
working fluid and the work with alternative fluids was stopped.
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Figure of a Carbon-Carbon radiator design with embedded water-titanium HPs

Titanium was chosen as the envelope material for its potential long-term compatibility with
water, high strength, and low density [44]. A radiator with a Carbon-Carbon concept design with
embedded water-titanium HPs can be seen in Figure 15.
NASA requested quotes from three heat pipe US vendors: Swales Aerospace [45] Advanced
Cooling Technologies [46] and Thermacore [47] to design and build three titanium-water heat
pipes each according to specification.

Thermacore supplied three titanium HPs with an axial grooved metal wick. The wick was
assembled using titanium felt wick material (see Figure 16).

Section of felt Ti wick prior to
insertion into a heat pipe envelope.

FIGURE 16:

Cross section of heat pipe

Design of Thermacore Ti-Water high temperature heat pipe for space applications

Advanced Cooling Technologies (ACT) conducted very extensive research campaign for high
temperature HP material and working fluids (Figure 17). Initially Monel and titanium water HPs
were designed by ACT to overcome the disadvantages of copper/water HPs and produce a viable
thermal management solution for high temperature electronics in spacecraft [46].
ACT focused on the following materials which have the best chance of being compatible with
water at elevated temperatures. These materials also have high yield strengths, low densities and
good commercial availability:
•

Monel 400, a solid solution alloy with roughly 63% nickel and 30% copper

•

Monel K500, a similar nickel-copper alloy with the addition of aluminium and titanium

•

Titanium, various grades
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Three Ti-Water HPs with different machined axial groove sintered wick geometry were
delivered to NASA for testing (Figure 17).

Sintered Ti wick axial groove heat pipe design was selected for NASA tests:
three different groove geometry and different number of grooves

FIGURE 17:

Survey of Advanced Cooling Technologies high temperature HP wick structures
produced in titanium and Monel for space applications

Swales Aerospace supplied three titanium HPs with screen-artery wicks. The evaporator section
in each HP was different. Every HP had 5 open axial arteries. A typical representation is shown
in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18:

Design of Swales Aerospace Ti-Water high temperature HP for space applications

All nine water-titanium HPs of different designs from three manufacturers’ pipes were tested in
NASA Glenn Research Centre at 177 °C and 227 °C at various elevations and inclinations.
Testing showed (see Figure 19) that felt metal and machined grooved HPs performed similarly
and slightly better than the artery screen HPs. However, screen artery HPs show better
performance at higher inclinations. The best HPs rejected 500 W at an operating temperature of
227 °C. Life testing underway with 1250 hours of operation and no NCG is detected.
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Comparison of HPs at 500 K. HP1-3: Thermacore, HP4-6: ACT, HP7-9: Swales

Methanol-Stainless Steel Heat Pipes

Methanol - Stainless Steel combination has been used in several NASA spacecraft thermal
control projects. For instance, Communication Technology Satellite (which was launched in
1976 and operated during 4 years) had three variable conductance HPs which were made of
stainless steel and used methanol as the working fluid and a nitrogen/helium mixture as the
control gas. The wicking structure consisted of interior wall grooves, a metal-felt diametric slab
wick, and two wire-mesh arteries. Some anomalies were observed, which were not associated
with material compatibility but with HP design (artery depriming after methanol freezing and
thawing).

3.3.

Loop Heat Pipes for Elevated Temperatures

As mentioned, nowadays the interest in developing LHPs operating at higher temperature ranges
than usual is increasing. The operating temperature of equipments on-board is rising and the use
of heat transfer devices that are able to operate at such ranges would allow reducing the size of
radiators and the mass on-board. The state of the art of this kind of devices is discussed in the
next paragraphs. Also, LHPs operating at elevated temperatures have been designed and
manufactured for non space applications: anti-icing systems in aircrafts and electronic unit
cooling.
3.3.1.

Titanium-Water Loop Heat Pipes

Water LHP with two evaporators and one condenser (named LHPBUS) was investigated in 1997
[16]. Both evaporators had identical titanium wick and material of the LHP envelope was
stainless steel. The LHP operated at high temperature range (100-150 °C) and each evaporator
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was capable to transfer up to 500 W. Overall LHPBUS layout and thermal performance is shown
in Figure 20. Table 1 summarizes main LHPBUS characteristics. During testing it was found that
the breadboard dual evaporator LHP was sensitive to NCG generation. This finding confirms the
general statement that water is not compatible to stainless steel.
In January 2006 US Air Force requested from Advanced Cooling Technologies Inc. to develop a
high temperature (up to 200 °C) water-titanium LHP for SiC device cooling in military fighter
aircraft environment. The combination water-titanium was selected based on the successful
development of high temperature HPs for NASA. The requirements of this application are
compiled in [48].
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FIGURE 20:

Overall 2-evaporator Wa-Ti-SS LHP (LHPBUS) layout and operational
characteristics

TABLE 1:

2-Evaporator Wa-Ti-SS LHP (LHPBUS) features

2-evaporator Water-Ti wick-SS envelope LHP (LHPBUS)
SS Vapour line

ID
Length

3 mm
1030 mm

SS Liquid line

ID
Length

3 mm
1000 mm

Ti Wicks

Pore Size,
Permeability
Porosity

4 µm
4·10-13 m2
0.53

SS Evaporators

ID
Length

22 mm
100 mm

Double walled SS Condenser

Annulus ID
Gap
Length

22 mm
3 mm
180 mm

Maximum heat transfer capacity
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Toluene-Stainless Steel Loop Heat Pipes

Toluene is not as attractive as water due to its lower thermal properties. However, the use of
toluene as working fluid has some advantages: low melting temperature of toluene allows using
it as working fluid without the risk of toluene freezing during on-ground HPs storage or after
spacecraft is set in near-earth orbit. Experimental investigations of toluene compatibility with
different construction materials that were carried out during 2000 hours [49] show that it can be
used as working fluid in HPs made of aluminium alloy 6061 or carbon steel.
The same conclusions can be drawn based on experimental investigations which were made in
TAIS Ltd. in 1994. The investigations were made using toluene/stainless steel Arterial HP with a
length of 2.5 m and outer diameter of 16 mm and using toluene/stainless steel LHP with nickel
primary structure. The length of the LHP condenser was of 4.5 m. The tests were carried out
during several hundred hours at a temperature of 150 °C and the LHP was able to transfer 250
W. The thermal resistance of the Arterial HP was 0.13 K/W. The thermal resistance of the LHP
was 0.06 K/W. During the tests and after one year of on-ground storage of the toluene Arterial
HP and LHP no degradation of their thermal properties was observed.
Furthermore, toluene has been the selected working fluid for some anti-icing applications,
particularly in LHPs for anti-icing of gas turbine inlets [50]. A switchable LHP with stainless
steel envelope, nickel wick and toluene as working fluid was developed, since ethanol was found
to be incompatible. Experimental tests verified that the LHP could be successfully shut-down,
and then restarted multiple times.
3.3.3.

Water-Copper and Nickel Loop Heat Pipes

The Maydanik Laboratory (Russia, Ekaterinburg) developed and successfully tested cooling
systems for desktop personal computers processors. Figure 22 presents the views and operational
characteristics of the developed copper-water mini LHPs with flat and cylindrical evaporators.

FIGURE 21:

Copper-Water LHPs: overall views and thermal performances (i)
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Copper-Water LHPs: overall views and thermal performances (ii)

Processors Intel P4 (2.8 GHz) and Athlon XP 2500+ (1.83 GHz) were cooled in tests. The mass
of the systems, including the LHP and the radiator, depending on the modification, ranged from
0.85 to 3.2 kg. The thermal conductance of the systems was in the range of 1.25-2 W/K.
During simulation tests of the cooling systems temperatures of 82-95 ºС at the contact surface of
a thermal simulator of the processor were achieved for heat transport capability of 110-120 W.
Water LHP for solar applications was developed in National Taiwan University. Nickel wick and
copper tubing were used in the LHP prototype HIM-02. Current achievements are: heat transfer
distance ~1 m, heat transfer capacity 60 W, thermal conductance ~5 W/K for an operational
temperature ~100°C. General view of HIM-02 and evaporator are shown in Figure 23.

Evaporator

General view

FIGURE 23:
3.3.4.

HIM-02: Wa-Ni-Cu LHP for solar applications (Taiwan University)

SS-Ni Acetone Loop Heat Pipes

Acetone is less attractive than water or methanol for high temperature applications due to lower
heat transfer performance capability, but this fluid has certain advantage: it is most likely
compatible with standard LHP materials: SS, Ti and Ni. The first LHPs in the world were
developed in the beginning of seventies with water and acetone as working agents. Later acetone
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has been used in many experimental LHPs and industrial prototypes for high temperature
electronic cooling, including military applications, in Soviet Union [30].
Acetone is the baseline fluid for low-cost “10-dollars LHP” developed in Taiwan by KongLin
Co in collaboration with National Taiwan University and Russian Institute of Thermophysics
(Ekaterinburg). A low-cost manufacturing process was accomplished and patented
internationally. Copper and SS were used as LHP transport lines and condenser tubing materials
(Figure 24).

Ni Wick

Evaporator with saddle

Standard Model

Forced Convection Condenser

Natural Convection Condenser

LHP installation example

FIGURE 24:
3.3.5.

Low-Cost KongLin Acetone-Ni-SS(Cu) LHP for electronic cooling)

Novel Design Water-Copper LHP

Typical LHPs (all discussed above) have inverted meniscus evaporator design. A miniaturized
LHP using non-inverted meniscus evaporation concept has shown high potential of overcoming
some shortages of ordinary LHP and high capability of dealing with very high density of heat
fluxes [51]. The evaporator utilizes a wick structure with the non-inverted meniscus evaporation
concept, which allows the use of high thermal conductivity materials for the evaporator case and
capillary wick structure, and hence further reducing the thermal resistance between the
evaporator elements. The heat fluxes at evaporator can therefore be significantly higher than that
of an LHP using inverted meniscus evaporation approach.
The concept of the non-inverted meniscus evaporation LHP was suggested by Gerasimov et al
[52]. Non-inverted meniscus cylindrical evaporator was suggested to improve heat transfer
performance of LHPs for increased heat flux applications. As it is clear from Figure 25, the
monolithic porous structure in the evaporator serves as a liquid capillary pump (to provide
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constant fluid flow in the loop) and as a vapour generator (to remove the heat from a source by
latent heat of vaporization).
The design with double-functions single wick is also very typical for “classical” inverted
meniscus evaporators. In general, the small average pore size (several microns) capillary
structure with low thermal conductivity (to avoid vapour bubbles appearance on the liquid part
of the wick which could discontinue the pumping) is required to support the liquid circulation in
the loop. A different type structure with a developed surface (with special paths for liquid
admission to phase change surface and with a low hydraulic resistance vapour escape channel
system) and high effective thermal conductivity is preferable in a heat input region of LHP.

FIGURE 25:

Non-Inverted meniscus LHP cylindrical evaporator

In 2003 Philips and Grove [53] invented a flat-type evaporator with two separate capillary
porous wicks-components, of which one structure is responsible for mass transfer (“distributing
wick” in Figure 26) and another is enhanced evaporation capillary-porous surface (“primary
wick” in Figure 26). Doktorov and Maziuk [54] invented a double-structure wick cylindrical
evaporator (Figure 27). This evaporator has a simpler design.

FIGURE 26: Non-Inverted meniscus LHP
double-wick flat evaporator

FIGURE 27: Non-Inverted meniscus LHP
double-wick cylindrical evaporator

The essential advantage of the proposed device is to reduce the heat leak to the compensation
chamber. It is due to the fact that the liquid inlet port to the evaporator, the compensation
chamber and the low thermal conductance distribution wick are placed at a considerable distance
from the heat input.
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This novel design could be considered to have a good potential for an LHP operating at elevated
temperatures. However, this technology is not as mature as classical inverted-meniscus design:
there is lack of heritage and thermal performances of first samples showed certain instability
(large temperature oscillations and start up problems were reported).

3.4.

NCG Impact on the Performance of Two-Phase Heat Transport Systems

Non Condensable Gas (NCG) has been reported as one of the most common causes for the
failure of two-phase heat transport devices. One of the main consequences of an incompatibility
among the materials and working fluid of a heat transport device is the generation of NCG,
which linked to the fact that elevated temperatures can accelerate the NCG generation process,
made it essential to dedicate special attention to the NCG impact in the LHP for Elevated
Temperature (ET-LHP), which would potentially include novel combinations of fluids and
materials.
Pernicious effects of NCG have been widely reported for HP operation. Also, several studies
have been performed for LHPs, but the limited information makes a deeper analysis of NCG
impact in LHPs performance necessary. In this line, a review of the state of the art of the
investigations linked to NCG effects is presented in this section.
3.4.1.

NCG Impact on HP Performance

As mentioned, the NCG effect in HPs has been widely studied for more than 50 years. A number
of publications including books, articles and patents, make reference to the performance of HPs
with NCG. For instance, Dunn and Reay reported in [55] that any NCG generated inside a HP is
swept to the condenser region, as shown in Figure 28. As a result, part of the condenser is
blocked and the HP thermal conductance is reduced.

FIGURE 28:

Equilibrium state of a gas-loaded heat pipe according to Dunn and Reay [55]

Also, NCG increases the overall pressure inside the system, due to its own partial pressure,
which is linked to a rise in the evaporator temperature. Moreover, NCG decreases the liquid
absorbing area of the wick inside the condenser that reduces the liquid supply to the evaporator
thereby increasing the chances of wick dry outs and evaporator hot spots. Depending on the
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amount of NCG inside the heat pipe system, it can result in either performance demerits or
complete rejection of the device.
In spite of that, the NCG mechanism is linked to the devices called Variable Conductance Heat
Pipes (VCHPs), which are used in applications for which there is a demand to reduce (i.e.,
controlled conductance) or to block (i.e., OFF mode) the thermal conductance during certain of
the operational modes.
As reported by the Heat Pipe Design Handbook, prepared by NASA [56], the concept of a
Variable Conductance or Temperature Controlled Heat Pipe was first described by Block and
Hall in a patent application dated October 1964 [57]. However, although the effect of a noncondensing gas was shown in Grover's original publication [58], its significance for achieving
variable conductance was not immediately recognized. In subsequent years the theory and
technology of gas controlled variable conductance heat pipes was greatly advanced, notably by
Bienert and Brennan at Dynatherm [59] and Marcus at TRW [60].

FIGURE 29:

Images of Block and Hall patent “Constant Temperature output heat pipe” [57]

According to [56], the introduction of a certain amount of NCG into the heat pipe during
operation forms a "plug" which blocks the vapour flow. A schematic of a gas-loaded VCHP is
presented in Figure 30. In this figure, a reservoir is shown, which is typically added to
accommodate the gas when "full -on" heat pipe operation is required. As vapour flows from the
evaporator to the condenser, it sweeps the non-condensing gas which accumulates in the cold
end of the heat pipe. The gas therein forms a barrier to the vapour flow and effectively "shuts
off" that portion of the condenser which it fills. The length of the plug and therefore the
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condenser conductance depends on such factors as the system's operating temperature, heat
source and sink conditions, reservoir size and reservoir temperature, etc. For example, if the heat
load is increased, the vapour temperature tends to rise as in the fixed conductance heat pipe.
However, the corresponding increase in vapour pressure of the working fluid compresses the gas
plug, thereby increasing the size of the active condenser. This results in a higher conductance
that effectively opposes the tendency of the vapour temperature to increase. Similarly, if the heat
source and/or sink temperature decreases, the vapour temperature and pressure tend to drop
which permits the gas plug to expand, the conductance of the heat pipe to decrease, and the
vapour temperature decreases to be minimized. A gas-loaded heat pipe therefore reduces
fluctuations of the operating temperature and behaves as a self-controlled VCHP.

FIGURE 30:

Gas-loaded Variable Conductance Heat Pipe [56]

Gas-loaded HPs’ performance was also reported by Colwell et al in [61]. Experimental data were
presented showing the effects of introducing argon into the vapour space of a water heat pipe
under conditions of low to moderate heat-transfer rates. At low heat transfer the presence of
argon greatly affected the thermal conductance of the heat pipe while at higher energy transfer
rates the effects of the non-condensable gases were considerably diminished. Correlation
equations were presented taking into account the effects of the presence of various quantities of
NCG on HP performance. Similar conclusions are reported by other authors, such as Matsushita
in [62], Sun and Tien in [63] and Ochterbeck and Peterson in [64]. Operation of HPs with NCG
was also studied in flight (zero-g operation). Eninger et al presented analyses of flight data of
HPs loaded with NCG [65]. Conclusions from their analysis showed that gas-controlled variableconductance heat pipes can perform reliably for long periods in space and effectively provide
temperature stabilization for spacecraft electronics.
More recent publications include investigations in HPs for novel applications and even in novel
configurations. Concerning investigations on new applications for gas-loaded HPs, important
advances have been reported in the last years. VCHPs were proposed for different applications,
including space and terrestrial.
As examples of space applications, VCHPs were proposed in 2009 by Anderson et al for Martian
and Lunar applications [66]. A VCHP radiator was designed for Lunar Equator, capable of
maintaining a 16 K temperature drop with a 4% addition to overall mass. Later, in 2011, a VCHP
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was described as a variable lunar thermal link by Peters et al in [67]. In this paper, three different
variable conductance thermal links were studied to keep a Warm Electronics Box (WEB) and a
battery, part of the equipment of the Anchor Node Mission for the International Lunar Network
(ILN), within a fairly narrow temperature range. During the lunar day, heat must be transferred
from the WEB to a radiator as efficiently as possible. During the night, heat transfer from the
WEB must be minimized to keep the electronics and batteries warm with minimal power, even
with a very low (100 K) heat sink. The three thermal links identified were a mini-loop heat pipe
(LHP), a mini-LHP with a thermal control valve and a VCHP with a hybrid wick. Testing
included freeze/thaw cycles, simulated lunar performance, with an adverse evaporator elevation,
performance with a 2.54 mm (0.1 inch) adverse elevation, both for normal operation, and to
demonstrate diode behaviour when the condenser was heated. All tests were successful, even if
the power with the heat pipe level was slightly lower than expected, probably due to problems
with the hybrid wick interface.

FIGURE 31:

Gas-loaded Variable Conductance Heat Pipe [56]

An example of terrestrial applications for HPs with NCG is the use of VCHP for vehicle thermal
management, as reported by Leriche et al in [68]. The objective of the study was the reduction of
engine energy consumption after a cold start by controlling heating-cooling cycle. A theoretical
model based on a nodal method and an experimental test bench was developed to study the
performance of a copper/water VCHP, using nitrogen as a non-condensable gas. VCHP operated
as a thermal switch, with a start-up temperature of 80 °C. The effect of the inclination angle (i.e.,
adverse-gravity, horizontal position or gravity-aided) was studied. The results allowed
identifying the effect of the air mass flow rate on the condenser and the effect inclination angle
on the performance of the VCHP. Results showed that the VCHP performance improved with a
small inclination angle aiding liquid return to the evaporator.
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VCHPs for vehicle thermal management according to Leriche et al [68]

As far as novel configurations are concerned, studies about NCG effects in oscillating heat pipes
(OHPs) have been recently reported by Senjaya and Inoue [69, 70]. In the paper, the effects of
NCG on the phase change phenomena, flow characteristics of liquid slugs-vapour plugs, pressure
difference of heating-cooling section and heat transfer performance of OHP are investigated both
through simulation and experimentally. In the simulation, the NCG is assumed to be undissolved in the liquid slugs. The NCG is also assumed to be perfectly mixed with vapour, as
form of plugs. The simulation results show that NCG decreases the pressure difference between
heating and cooling section, which means the decreasing of driving force. The decreasing of
driving force due to the decreasing the total amount of condensation, means that NCG disturbed
the condensation phenomena. Finally, the heat transfer performance of OHP also decreases due
to the decreasing of driving force. Compared with the other types of heat pipe from previous
studies, the authors conclude that the effect of NCG in the OHP is smaller than that in LHPs or
conventional HPs. The experimental results show that NCG decreases the heat transfer
performance of OHP, which are the same with our simulation results. From experimental results,
NCG increases the time-average temperature of heating section. This means that the liquid slugs
enter the heating section less frequently (bubbles generation is also less frequent), then the total
amount of evaporation and total amount of heat transfer through working fluid decrease. In the
adiabatic section, NCG decreases the fluctuation of wall temperature, which means that the
motion of liquid slugs and vapour plugs becomes less active. In the cooling section, NCG
decreases the fluctuation and also time-average of wall temperature, which means that NCG
obstacles the condensation. As a conclusion of the tests, the experimental results agree and
validate the simulation results.
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(a) NCG in conventional heat pipe (b) Motion in oscillating heat pipe [69]

OHP with NCG operation at 20 W and for 0.1 wt% NCG (image on the left) and
10 wt% NCG (image on the right): test results and interpretation [70]

Also, NCG effects in a loop thermosyphon have been investigated by He et al [71,72]. The
authors investigated the effect of NCG on the start-up and steady state operation of an ammoniastainless steel loop thermosyphon. In the experiment, nitrogen was injected as NCG. The effects
of NCG inventory on the start-up behaviour and the thermal performance of the loop
thermosyphon were tested. As far as NCG effects on start-up are concerned, the experimental
results revealed that NCG prolonged the start-up time and increased the liquid superheat and
temperature overshoot. Results showed that increasing the heat load reduced the start-up time,
but lead to larger temperature overshoot. Forced convection cooling of the condenser could
effectively limit the temperature overshoot. During the test campaign no failed start-ups were
recorded. Concerning the thermosyphon steady state operation, NCG implied an increase of the
operating temperature of the evaporator (decrease of the thermal conductance). This effect was
more noticeable at low operating temperatures and for large NCG amounts. A sketch of the
tested loop thermosyphon and measurement plan can be seen in Figure 35.
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Loop thermosyphon measurement plan [72]

Research was also performed in rotating HPs by Ling and Cao [73]. In the paper, investigations
related to the NCG effects on a miniature radially rotating wickless HP are presented, with the
aim of combining these devices with the traditional air-cooling technology for the rotor blades of
a high-temperature gas turbine. The HP operated with sodium as the working fluid, and had a
diameter in the range of 1.5±2 mm. Its operation was analysed by modelling and testing. Closedform analytical solutions for the temperature distribution along the heat pipe length were
obtained, in good agreement with the experimental data. It was proven that the HP had very large
heat transfer capability and a high effective thermal conductance (60% higher than the thermal
conductivity of copper). The effect of NCG increased the temperature drop along the heat pipe
length, but performance was still effective and reliable.

FIGURE 36:

Rotating wickless HPs schematics [73]
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The research on the NCG in HPs field was also extended to the study of transients, as reported
by Saad et al in [74]. Experiments were performed to evaluate the effect of non-condensable
gases and axial conduction on the transient performance of copper-water wicked heat pipes. An
existing transient network model for wicked heat pipes was extended to incorporate the effects of
axial conduction and non-condensable gas. The model predictions of the steady and transient
response of the vapour and wall temperature of the heat pipes were in good agreement with the
experimental results. Two main conclusions were obtained: the NCG and axial conduction did
not significantly affect the transient response during the heat-up phase; however, it significantly
slowed down the cool-down phase.
The particular case of NCG impact in LHP performance is the object of the next section.
3.4.2.

NCG Impact on LHP Performance

The NCG is assumed to be one of the most important factors which could lead to the degradation
of an LHP performance, taking into account the lifetime requirements of potential missions
(typically 15 years in orbit for telecommunications satellites, as stated in [75]). The sensitivity of
a two-phase heat transport device to the NCG depends on the heat transfer system internal
geometry and design. Normally, NCG is generated in the evaporation zone and it is accumulated
at the stagnation zones. In a HP, NCG tends to accumulate at the condenser region and
depending on the amount of NCG inside the HP it can result in either performance demerits or
complete rejection of the device. In an LHP the NCG can be collected at the compensation
chamber where the flow is stagnant. The compensation chamber provides the most convenient
location for storing the NCG and therefore helps to reduce their negative impact on the loop
performance.
Effects of NCG in LHPs have been studied by several authors. Thermal conductance degradation
related to NCG in ammonia LHPs has been found by Nikitkin, Bienert and Goncharov [76].
Investigations compiled in this paper included both modelling and experimental analysis. Main
conclusions obtained indicated that performance of the LHP was almost insensitive to NCG in
the experiments, unless for large quantities of gas, when the LHP start-up time was increased and
thermal conductance of the LHP was degraded. Moreover, it was concluded that measured
effects of NCG were less significant than those predicted by modelling. This fact was reported
due to conservatism in the analysis, since the CC is assumed isothermal and NCG solubility
neglected. The experimental results were believed influenced by gas absorbed by the working
fluid and/or adsorbed by the wick or envelope. In addition, an unexpected increase of the
evaporator conductance at the early stages of the NCG injections was observed.
Furthermore, Wrenn, Wolf and Kroliczek [77] reported the same effect in LHPs operation due to
NCG accumulation inside the device. They performed a test campaign to evaluate the potential
issues associated to the operation of LHPs with NCG and large thermal masses attached to the
evaporator. An ammonia LHP was subjected to the testing. Main conclusions obtained as far as
NCG effects in the LHP performance was concerned, indicated an increase of the LHP saturation
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temperature to accommodate the partial pressure of the gas (decrease of the LHP thermal
conductance) and that the presence of the NCG did not affect the evaporator conductance. In the
graph in Figure 37 it can be seen that the NCG effect is less noticeable than in the theoretical
predictions and that impact is less significant at low power levels.

FIGURE 37:

Comparison of steady-state saturation temperature measurements and observed
hysteresis at various NCG levels [77]

Effects of NCG in LHP operation were also studied by Ishikawa et al in [78]. The operation of
an LHP with NCG was analysed in the context of a Reservoir Embedded Loop Heat Pipe
(RELHP) integrated in a deployable radiator. The RELHP had an evaporator core used as a
liquid reservoir to enhance operational reliability. In the paper it is pointed out that for use on
satellites, the RELHP would be required to have a lifetime greater than 10 years. In this line, the
heat transport characteristics of the RELHP for different NCG volumes was analysed by
experiment and calculations. Main findings were that NCG increases temperature rise at the
evaporator. NCG volume in a RELHP has a great influence on heat transport characteristics due
to the reservoir pressure increase caused by NCG.
Thermal conductance degradation in a water-copper LHP was reported by Singh, Akbarzadeh
and Mochizuki [79]. The performed investigation included experiments with a miniature watercopper LHP in which NCG was injected to study its impact in the device operation. The LHP
had flat disk shaped evaporator, 30 mm diameter and 10 mm thick, and fin-and-tube type
condenser, 50 mm length and 10 mm height, located at a distance of 150 mm from the
evaporator. It was designed for the thermal control of computer microprocessor, with a
maximum heat transport capability of 70 W while maintaining evaporator temperature below
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100 ºC limit for electronic equipments. An overview of the developed LHP can be seen in Figure
38.
All the tests were conducted with the evaporator and condenser at the same horizontal level. The
tests were conducted by applying the power to the evaporator via a heat load simulator in the
form of a copper block with two embedded cylindrical cartridge heaters, attached to the flat
diametric face of the evaporator. For cooling the condenser, forced convection provided by a
centrifugal fan using ambient air with a temperature of 25 ± 2 ºC. For the NCG detection, a
digital vacuum transducer with was used. Also, temperatures were measured along the LHP by
T-type thermocouples.

FIGURE 38:
Water-copper mini LHP submitted to NCG studies by Singh et al [79]: (a) LHP
module showing different components, (b) evaporator external details, (c) evaporator crosssectional view A–A
Experiments revealed that most part of the gas was generated in the first few thermal runs and
was accumulated in the compensation chamber. Sensitivity tests showed that overall effect of the
NCG was an elevation of the steady-state operating temperature of the loop (a decrease of the
LHP thermal conductance) and an increase the start-up time. Also, it was concluded that the LHP
was more tolerant to NCG than conventional heat pipes, due to the presence of compensation
chamber that can accumulate most of the released gas without blocking part of the condenser.
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FIGURE 39:

FIGURE 40:
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Evaporator temperature trends with respect to the applied heat load for number of
trial runs on the water-copper mini LHP over a period of time [79]

Start-up trends shown by water-copper mini LHP with and without NCG [79]

Also, very recently a paper has been published by He et al [80] summarizing some investigations
related to the effects of NCG in a SS envelope – Ni wick – ammonia LHP. The performance of
the LHP was analyzed at two sink temperatures, +5 ºC and -15 ºC. Main findings consisted of the
conductance degradation dependent on the heat load and sink temperature. The conclusions of
this paper are in line with the previous investigations that are reported in the present Thesis, and
reported before by the author et al in [81]. The publication of further investigations related to
NCG effects denote the interest that this subject has nowadays.
Nevertheless, even if the effects of NCG in LHPs are deemed to be less jeopardizing for the
device performance than in conventional HPs ([76], [79]), the research has been limited to
temperatures up to 80 ºC for ammonia and the NCG topic is demanding further investigations.
The present work intends to complement the knowledge into the NCG effects in LHPs and to
provide a particularization for elevated temperature in ammonia LHPs.
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Trade-off Studies and Component Breadboards
The design of an LHP which is capable to operate efficiently at an elevated temperature range,
up to 125 ºC or even more, is driven by the selection of an optimal combination of wick and
envelope materials and working fluid. Since the operational characteristics of the LHP mainly
depend on the properties of the heat carrier, that is, the working fluid, it is the starting point for
the trade-off.

4.1.

Selection of Working Fluids

The optimal working fluid to be the heat carrier of an LHP has to be compliant with certain
requirements which condition the operation. Primarily, the working fluid must have adequate
freezing, boiling and critical points for the operating temperature range. Besides, the fluid should
have advantageous heat transport properties in the mentioned range; that means high liquid and
vapour densities, a high latent heat of vaporization, a high surface tension, and low liquid and
vapour viscosities. Also, other aspects such as wettability (small contact angle, taking into
account the wick material), compatibility with common engineering materials, chemical stability,
effects in the environment (Non-CFC), contamination in storage, availability in high-purity
(chemical grade) state and price have to be considered.
In addition, the working fluid shall be compliant to other special requirements defined by the
LHP application. For instance, typical requirements of space telecommunications missions can
be considered as a reference. Additional factors such as the resistance to ionizing radiation are
also very important in space applications.
For the selection of the LHP working fluid, a comprehensive survey has been performed to
identify the different candidates. Then trade-off shall be performed based on the candidate
working fluids and set of selection criteria. Thus, the selection shall be a compromise solution,
taking into account the following parameters:
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–

Melting Temperature and Critical Temperature

–

Figures of Merit

–

Variation of pressure with temperature: dP dT

–

Saturated vapour pressure values in operational temperature range

–

Safety (toxicity, fire and explosive risks) and Environmental issues,

–

Resistance to ionizing radiation

Chapter 4

In the next paragraphs, there is a summary of the mentioned properties of the pre-selected fluids.
•

Melting temperature and critical temperature:

The most important physical properties of candidate fluids for the LHP working at an elevated
temperature range (up to 125 ºC) are presented in the following table:
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Working fluid candidates for an LHP working at an elevated temperature range

CAS
number

Chemical
formula

Molecular
Weight (g/mol)

Melting
Temperature (ºC)

Boiling T @ 1
bar (ºC)

Critical T
(ºC)

Critical P
(atm)

Dipole Moment
(debyes)

Ammonia2

7664-41-7

NH3

17

-77.7

-33.34

132.40

112.80

1.420

Water

7732-18-5

H2O

18

0.00

100.00

373.98

217.67

1.850

Methanol

67-56-1

CH4O

32

-97.68

64.70

239.49

79.91

1.700

Ethanol

64-17-5

C2H6O

46

-114.10

78.29

240.77

60.68

1.691

Isopropanol

67-63-0

C3H8O

60

-87.87

82.26

235.15

47.00

1.661

1-butanol

71-36-3

C4H10O

74

-89.30

117.66

289.90

43.65

1.661

n-heptane

142-82-5

C7H16

100

-90.58

98.43

267.05

27.04

0.000

Acetone

67-64-1

C3H6O

58

-94.70

56.29

235.05

46.40

2.881

Toluene

108-88-3

C7H8

92

-94.97

110.63

318.60

40.54

0.360

Freon 11

75-69-4

CCl3F

137

-111.11

23.82

198.05

43.50

0.450

Freon 113

76-13-1

C2Cl3F3

187

-36.23

47.60

214.10

33.65

Unknown

Benzene

71-43-2

C6H6

78

5.53

80.09

288.90

48.31

0.000

Naphthalene

91-20-3

C10H8

128

80.28

217.99

475.25

39.97

0.000

Dowtherm A [82]

101-84-8

C12H10O

170

26.88

258.31

493.65

30.40

1.160

Dowtherm E

95-50-1

C6H4Cl2

147

-17.00

180.42

431.85

40.17

2.500

Perchloroethylene

127-18-4

C2Cl4

166

-22.35

121.25

346.85

44.31

0.000

2

Ammonia is taken as a reference, since it is the working fluid mainly used for LHPs in typical temperature range.
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As it can be seen, the melting point of some of these fluids such as water, benzene, naphthalene,
Dowtherms (A and E), Perchlorethylene and Freon 113 are above -40°C (GaN SSPA lowest non
operational temperature limit). If the selected fluid has the freezing temperature lower than -40
ºC, an assessment of the potential risks due to freezing in the LHP operation would be necessary
and a novel LHP design could be required to be implemented in the LHP. Thus, preliminarily it
is preferable to select a working fluid with a lower melting point.
On the other hand, the critical temperature must be higher than the upper limit of the operational
temperature, to assure the two-phase heat transfer system proper performance. The table shows
that all the pre-selected fluids have a critical point above 125 ºC, consequently they are suitable
candidates.
The dipole moment is related to the surface properties of the fluid, as a rule, the greater the
dipole moment, the higher the surface tension and wetting capability.
•

Figures of merit:

As mentioned, one of the first steps in two-phase transport system design is the working fluid
selection. After the selection of the fluids for the desired operational temperature range, the
assorted group of fluids should be analysed and tested taking into account several features such
as material compatibility, safety (toxicity, fire and explosive risk), chemical stability, reasonable
saturated vapour pressure values in operational temperature range, and resistance to ionizing
radiation (especially for space applications).
The figures of merit are some of the main features to be assessed in the working fluid selection.
They are a combination of the physical properties of the fluid, e.g., latent heat of vaporization,
surface tension, vapour and liquid densities and vapour and liquid viscosities.
For “classical” heat pipes the greatest pressure loss is usually found in the wick (liquid laminar
flow) and then the figure of merit suggested by Chi [83] is a liquid based criteria where:

Fml =

ρ l ⋅ ∆Hv ⋅ σ
ηl

(11)

Where ρ l is the liquid density, ∆Hv the latent heat of vaporization, σ the surface tension and

η l the liquid dynamic viscosity.
In many cases the pressure drop in an LHP vapour line may be considerably higher than the wick
pressure drop. Therefore, Dunbar and Cadell [84] proposed to use another criteria for LHPs,
based on neglecting the liquid pressure drops compared to vapour pressure drops and assuming
turbulent flow in the vapour line:
Fmv =

ρ v ⋅ ∆Hv1.75 ⋅ σ
η v0.25
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Where ρ v is the vapour density, ∆Hv the latent heat of vaporization, σ the surface tension and

η v the vapour dynamic viscosity.
In the previous equation the dependence on vapour viscosity is very weak and can be ignored.
Thus, the modified figure of merit of vapour can be used as a main criterion:
Fmv = ρ v ⋅ ∆Hv 2 ⋅ σ (13)
Where ρ v is the vapour density, and ∆Hv and σ the enthalpy of vaporization and the surface
tension, respectively.
Furthermore, another figure of merit can be taken as a selection criterion. This figure of merit is
called Heat Transfer Complex (HTC), and can be calculated:
HTC =

∆Hv ⋅ σ

η kin.v

=

∆Hv ⋅ σ

ηv

(14)

ρv

In this case, the HTC depends on ∆Hv (latent heat of vaporization), σ (surface tension), η v
(vapour dynamic viscosity) and ρ v (vapour density).
In general, the higher these parameters are, the better the heat agent for the two-heat transport
device.
In the case of an LHP for an elevated temperature range, the Fmv is probably the most important
criterion, but all three (Fml, Fmv and HTC) have to be examined as a single set. The temperature
dependence of figures of merit is shown in the following figures. The typical working fluid for
LHPs (ammonia) is considered as a reference to evaluate the characteristics of the other potential
candidates. Note that ammonia and water present in some cases superior properties as two-phase
heat transfer working fluids, usually in order of magnitude it is better than other fluids; therefore,
their figures of merit are presented in the axis in the right part of the graphs.
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FIGURE 41:

Fml for candidate working fluids

FIGURE 42:

Fmv for candidate working fluids
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FIGURE 43:
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HTC for candidate working fluids

Variation of the pressure with temperature (dP/dT):

Another physical feature which is very significant for LHP efficient operation is rate of fluid
saturation pressure change with temperature dP/dT, showed in Figure 44. In general, the higher
the dP/dT value, the higher the thermal conductance of the LHP. In general, the global thermal
conductance of an LHP can be defined as:
C LHP =

TEV

Q
Q
=
m
1
1 n
− TCN
T
−
∑ EV ∑ TCN j
m i =1 i n j =1

(15)

Where Q is the total power to be transported by the LHP and TEV and TCN are the average
temperature of the evaporator and the condenser, respectively.
For the studied working fluids it can be seen that ammonia is an excellent heat transfer agent
since it has the highest slope (in secondary axis). It is followed by Freons, methanol and acetone.
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Saturated pressure curve slope for candidate working fluids

Saturated vapour pressure values in operational temperature range:

Maximum operating pressure has straight impact on mass, reliability, mechanical and integration
(flexibility) properties of an LHP. The graph in Figure 45 shows how the pre-selected fluids
behave within the operational temperature margins, as far as this parameter is concerned (note
that logarithmic scale is used).
In the graph the desired minimum and maximum pressures for the LHP are also presented.
Maximum pressure margins are indicated according to typical pressure levels for ammonia LHPs
in the typical temperature range. According to the graph, only ammonia would be over the set
pressure value, but it has to be taken into account that it would be possible to reinforce the
evaporator so that it can cope with higher pressure margins, if it would be necessary. That would
mean an increase in the LHP mass, but the final selection is a compromise taking into account all
factors.
Minimum pressures for LHP operation are around 0.7 bar and exact value depends on the wick
average porous size and nature of the liquid [85]. This boundary limit for LHP operation is
significantly higher than for HP case, for which 0.1 bar are usually considered as a limit due to
viscous limitation of HP operation.
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FIGURE 45:
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Saturation Pressure versus Temperature

Considering both maximum and minimum pressure limits, the most interesting fluids would be
Freons, acetone, methanol and, with evaporator reinforcement, ammonia.
•

Hazards:

In the first iteration of hazard analysis, the NFPA ratings are taken as the main selection criteria.
The NFPA code, which analyses health hazard (H), flammability (F), reactivity (R) and special
hazards, defines the following rating:
TABLE 3:

NFPA rating

0 None (or very low) hazard
1 Slight hazard
2 Moderate hazard
3 High hazard
4 Severe hazard
The following table shows the NFPA rating of each pre-selected working fluid according to
references, [86], [87] and [88].
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NFPA rating for candidate working fluids

Working Fluids
Ammonia
Water
Methanol
Ethanol
1-butanol
n-heptane
Acetone
Toluene
Freon 11
Freon 113
Benzene
Naphthalene
Dowtherm A
Dowtherm E
Perchloroethylene

H
3
0
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2

F
1
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
3
2
1
2
0

NFPA rating
R Special Hazards
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

Another aspect to be taken into account is that Freons are considered highly hazardous to the
environment, due to the fact that they have high ozone depletion potential.
•

Resistance to ionizing radiation:

In space applications, radiation is an aspect which has to be taken into account. Space radiation
levels may lead to the decomposition of the working fluid. This issue is especially associated to
heat carriers with complex chemical composition. For example, it is reported in [89] that 28.3
mg of ion Cl- and 4.2 mg of ion F- were produced after exposure of Freon 11 (42 g) at -70 ºC
and irradiation exposure dose 109 rad. Radiolysis output was significant and corrosion impact of
the radiolysis products on the stainless steel envelope was observed. The product yield of
radiolysis increases considerably with increase of the fluid temperature.
•

Working fluids trade-off conclusions:

Analyzing the information in the foregoing paragraphs, it can be concluded that water has the
best physical properties to be the working fluid for the LHP working at elevated temperature
range. It has the highest figures of merit at temperatures close to the higher limit (most desirable
operating temperatures) with an acceptable pressure rate. Additionally, it is non-toxic, not
flammable, easy to handle, not expensive and it is very stable thermally and chemically.
However, it has an important drawback: its freezing point at 0 ºC. That means that the LHP must
be carefully designed, in a way which can assure that there will be no failure of the device when
staying at temperatures below zero. That means that maybe new design solutions, different from
the “classical” LHP should be taken into account.
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Ammonia is the typical working fluid in LHPs. Even if its physical properties are not optimal
for elevated temperatures (over 90 ºC the figures of merit decrease significantly) its properties
are in the range or even better than other candidate working fluids, except water. Moreover,
ammonia has no competitor at lower temperatures, also covered by the potential operating
temperature range of the application (from 15 ºC to 125 ºC). Besides, ammonia presents the
highest dP/dT slope, which means the best conductance characteristics. Furthermore, ammonia is
a working fluid which has been already used in space applications, what assess its resistance to
radiolysis. The main drawback of ammonia as a candidate for this application is that its critical
point is close to the highest operational limit. Its saturation pressure increases significantly and
this can lead to an increase of mass in the LHP due to the need of reinforcement of certain
elements in the evaporator. Mechanical resistance of the LHP shall be carefully assessed in this
case.
As far as physical properties are concerned, water and ammonia are followed by alcohols,
particularly methanol and ethanol. They have high figures of merit and they reach pressures
within the acceptable margins.

Acetone would be also a suitable fluid, although looking at the figure of merit of the vapour
(Fmv), its properties are less interesting than alcohol candidates.
Other fluids such as n-heptane, toluene, benzene, naphthalene and the dowtherms, do not
reach the magnitude of figures of merit of methanol and ethanol. In spite of this, they can be
considered as working fluids in this temperature range with some combinations of wick and
envelope materials. Particularly, the atoms cohesive energy of benzene has the maximum value
among all examined aromatic carbohydrates. Such factor allows hoping on long-term stability of
benzene parameters during operation in exposure to space radiation and high temperatures.
However, benzene has an important drawback: its high freezing point. The same problem is
connected with water, and it would lead to advanced and may be complex design solutions.
Since both benzene and water would require a new design to cope with freezing/thawing
drawback, water prevails over benzene in the potential working fluid selection because of its
optimal physical properties. Naphthalene, Dowtherms (A and E), Perchlorethylene and Freon
113 have also melting points above -40 °C (GaN SSPA low operational/non operational
temperature limit). Toluene is a popular fluid in HPs operating at higher temperatures than
typical range. Thus, it could be considered also as a suitable candidate, but its figures of merit,
especially Fmv, so not reach the values of the ones of other candidates such as water, ammonia,
alcohols and acetone.
In the case of Freon 11 and Freon 113, their main drawback is the damage they may cause to
the environment (high ozone depletion potential). There are also other freons which could be
available, but they are not taken into account because of that reason. Moreover, their figures of
merit do not show as good properties as alcohols and they have low resistance to ionizing
radiation.
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Finally, as far as perchloroethylene is concerned, it has been used in some high temperature
applications [29]. It can be considered a suitable working fluid, with physical properties close to
toluene’s ones, but, with no further analysis and testing, it does not reach alcohols, acetone,
ammonia and water characteristics.
In conclusion, according to the analysis above, the following fluids are preliminarily selected as
potential working fluids for this application:

Water, Methanol, Ethanol, Acetone and Ammonia
In the following sections, compatibility issue will be discussed, and the different combinations of
working fluid, wick and envelope materials will be compared and subjected to selection.

4.2.

Selection of the Envelope Material

The main function of the envelope or container is to isolate the working fluid from the outside
environment. It has, therefore, to be leak-proof, to maintain the pressure differential across its
walls and to enable the heat transfer to and from the working fluid, where required (evaporator
and condenser). The selection of the LHP container materials is a compromise solution taking
into account the following factors:
–

Temperature range and availability on the market

–

Density

–

Mechanical properties (allowable stress for container)

–

Thermal conductivity

–

Thermal expansion coefficient

–

Safety

–

Manufacturing aspects

–

Cost.

A high strength-to-weight ratio is especially important in spacecraft applications, and the
material should be non-porous to prevent the gas diffusion into the LHP. A high thermal
conductivity ensures minimum temperature drop between the heat source and the wick. Thus,
metals are the best option.
To analyze metals properties, some comparative graphs are presented in Figure 46.
•

Temperature range and availability on the market:

The first step in the selection of the potential envelope metals deals with the temperature range
and the availability on the market. A preliminary selection of available metals for tubing, whose
melting temperatures are higher than the upper limit of the temperature range, is as follows:
stainless steel, Monel, Inconel, carbon steel, titanium, aluminium, copper, tantalum, zirconium,
nickel, and brass. Their properties are presented in Figure 46.
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Density:

The density of the chosen metals is one of the main criteria in order to adjust to the low mass
budgets in space application. As shown in the graph in Figure 46, aluminium and titanium have
the lowest density values. However, mass not only depends on the density, but also on several
factors dealing with the LHP design (tubing diameter, thickness, etc.). Thus, higher densities can
be justified, because of the LHP configuration, better mechanical properties or similar aspects.
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FIGURE 46:
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Thermal conductivity, CTE, density and price for several metals: envelope
material candidates

Mechanical properties (allowable stress):

Mechanical properties of metals change with temperature variations. Consequently, in high
temperature applications, allowable stress of the pre-selected metals has to be analyzed with the
increasing temperature. Figure 47 shows this allowable stress variation with temperature.
Inconel, carbon steel, stainless steel and Monel have the best mechanical properties for the
defined temperature range (up to 125 ºC), followed by zirconium and titanium. Copper and
nickel have the lowest values of allowable stress, and regarding to aluminium, there is a
remarkable drop between 90 ºC and 100 ºC. This drop makes aluminium maybe not able to
tolerate the stresses of the performances at high temperatures. Brass also presents a significant
drop, but at higher temperatures.
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Thermal conductivity:

As mentioned, high thermal conductivity of the envelope is required to ensure the proper heat
transfer in the LHP, particularly at the evaporator and the condenser. Figure 46 shows that
copper has the highest value of thermal conductivity, followed by aluminium. However, all the
pre-selected materials are metals, and they have suitable thermal conductivity values for the
application.
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FIGURE 47:
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Allowable stress as function of temperature for envelope material candidates

Thermal expansion coefficient:

Thermal expansion coefficients of the LHP envelope and spacecraft interface materials have to
be similar to prevent too different dilation rates. At the evaporator level, the interface is given by
the saddle, which is usually made of aluminium and attached to aluminium baseplate (equipment
housing). The most critical CTE issue could be at the condenser, which may be attached or
embedded in an aluminium or low-CTE (CFRP) radiator. The graph in Figure 46 shows the
comparison of this coefficient for the different metals. Ti and Ta have the lowest values and Al
the highest. The other materials have similar values.
•

Safety:

As far as safety aspects are concerned, there are drawbacks linked to certain metals, such as
beryllium, which is not considered in this analysis due to that reason. However, the main
problems come up when the metal is in powder, dealing with health hazards (for instance in the
case of nickel) and flammability (such as in the case of titanium).
•

Manufacturing aspects:

Manufacturing aspects deal with all the drawbacks which might come up during the
manufacturing process of the LHP. The tubing size, the flexibility of materials and their ability to
be welded, machined and, in general, processed have to be considered.
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Cost:

Cost aspects are also shown in Figure 46. The high price of some materials, such as tantalum and
zirconium, leads to the removal of these materials as envelope options. Titanium has also a high
price, but this fact may be compensated because of its other properties. Other materials, such as
stainless steel, nickel and Monel have significantly lower prices, and others such as aluminium,
copper or brass are even cheaper.
•

Envelope material trade-off conclusion:

In conclusion, regarding all these aspects and keeping in mind that the selection must be a
compromise, the potential envelope materials are classified as follows:

Al
[*]

Ti

SS

Mon

CSt

Inc

Brass

BEST

Ni

Cu

WORST
FIGURE 48:

Envelope materials trade-off conclusion

[*] Aluminium would be a good option up to ~120 ºC, but for higher temperatures its
allowable stress drops significantly.
Tantalum and zirconium are not presented in the picture, since they have been already eliminated
because of their price and possible difficulties with small diameter tube availability on the
market. After the compatibility analysis, some metals were also rejected.

4.3.

Selection of the Wick Material

The selection of the wick material for an LHP depends on many factors, several of which are
closely linked to the properties of the working fluid. The main purpose of the wick is to generate
capillary pressure to transport the working fluid from the condenser to the evaporator. Thus, the
porosity, conductivity and capillary pumping capability have to be evaluated.
The main criterion when selecting the wick material for is the temperature range it will work in.
Moreover, other criteria are taken into account for this preliminary selection, such as the
availability of the material or the background experience in its processing (sintering) in order to
get porous structures.
Thus, the selection of the LHP wick material is a compromise solution taking into account the
following factors (in the same way as for envelope materials):
–

Temperature range and availability on the market

–

Density

–

Mechanical properties (allowable stress for container)
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–

Thermal conductivity

–

Thermal expansion coefficient

–

Safety

–

Manufacturing aspects

–

Cost

Chapter 4

It has to be taken into account that in principle not only metals, but also ceramic and plastic
materials could be used as wick materials.
The first pre-selection is performed with regard to the operational temperature range. In spite of
the fact that there are plastics such as Teflon which are able to work at high temperatures, in
general they do not have the appropriate characteristics for a high temperature performance.
Some metals such as tin or zinc are also rejected for that reason.
The second selection criterion deals with the manufacturing process in order to achieve the
desired porous structures. Although the wicks could be obtained with some novel processes such
as micromachining, this is nowadays immature technology. Consequently, sintering is the main
manufacturing process to be considered for the wick manufacturing and the material must be
available in powder.
There are also several drawbacks linked to the manufacturing process and the wick operation,
which lead to the rejection of ceramics as candidate material. The main reasons are its fragility
and the difficulty in reaching the desired pore size and volume (porosity) without mechanical
failure of the ceramics. Also, the CTE difference between the ceramic and the envelope metal is
an issue to be considered. Furthermore, the cleaning process of ceramics would mean additional
difficulties.
MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES,

TEMPERATURE
RANGE

MANUFACTURING

SAFETY, PRICE,

PRELIMINARY

OPERATIONAL
ASPECTS

METALS
SELECTION

PLASTICS AND
OUT

METALS WITH
LOW MELTING
POINT

FIGURE 49:

OUT

CERAMICS

Step logic in the selection of wick materials

According to these criteria, metal wicks will be the best choice. After this preliminary selection,
particular drawbacks of each of these metals are analyzed hereafter.
•

Temperature range and availability on the market:

A pre-selection of metals was performed among those available in the market in powder shape
and with compatible melting temperatures with the high temperature limit of the LHP operation
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and the sintering process. The first candidates and their melting temperatures are summarized in
the following table:
TABLE 5:
Material
Melting
temperature (ºC)
•

Ti

Candidate wick materials and melting temperatures
Ta

Ni

Cr

Co

Ag

Mon

Si

W

Cu

SS

Al

1668 2996 1453 1875 1495 961 2370 1410 3387 1083 1425 660

Density:

In this case, density is not a main criterion, as the mass of the wick is not comparable to the mass
of the whole structure. However, as shown in Figure 46, regarding this aspect, Ti and Al would
be the best options.
•

Mechanical properties:

For the wick, mechanical aspects are not as crucial as in the envelope structure. Nevertheless,
fragility has been a significant factor when rejecting ceramics as wick materials. A graph
showing allowable stress of many of the pre-selected metals can be seen in Figure 46.
•

Thermal conductivity:

Thermal conductivity requirements in the wick are more complex than in the envelope. The ideal
wick would have high conductivity in its surface and lower conductivity in the core. High
thermal conductivity values are linked to high heat leak and lower thermal conductance
performance of the LHP. However, what is certain is that high thermal conductivity is needed in
order to transfer the heat to the working fluid of the LHP. Thermal conductivity values are
shown in Figure 46.
•

Thermal expansion coefficient:

The possible mismatch between the wick and envelope materials is one of the main drawbacks to
be considered. Very different CTE could lead to the decrease of the thermal contact between the
evaporator body and primary wick material, and consequently potential degradation of the LHP
operation (such as hot spot in the evaporator and dry-out (partial or total)). Thus, this aspect has
to be considered when combining both metals. Figure 46 shows the CTE of different metals.
•

Safety:

As mentioned in the previous section, some safety drawbacks can arise when metals are
manipulated in powder. In this case, metals such as Ni need special safety measures because its
powder can be dangerous for health. On the other hand, metals such as Ti need special care in
storage when it is in fine powder shape, because there can be explosion hazard.
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Manufacturing aspects:

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the manufacturing process is sintering. Thus,
metals have to be available in powder and able to be sintered.
Several difficulties can come up when trying to achieve the desired pore volume and size in the
wick. For instance, the main drawback of titanium is that up to now, the pore size of sintered
pure titanium wicks is not small enough to guarantee the heat transfer needed for the identified
applications (up to ~500 W). However, techniques could be developed to solve this problem.
Regarding sintering ability, copper, nickel and stainless steel are considered the best choice.
Today, there is lack of information regarding sintering techniques for aluminium or Monel.
•

Cost:

Prices of several of the pre-selected metals are shown in Figure 46. Potential metals for the wick
such as Ta, Cr, Co, Ag and W are rejected because of their high cost.
•

Wick material trade-off conclusion:

In conclusion, regarding to all these aspects and keeping in mind that the selection must be a
compromise, the selection of potential wick materials is:

Ti

SS

Ni

Cu

Mon

Si

BEST

WORST
FIGURE 50:

4.4.

Al

Wick materials trade-off conclusion

Compatibility of Working Fluids with Envelope and Wick Materials

Chemical compatibility refers to the compatibility between the working fluid, the wick material
and the envelope material. The compatibility matters are not trivial, and depending on the author,
different compatibility data between the materials were compiled by Mishkinis et al in [90] are
provided in Table 6. it is worth noting that toluene in included in the compatibility assessment
even if it was finally rejected due to its low figures of merit and, as it was found later, also due to
lack of data about its compatibility with potential envelope and wick materials.
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TABLE 6:

Compatibility data according to different authors

NH3
Wa

1

13

22

17

24

Ace

1

2

1,
13
20,
15

2

2

1

7,
17

13

2

1
2

1,
2

5,
24

Tol

12

2

2
22,
17

3,
2
15

2

1

2

13

1

13

1,
2,
11,
16

1

13

22

17

5

24

2

17

5

1

13

12

13

2

18

15

1,
13
2

18

15,
23

2

1

2

2

1,
13
20,
15

2

1

7,
17

2

12

2
22,
17

3,
2
15

1

2

1

2

13

1

13

1,
2,
11,
16

2

17

13

1

5

1

13

5,
24

12

13

2

18

23

15

1,
13
2

5

Carbon
Steel

Inconel

Brass

Cu

SS316

Ni

1

1

23

Ti

SS304

Cu

Monel

Si

SS316

Ni

Monel

Ti

Structural Material
SS304

Wick Material
Working
Fluids
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1

1

13

2

2
1

18

15,
23

15

2

Al
1

2

1,
2
13

7

1,

13

2,
21

18

17

15
1

MeOH
EtOH

1

13

2

7

13

1,
2

1,
2
13

13

12

13

8

10,
18,
19
13

1,
2
14

11,
13
18,
10

1,
2
19

13

13

2

7

13

23

Compatible
Partially compatible
Probably compatible

1

Probably non-compatible
Incompatible
No Data
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According to Table 6 some of the pre-selected materials appear to be incompatible with the
potential working fluids. In the case of the envelope, some of the pre-selected metals were not
considered because most of their long-life tests revealed a bad behaviour of the device due to
corrosion or a too high rate of non-condensable gas generation.
Carbon steel appears not to be compatible with any of the potential working fluids, and the same
happens to Inconel and aluminium (except for acetone).
According to Table 6, the other pre-selected metals appear to be compatible with the working
fluids, according to literature and previous to further testing. In fact, some combinations had not
been experimentally tested yet, at least within the temperature range which is considered in this
study (up to 125 ºC).

4.5.

Selection of Combinations for the Compatibility Test

Based on Table 6, a pre-selection of envelope and wick materials and working fluids was
performed to be implemented in a compatibility test to further assessment of the long-term
compatibility at elevated temperature (125 ºC).
4.5.1.

Envelope Materials

As mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs, carbon steel appears not to be compatible with any of
the potential working fluids, and the same happens to Inconel and aluminium (except for
acetone). Moreover, in the case of aluminium, it has not good mechanical properties at high
temperatures (over ~120 ºC). These reasons are enough to reject these three metals as envelope
candidates.
On the other hand, copper is rejected because it leads to heavy weight of the LHP. Brass is
similar to copper and, even if it has better mechanical properties, it is rejected because of the
same reasons.
Finally, nickel is not taken into account because there are better options regarding the
mechanical properties.
With regard to the exposed criteria, the final selection comprises the following three metals as
envelope materials: titanium, stainless steel and Monel.
4.5.2.

Wick Materials

As far as the wick material is concerned, all of the pre-selected metals seem to be compatible
with the working fluids, except copper and NH3. However, some combinations such as waterSS316, water-nickel or ethanol-nickel showed non-condensable gases when tested at high
temperatures, according to some authors.
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Aluminium and Monel are rejected as wick materials due to lack of information related to their
sintering process.
Even if ceramics had been preliminarily rejected due to their mechanical properties, it is worth
noting that silicon could be an interesting wick material, since it has been used as macroporous
wick material in several applications. Silicon wafers with micron size porous structure could be
considered as effective wicks for heat loops in the future, with regard to the results of silicon
wicks development and testing in the evaporators of flat type heat loops in University of
Cincinnati (USA) [91]. In this case, the porous structure is not achieved by sintering, but with
erosion processes. Sintering technology of silicon is not mature; thus, the use of other materials
is preferable.
Consequently, the pre-selected wick materials are: titanium, nickel, stainless steel and copper.
In the combinations selection, for the sake of compatibility, having LHP envelope and wick
manufactured from same material is better to avoid galvanic pairs and possible NCG issue.
The combinations implemented in the compatibility test set-up are listed in Table 8.
TABLE 8:

Compatibility test combinations

Nº
Working Fluid
1
Methanol
2
Methanol
3
Methanol
4
Methanol
5
Ethanol
6
Ethanol
7
Acetone
8
Acetone
9
Acetone
10
Acetone
11
Acetone
12
Acetone
13 Water + Methanol
14 Water + Methanol
15 Water + Methanol
16
Water
3
17
Ammonia
18
Ammonia
19
Ammonia
20
Ammonia
21
Ammonia

Wick
Ni
Ti
Ti
Cu
Ni
Ti
Ni
Ti
Cu
Cu
SS316
SS316
Ti
Ti
Cu
Ti
Ni
Ti
Ti
SS316
SS316

3

Envelope
SS316
SS316
Ti
Monel 400
SS316
Ti
SS316
Ti
Ti
Monel 400
SS316
Ti
Ti
Monel 400
Ti
Ti
SS316
Ti
SS316
SS316
Ti

This combination was added later to the compatibility test set-up, provided the test results summarized
in chapter 9.2.
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Compatibility Test
As mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs, the compatibility issue is one of the main features to
be taken into account in the selection of the adequate combination of materials and working fluid
for the LHP operating at elevated temperatures, up to 125 ºC. For that reason, a dedicated
compatibility test was defined. It was described by Mishkinis et al in [90] and further
conclusions on materials and working fluids were published in [92]. The test set-up allows three
components to be tested together. Different combinations of envelope materials, wick materials
and working fluids were (and some of them are still being) tested. As a result, conclusions on the
compatibility of the different materials and fluids were drawn. These conclusions were taken as a
basis for the design of the LHP to be manufactured and tested in the following stages of the
investigation. In this chapter, main information related to the compatibility testing phase and
results and conclusions after more than three years of test are presented.

5.1.

Test Definition

All combinations summarized in Table 8 were subjected to the testing. The test stand was
defined based on the one presented by Leland, Ponnappan and Brown in [93], with the difference
that in this case the three components, fluid, wick material and envelope material, were included
in the test set-up. It consisted of several thermosyphons reproducing the characteristics of each
potential solution for the LHP. These thermosyphons were submerged in a thermostatic bath
with a constant temperature so that the operating temperature of the thermosyphons was ~120125 ºC. Each combination was reproduced twice to obtain more reliable results. Heat was
removed from the condenser region by natural convection. At least four thermocouples were
installed in each pipe in order to measure temperatures in the adiabatic (one thermocouple) and
condensing areas (three thermocouples). The temperature drop between these two regions is
indicative of the presence of NCG in the thermosyphon.
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Test Set-up Design

The compatibility test set-up consists of the following elements:
•

Thermostatic bath:

It is used to maintain a constant evaporator temperature in the thermosyphons. Main
characteristics of the bath are summarized in Table 9.
TABLE 9:

Thermostatic bath characteristics

Maximum temperature
Useful dimensions
External dimensions
Weight (empty)
Power

200 ºC
150 x 480 x 300 mm
200 x 580 x 420 mm
10 kg
2100 W

A special cover was designed to hold the thermosyphons and to seal the bath to minimize the
heat losses to the environment. The cover material was chosen from a list of high temperature
plastics and composites. Mechanical properties at 125 ºC must be optimal in order to avoid cover
deformations and consequent heat losses. Furthermore, thermal conductance shall be low in
order to make feasible the manual handling of the test set-up and to prevent heat exchanges
between pipes. Also, weight and price shall be taken into account for the compromise solution.
As a result, glass fibre with polyester resin GPO3 was selected. The cover design included
transversal holes adapted to the thermosyphon’s tube diameter. In each hole an o-ring was placed
in order to properly fix the pipe and to allow the easily removing and placing of thermosyphons.
Figure 51 shows the cover design.

FIGURE 51:

Drawing of the compatibility test bath cover
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Finally, the bath was filled with oil to maintain the specified temperature for the testing with no
degradation.
•

Thermosyphons design:

Thermosyphons proposed had simple design, which consisted of a pipe filled with the working
fluid and a wick sample is placed inside. The materials and working fluids were selected
according to the potential materials-fluids combinations as stated in Table 9. The design of
thermosyphons is presented in Figure 52. As it can be seen, the main elements are the body-tube,
the wick sample, two closing caps and a filling tube, which was connected to a filling valve
through a standard connector.

FIGURE 52:

Thermosyphon design for the compatibility test set-up

The tube and wick dimensions were calculated according to the real LHP application
dimensions, with the following criteria:

o Surfaces ratio: the ratio between the internal surface of the LHP envelope (inner surface
of all the LHP components: vapour line, condenser, liquid line, compensation chamber,
evaporator) and the surface of the wick (taking into account pores’ surface), which are in
contact to the working fluid. This criterion was considered to calculate the dimensions of
the wick related to the dimensions of the pipe:
S LHP _ wick
S LHP

=

S Thermosyphon _ wick
S Thermosyphon

(16)

o Volume ratio: the volume inside the LHP components versus the volume of the wick
(taking into account the porosity):
V LHP _ wick
V LHP

=

VThermosyphon _ wick
VThermosyphon

(17)

o Heat transfer in the condensation zone: the heat exchanges depending on the
condensation surface of the pipe, according to heat transfer equations, where Q is the
heat flux, h the heat transfer coefficient, A the condensation zone area and ∆T the
difference between the source and the sink temperatures.

Q = h ⋅ A ⋅ ∆T

(18)

After the evaluation of all these criteria, final dimensions of thermosyphons’ components are
summarized in Table 10.
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TABLE 10:
Material
Titanium
Stainless Steel
Monel
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Thermosyphons’ pipes main dimensions
Length (mm)
250
300
300

OD (mm)
15.88
16.00
19.05

Wall Thickness (mm)
0.89
1.50
1.65

Final dimensions and characteristics of the wicks are summarized in Table 11.
TABLE 11:
Wick material
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium
Copper
Copper
Nickel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

Envelope
Titanium
Stainless Steel
Monel
Titanium
Monel
Stainless Steel
Titanium
Stainless Steel

Thermosyphons’ wicks characteristics
Length (mm)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

OD (mm)
14.0
13.0
15.7
14.0
15.7
13.0
14.0
13.0

Pore size (µm)
2.2
2.2
2.2
1.5
1.5
0.8
2.5
2.5

Porosity (%)
60
60
60
60
60
65
65
65

Sometimes the NCG is generated at early stages of the HP operations, but after oxidation of the
envelope and/or wick materials the rate is reduced significantly, even stopped. For instance,
Anderson et al reported that NCG was detected initially when performing compatibility tests
with titanium-water HPs [94], believed to be a result of a passivation process that produced
titanium oxide on the surface of the HP. Thus, the filling tube integrated in the tested
thermosyphons is longer than normal to allow the purging by opening the filling tube, removing
the accumulated NCG and then resealing again (pinching-off) in case it were necessary. Also, for
some thermosyhons a valve was implemented in the early stages of the operation. In those cases,
it had to be taken into account that the material of the valve might have had influence on the
compatibility results.
TABLE 12:
Material
Titanium
Stainless Steel
Monel

5.3.

Pinch-off tubes characteristics
Length (mm)
28
28
28

OD (mm)
6.00
6.00
6.35

WT (mm)
1.00
1.00
0.89

Test Components Manufacturing, Assembly and Set-up

Once the thermosyphons were manufactured and assembled, they underwent a stringent cleaning
process. Cleaning is a very important factor which can influence the NCG generation. Impurities
can work as catalyser of decomposition reactions of the working fluid, especially at high
temperatures.
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Then, thermosyphons were charged with the correspondent working fluid in the charging stand
shown in Figure 53. As mentioned in previous paragraphs, there are two main configurations for
the thermosyphons operation:
a) A valve is connected to the filling tube for easily purging
of the pipe in the early stages of the test.
b) After operating for certain time, if no significant NCG is
observed, the thermosyphons must be sealed (pinched-off)
so that working fluid remains into the pipe and there is no
air leak from ambient. The pinch-off process consists of
mechanically deforming the fill tube. In case NCG is
generated after the first pinching, it is possible to cut the
filling tube, purge the pipe and pinch it a second time.
After filling each thermosyphon with its corresponding
working fluid inventory, they were integrated in the test stand.
The process consisted of:

FIGURE 53: Charging
equipment

–

Cleaning the thermostatic bath.

–

Filling the thermostatic bath with oil.

–

Placing of the bath cover.

–

Insertion of the thermosyphons in the correspondent holes.

After that, the DAQ system was connected. As mentioned, four thermocouples were placed on
each thermosyphon’s surface to measure the temperature difference between the adiabatic zone
and the condensation area. When the thermosyphon is working properly the temperature
difference between the adiabatic zone and the condenser is very small (1-5 ºC). However, if
NCG is generated it is accumulated on the top of the tube, where the pressure is lower, and this
region stays cooler. The installed thermocouples are then connected to the DAQ system, which
processes the data obtained from the testing set-up to be monitored by a computer.
To support temperature analysis, if any anomaly was observed during the operation of the
thermosyphons (large or increasing temperature difference between the adiabatic zone and the
condenser), it was possible to remove the related thermosyphon to check if there is corrosion of
materials, particle deposits or working fluid degradation.
A general view of the compatibility test set-up is presented in Figure 54.
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FIGURE 54:

5.4.
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General view of the compatibility test set-up

Compatibility Test Results and Conclusions

Test results were analysed via the temperatures measured by the thermocouples and recorded by
the DAQ system. The post-process information obtained from the test included:

•

Operating temperature: measured by the thermocouple located in the adiabatic zone.

•

∆T from the adiabatic zone to the first thermocouple in the condenser (on the
thermosyphon’s top), to the second thermocouple in the condenser (under the first TC on the
condenser) and to the third thermocouple in the condenser (if any).

The following figures are representative of a compatible and an incompatible combination of
materials and working fluid. It can be seen that while the compatible combination maintains a
small and stable ∆T from the adiabatic zone to the condenser region (less than 5 ºC) the
incompatible combination shows a progressive increase (sometimes faster, sometimes slower) of
the mentioned ∆T. This is indicative of the accumulation of NCG on the top of the thermosyphon
and of incompatibility between the related working fluid and materials.
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FIGURE 55: Example of a compatible combination: SS envelope – SS wick – Acetone. The
numbers in brackets indicate the thermocouples corresponding to the represented ∆T. The gray
lines (Amb) represent the bath temperature

FIGURE 56: Example of an incompatible combination (SS-MeOH)4 and a compatible one (SSAcetone). The numbers in brackets indicate the thermocouples corresponding to the represented
∆T. The gray lines (Amb) represent the bath temperature
Main conclusions after more than two years performing the test are summarized in the following
tables:

4

The combinations MeOH-SS-Ni (wick) and Acetone-SS-Ni (wick) had been tested previously, but very
high NCG generation rate led to the removal of the Ni wicks.
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Compatibility test conclusions

Alcohols (MeOH Non compatible with the usual LHP materials (Ni wick and SS envelope).
Compatible with Ti wicks, but purity of the Ti has significant influence on
and EtOH)
the compatibility. Moreover, anhydrous methanol can cause stress
corrosion of Ti and Ti alloys [38].
Acetone

Acetone is assumed as a suitable option as working fluid for an elevated
temperature LHP. Based on the tests results it is compatible with many
materials combinations, unless these with Ni wicks.

Water + MeOH

Further analysis is needed for compatibility statement of water-alcohol
mixtures (Ti purity has significant influence on the test results).

Water

Compatibility with Ti can be preliminary stated from the compatibility test
results. Nevertheless, it needs further investigation due to sensitivity to
titanium purity.

Ammonia

Compatible with Ni wick and SS envelope in the temperature range5.
Compatible with Ti and SS wicks and Ti and SS envelopes.

TABLE 14:

Compatible combinations selected after analysis of more than three years of
operation in the dedicated compatibility test set-up
Nº

Fluid

Wick

Envelope

1

Methanol

Ti

Ti

2

Methanol

Cu

Monel

3

Acetone

Ti

Ti

4

Acetone

Cu

Ti

5

Acetone

Cu

Monel

6

Acetone

SS

SS

7

Water

Ti

Ti

6

8

Ammonia

Ni

9

Ammonia

Ti

Ti

10

Ammonia

Ti

SS

11

Ammonia

SS

SS

12

Ammonia

SS

Ti

5

SS

Compatibility statement is based on literature data and preliminary results from compatibility test.
Investigations on compatibility of Ni and ammonia at high temperatures need further investigation,
provided the test data of the developed LHP Prototype 2, as it is stated in chapter 9.2.
6
See footnote (5).
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LHP Prototypes Development
The concept of the LHP operating at an elevated temperature range is driven by the selection of
the working fluid and materials. After exhaustive analysis of literature data and taking into
account the conclusions of the trade-off and preliminary compatibility test results, two
combinations were selected as the most promising ones:

•

P1: SS wick – Ti envelope – Acetone

•

P2: Ni wick – SS envelope – Ammonia

Acetone and water were selected as the most promising working fluids because methanol can
cause stress corrosion of Ti and Ti alloys [38] and water presents the important drawback of its
high freezing temperature, in addition to a compatibility issue tightly linked to titanium purity.
For P1, SS was preferred as wick material because it has lower thermal conductivity than copper,
which implies less heat leak to the CC. Titanium was selected for the envelope, since it is light
and presents high mechanical properties, which makes it very interesting for space applications.
Moreover, titanium’s low CTE is compatible with a CFRP interface.
As far as P2 is concerned, the combination was selected due to outstanding properties of
ammonia as heat transport agent and based on the wide previous experience with these LHP
materials in space applications. This prototype was then developed to evaluate the enlargement
of classical LHPs temperature range.
To evaluate the performance of such prototypes, two detailed simulation models were developed
in EcosimPro, as shown in Chapter 7.3. Then, P1 and P2 prototypes were manufactured and
submitted to preliminary testing. The test results obtained led to the development of a third
prototype that combined the advantages of P1 and P2, as described in section 9.3.
The LHP prototypes that were manufactured and tested are summarized in the following table.
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LHP working at temperatures up to 125 ºC: materials and fluid selection

Prototype

Working fluid

Envelope material

Wick material

Radiator

P1

Acetone

Titanium

Stainless Steel

CFRP (embedded
Ti lines)

P2

Ammonia

Stainless Steel

Nickel

Aluminium plate
(soldered SS lines)

P3

Ammonia

Stainless Steel evaporator
& Titanium lines

Stainless Steel

CFRP (embedded
Ti lines)

As mentioned, P1 and P2 were manufactured first and after preliminary testing it was concluded
that P3 would be the optimal solution. Therefore, the test campaign carried out can be divided in
two stages:

•

First stage: to determine the combination with better performance in the defined temperature
range. This stage was the basis for the selection of the prototype to be submitted to the full
test campaign, including the NCG investigation.

•

Second stage: after the selection of the optimal combination, full test campaign including
different test regimes, including investigation about NCG effects. This stage was carried out
only for P3.

6.1.

Inputs for the LHP Prototypes Design

For the LHPs design, the requirements summarized in Table 16 were considered, according to
the needs of the potential application in telecommunications satellites defined in Chapter 2 and
reported by Mishkinis et al in [92].
TABLE 16:

Operational requirements

Parameter

Value

Heat transportation

50 W – 500 W

Evaporator flux density

3 W/cm2 at the LHP saddle

Global LHP conductance between the evaporator
flange and the saturation

160 W/K

Evaporator minimum static head

2m

NOT (at evaporator TRP)

+10/+125ºC

OT (at evaporator TRP)

+15/+125ºC

Minimum starting temperature

>-40ºC
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First, as far as heat transportation is concerned, the LHP lines length and diameters were
designed taking into account the pumping properties of the wick and the required heat transport
capability, from 50 W to 500 W.
Second, the evaporator dimensions were selected so that the heat flux density were lower than 3
W/cm2. The saddle footprint was set as 40 x 10 cm2. Thus, the maximum heat flux density was
1.25 W/cm2.
As far as the LHP thermal conductance is concerned, it was evaluated according to the following
equations:

C EV =

Q
Q
=
∆TEV TEV _ Average − TVL _ in

(19)

CCN =

Q
Q
=
∆TCN TVL _ out − TCN _ Average

(20)

C LHP =

Q
Q
=
∆TLHP TEV _ Average − TCN _ Average

(21)

Where CCN is the condenser conductance, C EV the evaporator conductance, C LHP the LHP
global conductance and Q the heat input to the LHP evaporator. The temperatures considered
are:

•

TEV _ Average : Average temperature of the evaporator (K), measured on the evaporator saddle.

•

TVL _ in : Temperature at the vapour line inlet (K).

•

TVL _ out : Temperature at the vapour line outlet (K).

•

TCN _ Average : Average temperature of the condenser (K).

The temperature of the evaporator saddle Temperature Reference Point ( TTRP ) corresponded to
the temperature at the centre of the evaporator saddle flange, as shown in the sketch in Figure 57.
Evaporator body
TRP
Saddle

FIGURE 57:

TRP location
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The operation of the LHP was also assessed when operating at an adverse elevation of 2 m; this
means the condenser 2 m below the evaporator. Maximum power and thermal conductance in
these conditions were checked.

6.2.

LHP Prototypes Design

As a result of the analysis, the main features of the LHP prototypes are defined in Table 17.
Further justification of the design parameters is provided in Chapter 8, with the LHPs modelling.
TABLE 17:

Main features of the designed, manufactured and tested LHP prototypes

Component

Evaporator case

Primary Wick

Vapour Line

Liquid Line

Condenser

Radiator

Feature

P1: AcetoneSS-Ti

Material

SS 316

SS 316

SS 316

OD

24 mm

24 mm

24 mm

Length

0.418 m

0.418 m

0.418 m

Material

SS 316

Ni

SS 316

Porosity

0.60

0.60

0.60

Pore Diameter

< 2.5 µm

< 1.6 µm

< 2.5 µm

Material

Ti Grade 2

SS 316

Ti Grade 2

Length

3.0 m

2.6 m

3.0 m

ID

4.6 mm

4 mm

4.6 mm

OD

6.4 mm

6 mm

6.4 mm

Material

Ti Grade 2

SS 316

Ti Grade 2

Length

3.0 m

2.6 m

3.0 m

ID

2.4 mm

3 mm

2.4 mm

OD

3.2 mm

4 mm

3.2 mm

Material

Ti Grade 2

SS 316

Ti Grade 2

Length

4.5 m

3.3 m

4.5 m

ID

4.6 mm

4 mm

4.6 mm

OD

6.4 mm

6 mm

6.4 mm

Material
Area

Skin: CFRP
Core: Al
2

0.7 x 0.7 m
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P2: Ammonia- P3: AmmoniaNi-SS
SS-SS/Ti

Skin: CFRP

Al

Core: Al
2

0.7 x 0.7 m

0.7 x 0.7 m2
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Thermo-Mathematical Model of the LHP
Operating up to 125 ºC
As introduced in Chapter 1.5, the development of a Thermo-Mathematical Model (TMM) of the
LHP operating at an elevated temperature range, up to 125 ºC, is essential as part of the
development of this new technology. A simulation model, corresponding to the LHP Prototype
3, was developed with the aim of obtaining a consistent prediction of its performance in a wide
range of testing regimes. The simulation model was used both in the design phase, providing the
operations predictions, and in the post-test phase, when the model was correlated. The data
provided by the model are very helpful for the interpretation of the physical phenomena that
drive the operation. The LHP model was built up taking into account the main features of the
design, such as materials, working fluid, dimensions and interfaces. Concerning the fluid
properties, the models implement the data from the database NIST, which compiles all
parameters of the real fluid. The thermal interaction with the environment was simulated via
convective couplings in the correlations phase, representing the link with the air inside the
climatic chamber used in the testing.
The LHP model was developed in EcosimPro [95]. EcosimPro is a powerful mathematical tool
capable of modelling any kind of dynamic system represented by differential-algebraic equations
(DAE) or ordinary-differential equations (ODE) and discrete events. The tools provide an objectoriented non-causal approach for creating reusable component libraries and are based on very
powerful symbolic and numerical methods capable of processing complex systems of
differential-algebraic equations. EcosimPro includes a dedicated library to simulate two-phase
heat transport systems, in particular LHPs, both in steady-state and transient regimes.
The libraries used in the LHP model, their main components and functions are described in
ANNEX 1.
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As mentioned in the introduction, section 1.5, the mathematical formulation used in the LHP
library has been reported by Gregori et al in [12] and Kaya et al in [13]. For a better
understanding of the modelling process, it is summarized in the following paragraphs.

7.1.

EcosimPro LHP Library Generalities

The mathematical model was built modularly. This means that the complete LHP model was
created connecting the typical LHP components: evaporator, compensation chamber, transport
lines and condenser. The main assumptions made in all components are:

•

The 1D fluid flow model is a homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM). That is, the onedimensional conservation equations are established for the two-phase mixture and the
amount of vapour and liquid is taken into account in terms of quality. It is considered that
the two phases are in equilibrium assuming equal phase velocities, temperatures and
pressures.

•

The calculated thermodynamic properties correspond to the two-phase mixture. However, in
saturation conditions the thermodynamic properties are calculated separately for vapour and
liquid phases. The thermodynamic properties are obtained by interpolation using the tables
built from NIST routines.

•

The LHP components can exchange heat with the environment by convection and radiation,
and they can exchange heat with other external components (such as saddles) by conduction.
As mentioned. In the present model, since the tests are conducted in climatic chamber, the
interaction with the environment is modelled as convective couplings.

•

The fluid model is based on the one dimensional fundamental conservation equations (mass,
momentum and energy) applied to control volumes. The fluid part of each LHP component
is sub-divided into individual control volumes.

•

The compressibility and transient effects are also taken into account. The viscous effects are
taken into account through the pressure drop calculations. The pressure drop calculations use
the built-in EcosimPro functions for different elements. These include empirical correlations
for the pressure drop in a porous media.

•

The gravity effects due to the different orientations of the LHP are taken into account in the
formulation.

As mentioned, the LHP model is based on the connection different components: transport lines,
volumes (such as the compensation chamber), evaporator and external thermal network. Each
component formulation is summarized in the next paragraphs.
7.1.1.

Two-Phase Fluid Model for Lines and Volumes

The LHP counts on transport lines (vapour line, liquid line and condenser) and several volumes,
such as the compensation chamber. The mathematical model used to simulate these components
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is a homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM). This means that the one dimensional conservation
equations are established for the two-phase mixture and the amounts of vapour and liquid are
taken into account in terms of vapour quality. It is assumed that two phases are in equilibrium
with equal phase velocities, temperatures and pressures, while in saturation conditions the
thermodynamic properties are calculated separately for vapour and liquid phases.
The lines are discretized in several control volumes (nodes) to obtain high accuracy. All the
conservation equations are established separately for each volume considering average
thermodynamic properties inside the volumes. To improve the model discretization, a staggered
grid scheme has been chosen. This method is a variety of the finite volume method applied on
the one dimensional conservation equations. Two different elements are established: the control
volumes (nodes) and the junctions:
Flow
direction
Node 2

Node 1

Node n

Junction 1
Junction 2

FIGURE 58:

Junction n+1

Sketch of the staggered grid [13]

In this configuration, the mass and energy conservation equations are stated in the nodes and the
momentum conservation equation is stated in the junctions. Therefore, the thermodynamic
variables (pressure, enthalpy, temperature...) are calculated in the centre of the volumes and the
flow variables (mass flow, inertia...) are calculated in the junctions.
In order to calculate the flow variables, it is necessary to determine the thermodynamic
properties of the fluid in the junction. These properties are obtained considering the upstream
properties. That is, the calculation of the approximate interface variable is performed as follows:

E~i = δE i + (1 − δ )E i −1

(22)

Where δ is given by the flow direction:

0 m& i ≥ 0
1 m& i < 0

δ =

(23)

The one dimensional conservation equations are solved for each control volume [96]:
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System at
time t + dt

n

System at
time t

dA
CV
dA θ

vin

n
FIGURE 59:

•

CS

Sketch of a fluid control volume [96]

Mass conservation:

The mass conservation equation is applied to the control volume (CV):

 dm 

 =0
 dt  syst

(24)

Applying the Reynolds transport theorem:

d
ρdV + ∫ ρ (v ⋅ n )dA = 0
CS
dt ∫CV

(25)

Being dA the elemental surface of the control surface (CS) through which the volume of fluid
passes, ρ the density of the two-phase mixture, dV the amount of fluid swept through dA in time
dt, v the velocity of the fluid and n the unit vector normal to dA. Provided that:

∫ ρ (v ⋅ n )dA = m&

(26)

dρ
⋅ V = m& in − m& out
dt

(27)

CS

Then:

Where V is the volume of the control volume, ρ is the density of the two-phase mixture and m& is
the mass flow corresponding to the mixture.

•

Energy conservation equation (for a fixed control volume):

It is based on the first law of thermodynamics:

dQ dW dE
−
=
dt
dt
dt
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Where positive dQ is the heat added to the system, positive dW is the work done by the system
and dE is the system energy. Applying the Reynolds transport theorem:

dQ dW
d
−
=
dt
dt
dt

(∫

CV

)

eρdV + ∫ eρ (v ⋅ n )dA (29)
CS

Being e the system energy per unit mass, which can be of several types:

e = einternal + ekinetic + e potential + eother

(30)

In this case, the system energy is assumed to be the internal energy.
The work done by the system can be divided in:

W& = W& shaft + W& press + W& viscous + W& other (31)
For this case, all work terms are neglected if compared to the work done on pressure (p) forces at
the surface:

W& press = ∫ p (v ⋅ n )dA

(32)

CS

Then, the conservation energy equation can be written as follows:

dQ
d
− ∫ p (v ⋅ n )dA =
CS
dt
dt

(∫

CV

)

eρdV + ∫ eρ (v ⋅ n )dA

(33)

CS

Regrouping terms in the equation:

dQ d
=
dt dt

(∫

)


p
eρdV + ∫  e +  ρ (v ⋅ n )dA
CV
CS
ρ


(34)

Taking into account that, using the upwind scheme as explained previously, the upstream
variable is used for the interface variable, and the enthalpy is:


p
h =  e + 
ρ  upstream


(35)

This term can be substituted in equation (34) and that results in:

dQ d
=
dt dt

(∫

CV

)

eρdV + ∫ hρ (v ⋅ n )dA
CS

Considering equation (26):
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dQ
− (hout ⋅ m& out − hin ⋅ m& in ) (37)
dt

That is:

dρ 
 de
 ⋅ V = m& in ⋅ hin − m& out ⋅ hout + q in
 ⋅ρ + e⋅
dt 
 dt

(38)

Where e is the internal energy corresponding to the two-phase mixture volume of the control
volume, ρ is the density of the two-phase mixture and m& is the mass flow corresponding to the
mixture.
The term qin represents the heat flux exchanges with material walls. These walls are external and
are not included in this component. The term qin is calculated as follows:

q in = h fllm Awall (Twall − T fluid ) (39)
The term hfilm is the film coefficient. In case the component is a volume, such as the
compensation chamber, hfilm is calculated for each particular case and introduced in the model as
a constant value. In case of having a line component, hfilm is calculated by empirical correlations
depending on the flow conditions and taking into account the phase changes, as summarized in
ANNEX 2.

•

Momentum conservation equation:

The momentum conservation equation is applied at the interface. Therefore, the control volume
“J” is defined, according to the following diagram:
Control volume J
Volume L

Volume K

FIGURE 60:

Sketch of control volumes definition

The second Newton’s Law provides:

F = m⋅a =

d
(mv )syst
dt

(40)

With F the vector sum of all forces acting on the control volume material considered as a free
body, v the fluid velocity relative to an inertial coordinate system and a its related acceleration.
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Applying the Reynolds transport theorem for a fixed control volume:

F =

d
(mv )syst = d ∫CV v ρdV + ∫CS v ρ (v ⋅ n )dA
dt
dt

(41)

The forces that take part in the momentum equation are the acceleration force, the pressure force,
the friction force and the gravitational force. Since there are not expected rapid flow
accelerations, the acceleration force can be neglected.
Assuming the variation of the momentum zero, the following equation is used in the model:
2

ξ  m& 
− ρ g ∆z
0 = ( pK − pL ) +
1424
3 2 ρ  A  123
1424
3 gravity
pressure

(42)

friction

Where ∆z is the variation in height, g is the gravity acceleration and ξ is the pressure loss
coefficient, calculated as:

ξ = ξ misc + ξ bends − f

L
D

(43)

With L the line length and D the line hydraulic diameter. The calculation of the terms ξ misc , ξ bends
and f is performed according to the correlations indicated in the following paragraphs.
In equation (43), the term ξ misc represented additional concentrated load losses. The term ξ bends
represents the total bend pressure drop coefficient. The calculations of this coefficient are
compiled in [97] and are summarized as follows:

ξ bends = ∑ ξ bend

(44)

n

With n the number of bends and ξ bend the pressure drop coefficient for each bend:



ξ bend = ξ bend  α ,


Rbend ε 
,  = ξ angle ⋅ ξ radius ⋅ ξ rug
d d

FIGURE 61:

Sketch of a bend [97]
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The term f in equation (43) is the friction factor and it is a function of the local Reynolds Number
and the relative roughness. Its calculation is valid for laminar, turbulent and transient flow:

 8 

1
f = 8  +
3 
 Re 
( A + B ) 2 
12

1
12

(46)

Where:





1

A = 2.457 ln
0.9

ε 
 7 

  + 0.27 
D 
 Re 

 37530 
B=
 Re 

16

(47)

16

(48)

And ε the roughness.
7.1.2.

Evaporator Mathematical Model

The evaporator is a very particular component of the LHP. It is characterized by the presence of
the capillary pump or wick, which makes the difference between the LHP and other thermofluid-dynamic systems. In the model, the following components are considered: case, grooves,
primary wick and core. The main assumptions considered are:
a) The wick is completely flooded (saturated liquid).
b) The wick is divided in several radial nodes in order to calculate the transient temperatures
distribution along the primary wick and the heat leak from the evaporator to the
compensation chamber.
c) The fluid inside the evaporator is always in saturated conditions.
d) All the temperatures are calculated dynamically (in every integration step time).
A sketch of the cross section of the evaporator is shown in Figure 62.
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Qwick [n+1]
Case
Qwick [i]
Primary
wick

Qwick [1]
Core
node = 1
·
·
·
node = n

FIGURE 62:

Sketch of the primary wick cross section

The evaporator is governed by the following equations:

•

Case equations:

The total power applied to the evaporator (Qapp) is divided in two parts: the heat flux from the
case to the primary wick (Qc-w) and the heat flux from the case to the grooves (Qc-g):

Qapp = Qc − w + Qc − g

(49)

The mentioned heat fluxes are calculated as:

Qc − w = hc − w ⋅ Awiick ⋅ (Tcase − Tint )

(50)

Qc − g = hc − g ⋅ Agrooves ⋅ (Tcase − Tgrooves ) (51)
Where hc-w and hc-g are the heat transfer coefficients between the case and the wick and the case
and the grooves, Awick and Agrooves are the contact areas, Tcase is the case temperature, Tgrooves the
grooves temperature and Tint the temperature of the interface where the evaporation of the
working fluid occurs. The case temperature is obtained from the energy conservation equation:

C case ⋅

dTcase
= Qapp − Qc − w − Qc − g
dt

(52)

Being Ccase the case heat capacity.

•

Interface equations:

The evaporated mass flow at the interface is calculated as follows:
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(53)

m& evap = 0 ∆Tev −cc ≤ ∆Tstart −up
Qwick [n + 1] = Q HL

(54)

Where QHL is the heat leak from the interface to the primary wick, hfg the latent heat of
vaporization and ∆Tstart-up is an empirical parameter. This parameter is used to simulate the LHP
start-up independently of the conditions before it. Its value can be estimated based on
experimental results, usually in the model correlations.
The interface temperature is obtained from the energy conservation equation:

C int ⋅
•

dTint
= Qc − w − Qwick [n + 1] − m& evap ⋅ h fg (55)
dt

Grooves equations:

The grooves temperature is also obtained from the energy conservation equation:

C grooves ⋅
•

dTgrooves
dt

= Qc − g − m& evap ⋅ (hgrooves − hint )

(56)

Primary wick equations:

The temperature distribution along the radial nodes of the wick is obtained from applying the
energy conservation equation to each node i:

Ci ⋅

dTi
= m& evap ⋅ (hi −1 − hi ) + Qi − Qi +1
dt

(57)

Where Qi is the radial heat flux, calculated as:

Qi =

k bc ⋅ 2 ⋅ π ⋅ k eff ⋅ L ⋅ ∆Ti ,i −1
 Do , i
ln
 Di ,i






(58)

With L the wick length, Do,i and Di,i the outer and inner diameters of the radial node of the wick,
respectively, kbc the back conduction multiplier and keff the effective thermal conductivity of the
wick. The parameter kbc is used to trim the calculation of the heat leak, for instance at low
applied powers, when the LHP enters the variable conductance zone; it can be adjusted to
experimental results when correlating the model. The keff is calculated by the correlation
proposed by Dunn and Reay [55]:
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(59)

Being ϕ the wick porosity, kL the thermal conductivity of the liquid and ks the thermal
conductivity of the solid material of the wick.
The pressure losses are calculated considering the Darcy’s law for porous media, taking into
account the cylindrical geometry of the wick:

dPloss = m& evap

ln
⋅ 

Do

⋅µ
Di  L

(60)

ρL ⋅ 2 ⋅π ⋅ L ⋅κ

Being µL the liquid viscosity, ρL the liquid density and κ the wick permeability.

•

Mass and heat exchanges with the compensation chamber:

The mass flow exchanges with the compensation chamber can be obtained from the mass
conservation equation:

m& CC = m& LL − m& evap

(61)

Where m& LL is the mass flow returning to the evaporator from the liquid line.
The heat flux transfer from the evaporator to the CC is calculated taking into account the
subcooling heat coming from the condenser and through the liquid line (Qsc) and the heat back
conduction through the wick (Qwick[1]):

QCC = −Qwick [1] − Qsc

(62)

Where Qwick[1] is calculated following the same method as for the wick nodes, representing the
sub-index “1w” the first node of the wick, starting from the inner side:

Qwick [1] =

7.1.3.

k bc ⋅ 2 ⋅ π ⋅ k eff ⋅ L ⋅ (T1w − Tcore )
 Do,1w
ln
 Di ,1w






(63)

External Thermal Network Modelling

The thermal links between the LHP and its surrounding is modelled taking into account the three
ways for the heat transfer:
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Conduction:

There is heat transfer by conduction between two material surfaces in contact. The heat exchange
is driven by the following equation:

Q = GL ⋅ ∆T (64)
Where ∆T is the temperature difference between the two material surfaces and GL is the
conductive coupling, which depends on the surface quality contact (Kcontact) and the contact area
(Acontact) as follows:

GL = K contact ⋅ Acontact (65)
Where Kcontact is the quality contact between the surfaces and Acontact is the contact area.

•

Convection:

According to Incropera and DeWitt [98], the convection heat transfer mode is comprised of two
mechanisms: the random molecular motion (diffusion) and the bulk or macroscopic motion of
the fluid (advection). It is particularly interesting the convection heat transfer between a fluid in
motion and a bounding surface when the two are at different temperatures.
The heat flux transferred can be calculated by using the equation:

Q = h ⋅ A ⋅ ∆T

(66)

Where A is the fluid-solid contact area, ∆T is the temperature difference between the fluid and
the solid and h is the heat transfer coefficient or film coefficient.
For natural convection, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated as follows:

hlaminar

 ∆T 

= 1.32 ⋅ 
 Lc 

hturbulent = 1.24 ⋅ ∆T

1
3

0.25

(67)

(68)

Where Lc is the characteristic length and ∆T is the temperature difference between the fluid and
the solid. In the model, the maximum of these two values is taken into account.
•

Radiation:

According to Incropera and DeWitt [98], thermal radiation is energy emitted by matter that is at
a finite temperature. The emission may be attributed to changes in electrons configurations of the
constituent atoms or molecules. The energy of the radiation field is transported by
electromagnetic waves (or alternatively, photons). While the transfer of energy by conduction or
convection requires the presence of a material medium, radiation does not. In fact, radiation
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transfer occurs most efficiently in vacuum. That is why radiation is particularly important in
space applications.
The heat flux exchanged between two elements is driven by the following equation:
Qab = GRab ⋅ σ ⋅ (Tb4 − Ta4 )

(

(69)

)

Where σ = 5.67 ⋅ 10−8 W m 2 ⋅ K 4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and GR is the radiative
exchange factor, calculated as follows:
GRab = Aa ⋅ Fab ⋅ ε a ⋅ ε b

(70)

Where Aa is the element area, Fab is the view factor and εa and εb are the emissivities of the
surfaces.
7.1.4.

Solution Method

As Kaya et al explain in [13], the system of differential equations obtained as a result of
connecting the nodes and junctions in the model is first initialized by assuming an initial fluid
mass distribution and a uniform temperature distribution Tamb for all the thermal nodes. The
choice of the initial mass distribution, especially the state of the evaporator core and grooves, is
important for low power start-up simulations. Then, the initial internal energy and enthalpy
values are calculated from the knowledge of the initial density and temperature by calling the
fluid property routines. After initialization of the dependent variables, the thermal nodes
representing the sink are assigned to Tsink. Then, the power is applied to the evaporator thermal
nodes at the same time as that of the simulated test.
The resulting system of differential-algebraic equations is solved by using the DASSL method,
which is a multistep and implicit solver [99]. The derivatives in the equations are replaced by
backward differentiation formula of orders 1–5. At each time step, the solver chooses the order
and step size adaptively to maintain stability and reduce the number of iterations. The solver uses
an implicit iteration technique based on the Newton’s method.

7.2.

TMM Input Data and Assumptions

The following assumptions were considered to build up the LHPs TMM:
•

For the predictions, the LHP components do not exchange heat with the ambient. In the
correlations for P3, heat losses to the environment are adjusted to reproduce experimental
results.

•

The power unit is simulated as a heater, connected to the evaporator.
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•

An equivalent sink temperature is considered for the thermal environment of the radiator
(acting as convector during the testing).

•

A conductive coupling with ambient (simulating the test configuration, when a cold plate is
used as sink) has been considered instead of a radiative coupling.

•

The thermal couplings between lines in the condenser-radiator interface are defined as
follows:

FIGURE 63:

Thermal couplings in the condenser/radiator I/F

•

The thermal conductance between the condenser and the radiator is defined taking into
account the characteristics of each radiator (aluminium plate with soldered condenser line of
CFRP radiator with embedded condenser line).

•

The thermal contact conductance considered in the evaporator saddle/dissipating unit
interface is 2000 W/m2·K, considering the use of an efficient interfiller.

•

The thermal conductive coupling between the radiator and the equivalent sink temperature is
calculated assuming the same kind of interfiller and optimal fixations (screws and torque)
distribution. Thus a thermal contact quality of 2000 W/m2·K is assumed.

•

The nominal orientation of the LHP has been considered in a horizontal plane. Then,
performance has been also checked for 2 m adverse elevation and 2 m in favourable
elevation (reflux mode).

7.3.

LHP TMM Construction

The flow-sheet (schematic diagram) is a graphical representation of the topology of a model, i.e.,
which components and sub-models constitute the model, the way they are interconnected and
their names or labels.
The layout of the model of the LHP operating up to 125 ºC resembles the layout of the actual
hardware system. Components are represented in the flow-sheet by icons. There is an icon for
each corresponding component type. In order to make a difference between different components
of the same type, the component icons are labelled. The lines between the different components
represent connections. The colour of the connections depends on the colour of the port type. For
example, the red lines represent the thermal connections and the blue lines the fluid connections.
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Figure 64 depicts the schematics of the TMM used in P1 and P2 test predictions. As mentioned,
a dedicated model of each LHP radiator was developed, taking into account the condenser line
routing. The radiator of P1 is divided in two parallel symmetrical branches. Thus, the detailed
model comprises one half of the radiator. It is worth noting that the radiator model allows taking
into account the different elevation of the fluid ports of the different line paths in the radiator. In
case the radiator is in vertical position, the gravity effect can be taken into account. The
conductive couplings have been calculated taking into account the lines length, the way they are
attached to the radiator plate (embedding in CFRP panel or soldering to aluminium plate) and the
radiator plate characteristics. The radiator schematics are also presented in Figure 65.
The TMM of P3, which was developed after the preliminary testing of P1 and P2, is detailed in
Chapter 11. Results of that model were correlated to the test results.

FIGURE 64:

FIGURE 65:

P1 (left) and P2 (right) TMM schematics

P1 (left) and P2 (right) dedicated radiator models schematics
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LHP Operation Predictions
The model was used to predict the operation of the LHP prototypes. At the predictions stage,
only Prototype 1 and Prototype 2 were defined. Thus, the predictions were limited to these two
LHPs. The model of Prototype 3 was the result of the adaptation of the model to the LHP
features once the test campaign was started. The modelling results were correlated to
experimental data and they are presented in Chapter 11.
Three scenarios were defined:
•

Cold case: TTRP = 15 ºC, to verify the operation of the LHP at the lowest temperatures within
the operational range.

•

Intermediate case: TTRP = 50 ºC, reference test, at a typical LHP operational temperature.

•

Hot case: TTRP = 125 ºC, this is the most interesting in this study, since it is the
representative case of the LHP operation at elevated temperatures, up to 125 ºC.

The TRP was considered on the saddle (see Figure 57), where the bonding of a thermocouple
was feasible.

8.1.

P1 Performance Predictions

The operation of the LHP was predicted at three temperatures levels: 15 ºC, 50 ºC and 125 ºC in
horizontal configuration, so as not to have influence of the gravity in the results. Then, the
operation at 125 ºC was analysed also for reflux (evaporator below condenser) and adverse
configurations (evaporator over condenser).
As a conclusion from P1 test predictions, an irregular behaviour of the LHP was found.
Oscillations, sometimes very painful since they slow down significantly the simulation, were
recorded. Possible explanations were drawn:
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–

Oscillations were produced by physical phenomena.

–

Oscillations were produced because of limitations of the EcosimPro model. In this case,
oscillations would not be found in the testing.

–

Combination of both reasons.

Some theories have been formulated to explain the physical oscillations phenomena [100, 101,
102]. The factors that could promote the appearance of such oscillations are low powers, low
temperatures and high masses, linked to high thermal inertias. Also regulation can be linked to
the appearance of oscillations.
•

Performance @ TTRP = 15 ºC: The simulation presented an oscillatory behaviour, which
made it impossible to run any representative case. No steady states were achieved. As
mentioned, several hypotheses were drawn to explain the oscillations phenomenon,
including physical and numerical reasons. Testing was deemed necessary to make
conclusions about the operation at this temperature level.

•

Performance @ TTRP = 50 ºC: The LHP presented also oscillatory behaviour for low powers.
On the other hand, performance at high powers was stable and the LHP was able to transport
400 W without dry-out. It is worth noting that for acetone the highest heat transport
capability is around 110 ºC (operational temperature), as shown in ANNEX 3, and that for
lower temperatures the maximum heat transport capability is decreased. The steady state
temperatures versus power are presented in Figure 66.

FIGURE 66:
•

P1 performance TTRP = 50 ºC steady state

Performance @ TTRP = 125 ºC: At this temperature level, according to the simulation the
LHP is able to transport the required power of 500 W. The related steady state temperatures
versus power are presented in Figure 66.
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P1 performance TTRP = 125 ºC steady state

•

Maximum Power: the model was run applying 500 W to the evaporator and adding 25 W in
each following step. It was concluded that the maximum power for P1 was 550 W.

•

Performance in reflux/adverse elevations: Since the testing phases of any spacecraft include
tests at system level, it is necessary to take into account that the LHPs may have to operate
in configurations different from horizontal one, which is the most representative of the space
configuration. Thus, also reflux and adverse operation were studied. The model was run
considering the condenser 2 m over the evaporator (reflux) and 2 m below the evaporator
(adverse). The liquid column flows to the evaporator through the liquid line helped by the
gravity effect (reflux, see equation (71)) or against the gravity (adverse, see equation (72)):
∆Pcap = ∆Pgroove + ∆PVL + ∆PCN + ∆PLL + ∆Pw − ∆Pg

(71)

∆Pcap = ∆Pgroove + ∆PVL + ∆PCN + ∆PLL + ∆Pw + ∆Pg

(72)

Some cases presented oscillations and tests were deemed necessary to make conclusions on
the performance of the ammonia LHP in adverse and reflux for low temperatures (50 ºC and
15 ºC). The steady state temperatures in reflux mode versus power at the hot case (TTRP =
125 ºC) are presented in the following graph. Comparing to the hot case in horizontal
(Figure 67), there is no significant difference between them.
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P1 reflux performance TTRP = 125 ºC steady state

For the adverse elevation mode, due to the oscillatory behaviour of the loop, no conclusions
could be obtained from simulations results. Again, testing was deemed necessary to draw
any conclusions about P1 performance in adverse elevation.
•

Thermal conductance evaluation: to properly assess the operation of P1, the LHP thermal
conductance shall be analyzed. In addition, evaporator conductance was compared to the
requirement of 160 W/K as stated in Table 16. The graphs in Figure 69 and Figure 70 show
the thermal values for the LHP at the hot case (125 ºC) for horizontal and reflux
orientations. It can be seen that conductance values are practically the same for both
orientations. It can be concluded that the gravity forces assist the liquid flow to the
evaporator, but this effect is practically negligible for the studied operation regimes. The
evaporator conductance almost reached the required value of 160 W/K for all power levels.
Even if it was below 160 W/K for the highest powers, the global conductance of the LHP
presented quite high values, from 8 to 23 W/K, according to the modelling.
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FIGURE 69:

P1 performance TTRP = 125 ºC; horizontal and reflux CLHP comparison

FIGURE 70:

P1 performance TTRP = 125 ºC; horizontal and reflux CEV comparison

P2 Performance Predictions

The operation of the LHP was predicted at the same three temperatures levels as for P1: 15 ºC,
50 ºC and 125 ºC in horizontal configuration, so as not to have influence of the gravity in the
results. Then, the operation at 125 ºC was analysed also for reflux (evaporator below condenser)
and adverse configurations (evaporator over condenser).
As a conclusion from P2 test predictions, performance of the LHP was mainly compliant to the
requirements for potential applications and was found a promising solution for LHPs operating
up to 125 ºC.
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•

P2 Performance @ TTRP = 15 ºC: The temperature on the TRP is maintained at 15 ºC and
therefore the sink temperature is changed in each power step. The simulation shows that the
LHP operates properly and it is able to reject the required power (500 W). The steady state
(temperatures versus power) is shown in Figure 71.

FIGURE 71:
•
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P2 performance TTRP = 15 ºC steady state

P2 Performance @ TTRP = 50 ºC: Operation of the LHP in a typical operational temperature
for classical Ni wick – SS envelope – ammonia LHPs provides the reference to be taken into
account for the high temperature performance, at 125 ºC. In this case the saddle temperature
(TRP) is maintained at ~50 ºC. The sink temperature is changed accordingly for each power
step. From the simulation it can be concluded that the LHP operates properly rejecting the
required 500 W without reaching the dry-out. The steady state conditions (temperature
versus power) are shown in Figure 72.

FIGURE 72:

P2 performance TTRP = 50 ºC steady state
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P2 Performance @ TTRP = 125 ºC: The model predicts dry-out at TTRP = 125 ºC and 500 W.
The temperature in this step has been lowered to 124 ºC. In this case, the LHP rejects the
500 W with TTRP = 124 ºC without dry-out. Since the model is built-up taking into account
conservative parameters for the LHP elements (for instance, primary wick pore radius), the
LHP testing was found necessary to correlate the simulation model and to verify if dry-out
happened at the mentioned temperature or not. The steady state is shown in Figure 73.

FIGURE 73:

P2 performance TTRP = 125 ºC steady state

•

P2 Maximum Power: In the predictions of P2 (Ammonia – Ni wick – SS envelope) the
maximum power was already achieved when conducting the performance test at TTRP = 125
ºC. The simulation showed that the maximum required power (500 W) was rejected by the
LHP without dry-out at TTRP = 124 ºC. To determine the maximum power rejected at TTRP =
125 ºC, power steps of +25 W were applied from a level of 400 W. Dry-out was achieved at
425 W. As a conclusion from this simulation, it was confirmed that the maximum
operational characteristics of ammonia LHP are degraded when the operating temperature
gets closer to the ammonia critical temperature. The maximum heat transport capability is in
the limit to be compliant to the required operational characteristics and tests were deemed
necessary to verify the heat transport capability requirement.

•

P2 performance in reflux/adverse configuration: According to the operational requirements,
the operation of the LHP at 2 m of favourable elevation and 2 m adverse elevation were
assessed. The three cases, cold (TTRP = 15 ºC), intermediate (TTRP = 50 ºC) and hot (TTRP =
125 ºC) were studied. The steady state temperatures versus power levels in reflux mode are
presented in the following graphs:
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FIGURE 74:

P2 reflux performance TTRP = 15 ºC steady state

FIGURE 75:

P2 reflux performance TTRP = 50 ºC steady state
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P2 reflux performance TTRP = 125 ºC steady state

It can be seen that the performance is practically unchanged with respect to the one at
horizontal orientation. On the contrary, at adverse elevation the maximum heat transport
capability was reduced. According to the modelling, 50 W could be transported with a TRP
temperature of ~114 ºC and 500 W for TTRP ~110 ºC. Experimental data to conclude
operation in adverse mode were found necessary, in any case.
The steady state temperatures versus power levels at adverse elevation are presented in the
following graphs. The condenser and sink temperatures are reduced, especially at low
temperatures. This is linked to degradation of the thermal conductance of the LHP as it is
reported in the next paragraphs. In the cold case the gravity forces play a more important
role in the forces balance and degrade more significantly the thermal conductance.

FIGURE 77:

P2 adverse performance TTRP = 15 ºC steady state
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FIGURE 78:

P2 adverse performance TTRP = 50 ºC steady state

FIGURE 79:

P2 adverse performance TTRP = 125 ºC steady state

Chapter 8

In addition, oscillations appeared in the simulation for the cases with lowest powers and
temperatures. This phenomenon can be linked to the reduction of the conductance at adverse
elevation and a consequent movement of the condensation front at the condenser, which gets
closer to the vapour line outlet and produces oscillations similar to the ones described in
[101]. The temperature profiles corresponding to the cold, intermediate and hot cases are
shown in the next figure. The oscillatory behaviour can be seen at cold (15 ºC) and
intermediate (50 ºC) cases, for the lowest powers.
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P2 adverse performance at TTRP = 15 ºC, TTRP = 50 ºC and TTRP = 125 ºC
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Thermal conductance evaluation: First, the thermal conductance in horizontal at the three
cases (TTRP = 124 ºC, TTRP = 50 ºC and TTRP = 15 ºC) was analysed and presented in Figure
81. It was concluded that the thermal conductance was higher for higher temperatures and
higher powers. For the highest power (500 W) and TRP temperature (124 ºC), a global LHP
conductance of ~75 W/K was achieved, which is a very high value in an LHP. As far as
evaporator conductance was concerned, all studied cases were over the specified value of
160 W/K (see Figure 82).

FIGURE 81:

P2 horizontal performance CLHP
comparison

FIGURE 82:

P2 horizontal performance CEV
comparison

Finally, the global and evaporator thermal conductance values at the different orientations
(horizontal, reflux and adverse) were compared. It can be seen that reflux mode enhances
global thermal conductance, especially for lower temperature. For the hot case (125 ºC), and
according to the simulation results for P1, this effect almost disappears. On the contrary, no
significant differences are found in the evaporator thermal conductance of three
configurations. The evaporator conductance is slightly higher for adverse elevation at the hot
case, but this is attributed to the reduction of the hot case temperature in this case (110-114
ºC instead of 125 ºC). Thus, it can be concluded that the evaporator conductance is
independent of the LHP orientation.
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FIGURE 83: P2 reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal performance TTRP = 15 ºC CLHP

FIGURE 84: P2 reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal performance TTRP = 15 ºC CEV

FIGURE 85: P2 reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 50 ºC CLHP

FIGURE 86: P2 reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 50 ºC CEV

FIGURE 87: P2 reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 125 ºC CLHP

FIGURE 88: P2 reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 125 ºC CEV
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Testing Phase 1: LHP Prototypes Preliminary
Testing
After the selection of the optimal fluids and materials of the elevated temperature LHP and once
the design was validated via simulation with EcosimPro, the prototypes P1 and P2 were
manufactured.
The LHPs were then subjected to preliminary testing. This first phase was carried out to verify if
the performance of the LHPs was in accordance to the expected results taking into account the
previous analyses. Results and conclusions of this first phase are compiled in this section.
Once the preliminary testing phase was completed and the optimal Elevated Temperature LHP
(ET-LHP) configuration was selected, a second testing phase consisting of a very complete test
program including different scenarios at different orientations and a dedicated stage for NCG
evaluation was started. Results and conclusions of this full test phase are compiled in sections 0
and 0.

9.1.

Prototype 1 Preliminary Testing

Up to this point of the investigation concerning the ET-LHP, acetone was found as a potential
working fluid with adequate properties as heat carrier. Besides, it was found compatible with
several of the tested metals. Titanium was selected among the compatible materials as preferable
envelope because of its good mechanical properties at the studied temperatures, its low density
and thermal properties. Titanium was also selected as preliminary wick material. However, due
to the unavailability of sufficiently fine and pure Ti powder in the market (it is explosive and
very difficult to handle), the titanium wick was replaced by a stainless steel one. Stainless steel
presents similar properties to titanium ones and it is also compatible with acetone. P1 prototype
can be seen in Figure 89.
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FIGURE 89:
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P1 overview

The design of Prototype 1 was found optimal a priori from the point of view of materials, but it
resulted to present a number of drawbacks:
•

The interface between the titanium evaporator body and the wick was poor and the
evaporator presented high heat leak to the compensation chamber, which led to low thermal
conductance values of CEV ~30 W/K and CLHP ~2.5 – 3 W/K as shown in Figure 91.
Moreover, the maximum heat transport capability was 200 W. it might be limited by boiling
at the evaporator due to the bad interface between the evaporator body and the wick.

FIGURE 90:

P1, preliminary testing temperature profile
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FIGURE 91:
•
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P1, preliminary testing thermal conductance

Provided the bad results obtained to the titanium evaporator, it was refurbished and the body
was replaced by a SS one. in this case the interface was considerably enhanced, but certain
limitations prevailed:

o Maximum heat transport capability was around 450 W, even at horizontal orientation as
shown in FIGURE 92.
o Thermal conductance values were of CLHP ~ 10 W/K and CEV ~ 60 W/K (see FIGURE 93),
which were still low, especially if compared to the ones obtained with ammonia and to
the requirement of 160 W/K for the evaporator conductance.
o Moreover, acetone presented unreliable start-up.

FIGURE 92:

P1, preliminary testing with SS evaporator temperature profile
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P1, preliminary testing with SS evaporator thermal conductance

To conclude if these limitations were linked to the use of acetone as the working fluid, the same
LHP was tested with ammonia, which was presenting outstanding performance in P2, which was
being tested at the same time. In this way, P3 was made up and it was concluded that the
performance of P1 with acetone was not compliant to the requirements of potential applications
such as telecommunications satellites, and this fluid was discarded for the ET-LHP.

9.2.

Prototype 2 Preliminary Testing

The second prototype, P2, consisted of ammonia, nickel wick and stainless steel (SS) envelope.
In this case, the selection of the materials and fluid combination was driven by its wide use in
LHPs for space applications and the outstanding properties of ammonia as a working fluid. P2
with attached heaters on the evaporator and part of the test instrumentation is depicted in Figure
94.
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The LHP showed high performance with a heat transport capability of over 500 W and a thermal
conductance of over 50 W/K. An extension of the ammonia operating temperature limit was
therefore proven. However, after several test cycles of 50 ºC – 115 ºC – 125 ºC, significant
degradation of the performance was observed. The graph in Figure 95 shows the thermal
conductance of the LHP in several tests conducted in climatic chamber at 50 ºC, 115 ºC and 125
ºC. A decrease in the conductance can be seen after conducting tests at high temperature. After
recharging the LHP, conductance is recovered, but after raising the temperature up to 115 ºC,
degradation appears again. It was concluded that the performance of the LHP was degraded due
to NCG generation.
Based on the obtained results and provided that the compatibility data (see Chapter 5.4) showed
that ammonia, SS wick and SS envelope were compatible, incompatibility was linked to the use
of Ni wick. The main conclusion was that ammonia showed outstanding performance even at
elevated temperatures, up to 125 ºC, but the wick material should be changed. Thus, ammonia
was introduced in P1. In this way, P3 was made out, as explained in Chapter 9.3.
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FIGURE 95: Ammonia – Ni wick – SS envelope LHP conductance evolution at 300 W, for
tests in climatic chamber at 50 ºC (blue diamond), at 115 ºC (orange triangle) and at 125 ºC (pink
square). Blue arrows represent the thermal conductance tendency.

9.3.

Prototype 3 Preliminary Testing

As mentioned in Chapters 9.1 and 9.2, the third prototype, P3, was made out based on the results
obtained with P1 and P2. P3 was designed to operate with ammonia, SS wick, SS evaporator
envelope and titanium lines. The design combined the advantages of P1 (wick and envelope
materials, compatible with light CFRP radiator) and P2 (ammonia as working fluid). The new
LHP worked then with a very efficient fluid, ammonia, with a totally SS evaporator which
prevented NCG generation. The selection of materials and working fluid was driven by the
following considerations:
•

The incompatibility of SS envelope, Ni wick and ammonia: the test campaign with the first
prototype proved that the loop was able to operate efficiently in the defined regimes.
However, it was found that after several cycles of high-low temperature, degradation of the
LHP performance due to NCG generation was observed. In conclusion, the Ni wick –
ammonia combination was found incompatible in an elevated temperature range up to 125
ºC.

•

The compatibility of SS envelope, SS wick and ammonia: as concluded from the
compatibility test campaign. Therefore, an SS wick was selected as the optimal substitute for
the Ni wick.

•

The compatibility of Ti envelope and ammonia: Ti is a very interesting material for the LHP
piping due to its low density (reduced mass in spacecraft) and low CTE, as well as its
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compatibility with structures such as CFRP panels. The Ti – ammonia combination was
tested in the compatibility test stand (see Chapter 5.4) and was found compatible. Bimetallic
Titanium-SS connections were used to integrate Ti transport lines and Ti condenser
embedded in a CFRP radiator panel with an entirely SS evaporator.
In the preliminary testing, P3 showed outstanding operation, in accordance with the features
obtained with P2, but in this case with no degradation with time and temperature cycles. The
design of this prototype was found optimal at operating temperatures up to 125 ºC and selected
as the most promising solution for the next generation of spacecraft. In Chapter 10 the results of
the full test campaign to which P3 was submitted is presented. In Chapter 12, the particular case
of tests with NCG is assessed.
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Testing Phase 2: Full Test Campaign without
NCG
The aim of the testing phase 2 was a full characterization of P3 or, as it will be called from this
point, Elevated Temperature LHP (ET-LHP). Operation at temperatures higher than the usual
range was analysed and the viability of this loop for the next generation of spacecraft was
determined. The results compiled in this chapter were presented by Prado et al in [103].

10.1.

LHP Test Set-Up

The LHP, P3, can be seen in Figure 96. Its main features were summarized in Chapter 6.2, in
Table 17. A particularity of this LHP was that, as P1, it included two condenser lines in parallel
and a capillary blocker. This capillary blocker was designed to prevent the vapour from flowing
between the branches of the condenser and from there to the liquid line. The parallel condenser
lines imply a reduction of the pressure loss keeping the same contact area with the radiator as if
it were a single line with the same routing.
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Evaporator (foil heater to simulate the
power source is attached on the saddle)

Vapour line
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Composite radiator with embedded
titanium condenser line
Vapour line

Reservoir

Liquid
line
Evaporator (foil
heaters to be
attached on each
flange)

Liquid line
Composite radiator with embedded
titanium condenser line

Reservoir

FIGURE 96: Overview of the manufactured ET-LHP (ammonia, SS wick and SS and Ti
envelope LHP with composite radiator), able to operate up to 125 ºC
The test campaign was performed in a climatic chamber to reduce the interaction with the
environment to a minimum. The chamber temperature was set nominally at the LHP operational
temperature. This means at 15 ºC for the cold case, 50 ºC for the nominal case and 120 ºC for the
hot case (instead of 125 ºC, since 120 ºC is the upper limit of the facility).
A cold plate made of eight aluminium tubes with flanges, connected at their edge by two
aluminium tubing collectors, was used as the heat sink. The cold plate was connected to a chiller
and the refrigerant fluid was pumped from the chiller through the cold plate and back to the
chiller, as shown in Figure 97.

From chiller
To chiller

FIGURE 97: Cold plate made of aluminium tubes with flanges attached to the ET-LHP radiator
panel. Labels indicate the connections of the cold plate to the chiller used to control the LHP
operating temperature.
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This configuration allowed the implementation of PID control of the chiller temperature. Two
silicone rubber foil heaters of 450 W and 380 x 75 mm2, one per saddle flange, were attached to
the evaporator to simulate the dissipating unit. Type T thermocouples were implemented for
monitoring. The temperature measurements error was ±0.5 ºC. The LHP measurement plan is
presented in Figure 98.

FIGURE 98:

ET-LHP sketch showing the thermocouples location used for the test campaign
and the Temperature Reference Point (3EV)

The LHP transport lines, evaporator and compensation chamber were thermally insulated from
the environment. The temperature reference point (TRP) to control the chiller and to evaluate the
LHP performance was located at the centre of the evaporator saddle flange. The sink temperature
was controlled to keep the TRP at a constant temperature level in each test. The evaporator,
condenser and LHP thermal conductance values are calculated with equations (19), (20) and
(21), considering the location of the reference temperatures in Figure 98 as follows:
•

TTRP : Temperature of the evaporator saddle TRP (K), measured by the thermocouple 3EV at
the centre of the evaporator saddle flange.

•

TEV _ Average : Average temperature of the evaporator (K), measured by thermocouples 1EV –

8EV installed on the evaporator saddle. The value TEV _ Average was always very close to TTRP .
•

TVL _ in : Temperature at the vapour line inlet (K), measured by the thermocouple at the vapour

line inlet, i.e. thermocouple 13VL1.
•

TVL _ out : Temperature at the vapour line outlet (K), measured by the thermocouple at the

vapour line outlet, i.e. thermocouple 14VL2.
•

TCN _ Average ; average temperature of the condenser(K), measured by thermocouples 23C, 24C,

31C, 25C, 41C, 32C, 26C, 19C, 20C, 29C, 21C, 30C, 36C and 22C.
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Test Sequence

The prototype was submitted to an extensive test campaign, whose steps are summarized in
Table 18. The evaluation of the LHP performance was based mainly on the assessment of the
heat transport capability and the thermal conductance, in addition to characteristic parameters of
each test (i.e. start-up capability, maximum tilt, maximum static head, etc.).
TABLE 18:

ET-LHP operation without NCG – Test sequence

Orientation

Test Description / TRP temperature

Horizontal

Performance / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 115 ºC; 125 ºC
Performance with a heat input to the LL (QLL). QLL = 5 W & 20 W / 125 ºC
Maximum Power / 125 ºC
Regulation / 125 ºC
Transient / 125 ºC; -30 ºC (CN)
Tilt / 125 ºC
10 cycles from -40 ºC to 125 ºC followed by Performance / 50 ºC
Start-up / 110 ºC; -5 ºC

Adverse

Performance / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC

Reflux

Performance / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC

It is worth noting that performance test at 115 ºC was carried out in addition to the hot case at
125 ºC. The aim of this test was to assess the performance at elevated temperatures, but at a
slightly lower level, to compare both tests at 125 ºC and 115 ºC and check if there were any
significant differences in the performances.

10.3.

Performance at Horizontal Orientation

As stated in Table 18, the LHP was tested at four temperatures: 15 ºC, 50 ºC, 115 ºC and 125 ºC.
Different power levels were defined in the test procedure: 50 W, 100 W, 300 W and 500 W. As
mentioned in Chapter 10.1, the tests were performed in climatic chamber to minimize the effects
of the environment. As a rule, the temperature of the climatic chamber was set at the LHP
operation temperature. For the highest temperatures, i.e. 125 ºC, the climatic chamber
temperature was set at its limit, i.e. 120 ºC.
The test results showed that the LHP was able to transport the power at any of the four
temperature levels without dry-out. The temperature profiles of the performance tests are shown
in Figure 99.
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FIGURE 99:
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P3 performance in horizontal, temperature profiles

As far as the thermal conductance is concerned, values from 30 W/K to 50 W/K were recorded,
the lowest ones corresponding to the operation at 125 ºC. The LHP thermal conductance as a
function of the input power is shown in Figure 100. The evaporator thermal conductance values
are also shown in Figure 100. It is worth noting that in the case of the evaporator conductance,
due to the high achieved values, the temperature differences are very small and slight variations
in the temperatures can lead to significant variations in the evaporator thermal conductance
values. That is why there is certain dispersion in the values obtained from the testing.
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FIGURE 100: ET-LHP LHP thermal conductance (CLHP) and evaporator thermal conductance
(CEV) in horizontal

10.4.

Test with Heat Input to the Liquid Line

This test was performed to evaluate the effect of the heat leakages from a hypothetical
surrounding to the liquid line on LHP operation. This can be representative of the heat that could
reach the LHP liquid line from the interior of the satellite.
The LHP was tested with two different inputs to the LL, i.e. 5 W and 20 W. The temperature at
the TRP was 125 ºC. No dry-out was observed even when applying 500 W to the evaporator.
The temperature profiles can be seen in Figure 101.
The comparison of the LHP thermal conductance values of the tests at 125 ºC with 0 W, 5 W and
20 W applied to the LL is shown in Figure 102. As far as this parameter is concerned, a decrease
for the lowest power steps was observed, in line with the results obtained in the predictions of P1
and P2 in Chapter 8. This fact is due to the additional heat leak in the liquid line, which leads to
the need of higher subcooling. The condenser average temperature decreases to be able to
compensate the additional heat leak (it is worth reminding that in all these tests the boundary
condition is to keep constant the TRP temperature).
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FIGURE 101: ET-LHP performance in horizontal with heat input to the LL, temperature profile

FIGURE 102: ET-LHP performance in horizontal with heat input to the LL, CLHP comparison

10.5.

Maximum Power Test

Even if ammonia efficiency is decreased when the LHP operating temperature is close to
ammonia critical temperature, it is still more efficient than other working fluids. According to
the testing, the ET-LHP was able to transport at least 800 W with the TRP at 125 ºC, as shown in
Figure 103.
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FIGURE 103: ET-LHP maximum power in horizontal, temperature profile

10.6.

Regulation Tests

These tests were conducted to evaluate the ability of regulating the evaporator temperature by
the activation of a heater on the compensation chamber. The test results showed that the
regulation was possible, but a significant power input needed being applied to the reservoir (>50
W), as it can be seen in Figure 104. High power inputs applied to the reservoir increase the risk
of shutting down the LHP. Moreover, the control laws to regulate the evaporator temperature and
to prevent large overshoot were complex.

FIGURE 104: ET-LHP regulation at 125 ºC, temperature profile
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Other methods such as the regulation by a PRV, as proposed by Mishkinis et al in [104], could
be an alternative to reduce the mentioned risks during the regulation.

10.7.

Transient Tests

The ET-LHP was also subjected to transient regimes, with sharp power variations from 50 W to
500 W. The tests were performed with and without an additional 5 kg aluminium thermal mass
(attached to the evaporator), representative of the potential thermal inertia of the equipment to
which the LHP will be attached in a real application.
In Figure 105, the temperature profile of the transient test from 50 W to 500 W at the hot case
(TRP at 125 ºC for the highest power level) is shown. As it can be The LHP was able to sustain
sharp power variations without dry-out.

FIGURE 105: ET-LHP transient (hot case), temperature profile

10.8.

Tilt Tests

The ET-LHP was also tested with different evaporator tilts to evaluate the efficiency of the fluid
link provided by the secondary wick. It was observed that the LHP sustained more than 28 mm
tilt, the compensation chamber below the evaporator, with 125 ºC at the TRP and 500 W.

10.9.

Thermal Cycling

This kind of test allows assessing is there is any degradation of the LHP performance when
sustaining cycles between the minimum non operating temperature (mNOT) and the maximum
non operating temperature (MNOT), the most extreme conditions for the hardware. Ten cycles
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from -40 ºC to 125 ºC were performed. The performance test at 50 ºC was considered as a
reference and it was repeated before and after the cycling. Comparing the results, it was
concluded that there was not any degradation of the LHP performances after the thermal cycling.

10.10. Start-up and Shut-Down Tests
Star-up of an LHP shall be usually tested, since it is a phenomenon that cannot be reliably
predicted with current LHP simulation models. The ET-LHP start-up was tested in hot (initially
115 ºC at the TRP) and cold (initially -5 ºC at the TRP) conditions. In both cases, it was verified
that the LHP was able to start-up with less that 50 W applied to the evaporator. The worst case
for start-up is the cold case, when there is less liquid inside the CC. It is shown in Figure 106.
Also, a shut-down test was carried-out. The shut-down power was < 20 W, applied to the
compensation chamber.

FIGURE 106: ET-LHP start-up at cold conditions, temperature profile

10.11. Performance with Adverse Elevation and in Reflux Mode
With adverse elevation, the LHP heat transport capability is reduced due to the gravity forces,
which are opposite to the fluid flow. The ET-LHP was able to sustain 500 W at 125 ºC with the
condenser 1 m below the evaporator. At 50 ºC and 15 ºC it was able to sustain 500 W (the power
required as per Table 16) with the condenser 2 m below the evaporator. The LHP temperature
profiles are shown in Figure 107. The LHP conductance was reduced, especially at the low
power levels, as it happened in the simulation as explained in Chapter 8. Therefore, the global
thermal conductance values with 2 m of adverse elevation were not higher than 30 W/K, while in
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horizontal and reflux configurations it achieved 40-60 W/K. Thermal conductance decreased to 3
W/K for the lowest power level (50 W) in the cold case (TRP @ 15 ºC).
In reflux orientation, the gravity forces assist the flow into the LHP. Therefore, the heat transport
capability and the LHP conductance are the same or higher than in horizontal conditions. The
ET-LHP was able to sustain 500 W at all the three temperature levels (15 ºC, 50 ºC and 125 ºC)
with the condenser 2 m above the evaporator. The LHP temperature profiles are shown in Figure
108. The LHP thermal conductance was the same or better than the conductance in horizontal
position. For instance, it achieved a global thermal conductance ~40 W/K at 125 ºC for the
highest power (500 W), while it was ~30 W/K at horizontal orientation, and ~50 W/K at 50 ºC
and 15 ºC (for 500 W).
As far as the evaporator conductance is concerned, certain variations were observed, even if it
should be invariable with temperature and power, as it was stated in the test predictions in
Chapter 8. The reason for these variations can be linked to the fact that high conductance values
were achieved, corresponding to very small temperature differences. In such a case, reduced
variations in the temperatures, due, for instance, to accuracy in the measurements, could lead to
large variations in the conductance. This fact makes drawing conclusions about evaporator
conductance very difficult.
A comparison of the LHP and evaporator thermal conductance values for the cases in horizontal,
adverse and reflux orientations is provided in Figure 109 to Figure 114.
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FIGURE 107: ET-LHP performance with adverse elevation, temperature profile
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FIGURE 108: ET-LHP performance in reflux mode, temperature profile
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FIGURE 109: ET-LHP reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal performance TTRP = 15 ºC CLHP

FIGURE 110: ET-LHP reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal performance TTRP = 15 ºC CEV

FIGURE 111: ET-LHP reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 50 ºC CLHP

FIGURE 112: ET-LHP reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 50 ºC CEV

FIGURE 113: ET-LHP reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 125 ºC CLHP

FIGURE 114: ET-LHP reflux vs adverse vs
horizontal Performance TTRP = 125 ºC CEV
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It is worth noting that the adverse elevation case is not included in the graphs because it was
performed at 1 m instead of 2 m and results are not comparable.

10.12. Conclusions on the ET-LHP Performance Without NCG
The results obtained in the full test campaign without NCG are summarized in Table 19. In all
tests the ET-LHP showed proper and stable operation and compliant with the requirements for
the potential space applications (requirements shown in Table 16) in most of the test scenarios. It
was able to operate with a range from 50 W to at least 800 W applied to the evaporator. 800 W
was the heaters’ limit and no dry-out was reached in none of the tests, including the maximum
heat transport capability test. High thermal conductance values were achieved: > 30 W/K and >
150 W/K, even with the TRP at 125 ºC.
TABLE 19:

Summary of the LHP nominal performance, without NCG, main data
Parameter

TRP temperature (ºC)

Value

Heat transport capability

125

800 W

LHP thermal conductance

15

40 - 45 W/K

50

50 W/K

125

30 W/K

15

90 – 145 W/K

50

175 – 250 W/K

125

100 W/K (60 W/K
at 500 W)

Evaporator thermal conductance

Other tests performed, including performance with heat input to the liquid line, regulation with a
heater on the reservoir, transient regimes, tilt and start-up in different conditions, also showed
proper and stable operation. As far as regulation is concerned, some drawbacks were found
(power > 50 W, complex control laws and risk of significant overshoot) and alternative
regulation methods such as the use of PRV should be studied.
Tests at adverse and reflux configurations showed proper performance, being the ET-LHP able
to sustain 500 W with 125 ºC at the TRP and 1 m of adverse elevation.
The ET-LHP did not show any degradation during the more than 400 hours of testing, including
more than 170 hours with the TRP at 125 ºC and a thermal cycling consisting of 10 cycles
between -40 ºC and +125 ºC. Furthermore, currently the LHP is undergoing a lifetime test. More
than 5000 hours of elevated temperature operation have already been accumulated without any
evidence of NCG generation, as shown in Figure 115. The test is currently running at 250 W and
110-115 ºC at the evaporator level.
The successful test campaign demonstrated feasibility of extending of the operational upper limit
from +80-90 ºC (today technology state-of-the-art) to +115-125 ºC (future needs for space
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applications) for ammonia LHPs. This approach allows rather quickly re-qualify current
ammonia LHP technology for elevated temperatures and gives certain advantages over other
alternative solutions with other working fluids (acetone, methanol, water, etc.).

FIGURE 115: ET-LHP lifetime test, temperature profile

FIGURE 116: ET-LHP lifetime test overview and measurement plan
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Simulation of the ET-LHP Performance without
NCG: TMM correlation
The following figure depicts the schematic diagram of the LHP tested prototype P3, including
the radiator. The diagram includes fluid, thermal and control connections. The PID was
implemented at this stage to control the evaporator temperature at the desired level, depending
on the sink temperature. The model is representative of the LHP tested, including the condenser
with two parallel lines configuration. The heat exchanges with the environment are included
taking into account the temperature of the climatic chamber and the insulation.

FIGURE 117: ET-LHP TMM schematic
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The model has been correlated to the experimental results of the LHP nominal operation, this
means without NCG, as reported by Prado et al in [103], so that it can be used reliably for
assessment of the operation in different scenarios. The correlation consisted of the adjustment of
certain LHP parameters to have a difference in the steady state temperatures lower than ~3 ºC
between the test and the simulation results. The adjusted parameters were related to:
–

the back conduction from the evaporator to the CC,

–

the thermal contact between the saddle and the evaporator case,

–

the heat transfer coefficient between the wick and the working fluid

–

and the parameters of the thermal insulation on the transport lines (thermal link with the
environment).

After the correlation, it was concluded that the model was able to simulate the LHP performance
at the different test regimes, as shown in the next paragraphs.

11.1.

Correlation of the ET-LHP Model at the Cold Case

The model is correlated at the cold case, this is, with the TRP at 15 ºC. In the correlation the
parameters are adjusted to obtain the same steady state temperatures at each power level, with a
margin of ±3 ºC.
Considering the stationary temperatures for each power step obtained by the model and the
simulation, absolute error was calculated, as shown in the following table:
TABLE 20:

Correlation error, cold case (TRP @ 15 ºC)
Model

P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

15.63

15.05

15.08

15.08

14.47

13.96

14.40

100

15.77

14.50

14.91

14.52

13.15

10.44

12.42

300

15.84

11.38

13.75

13.82

8.55

7.64

9.30

500

18.26

10.82

14.62

14.45

6.57

7.52

8.63

Test
P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

15.42

15.02

15.25

14.97

14.95

14.48

13.89

100

15.31

14.42

14.88

14.17

13.65

13.03

13.15

300

15.16

11.31

13.57

13.16

8.42

8.88

9.85

500

17.92

10.71

14.50

13.78

5.80

8.70

9.55
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Absolute_error (ºC) = Tsimulation (ºC) - Ttest (ºC)
P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

0.20

0.03

-0.17

0.11

-0.48

-0.52

0.51

100

0.46

0.08

0.03

0.35

-0.49

-2.59

-0.73

300

0.68

0.07

0.19

0.65

0.13

-1.25

-0.55

500

0.34

0.10

0.11

0.67

0.77

-1.18

-0.91

It can be noticed that there is a maximum error of 2.59 ºC. The comparison of the temperature
distribution in the simulation and in the test is presented in Figure 118.

FIGURE 118: ET-LHP model correlation, performance 15 ºC

11.2.

Correlation of the ET-LHP Model at the Intermediate Case

The ET-LHP model was also correlated at the intermediate case, with the TRP at 50 ºC. As
mentioned, the correlation parameters were adjusted to obtain the same steady state temperatures
at each power level, with a margin of ±3 ºC.
Considering the stationary temperatures for each power step obtained experimentally and via
simulation, absolute error was calculated, as shown in the following table.
It can be noticed that there is a maximum error of 1.55 ºC. The comparison of the temperature
distribution in the simulation and in the test is presented in Figure 119.
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Correlation error, intermediate case (TRP @ 50 ºC)
Model

P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

51.43

50.98

51.01

51.01

50.38

50.97

50.94

100

51.36

50.49

50.59

50.51

49.19

50.48

50.18

300

50.58

48.03

49.42

49.34

44.00

47.18

47.47

500

49.34

45.09

47.53

47.72

38.96

43.48

44.09

Test
P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

51.06

50.62

50.75

50.49

50.44

50.22

49.91

100

50.99

49.78

50.45

49.59

49.08

49.38

48.63

300

50.70

47.95

49.52

48.60

45.00

46.24

46.41

500

50.29

45.16

47.75

47.37

40.10

43.75

43.89

Absolute_error (ºC) = Tsimulation (ºC) - Ttest (ºC)
P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

0.38

0.36

0.26

0.51

-0.06

0.76

1.02

100

0.37

0.71

0.14

0.92

0.11

1.11

1.55

300

-0.12

0.08

-0.10

0.74

-1.00

0.94

1.07

500

-0.94

-0.08

-0.22

0.36

-1.14

-0.27

0.20

FIGURE 119: ET-LHP model correlation, performance 50 ºC
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Correlation of the ET-LHP Model at the Hot Case

Finally, me TMM is correlated at the hot case, which is the most interesting case for the ETLHP. Again, the correlation parameters are adjusted to obtain the same steady state temperatures
at each power level, with a margin of ±3 ºC.
Considering the stationary temperatures for each power step obtained by the model and the
simulation, absolute error was calculated, as shown in Table 22.
It can be noticed that there is a maximum error of 4.43 ºC, but most of the temperature
differences are < 3 ºC and many of them even < 1 ºC. The comparison of the temperature
distribution in the simulation and in the test is presented in Figure 120.
TABLE 22:

Correlation error, hot case (TRP @ 125 ºC)
Model

P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

123.46

122.65

122.91

122.65

120.18

122.62

122.62

100

123.52

121.94

122.60

122.46

118.73

121.94

121.92

300

122.70

118.07

120.15

120.15

113.13

117.74

117.85

500

120.12

112.48

115.89

116.03

106.21

111.78

112.07

Test
P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

123.37

122.67

122.86

122.54

119.30

118.19

118.33

100

123.53

121.95

122.61

121.97

119.84

118.46

118.30

300

123.47

118.01

120.58

120.29

114.06

115.70

115.41

500

123.68

112.33

116.36

116.42

105.61

109.71

108.93

Absolute_error (ºC) = Tsimulation (ºC) - Ttest (ºC)
P (W)

TEV (ºC)

TCC (ºC)

TVLin (ºC)

TVLout (ºC)

TRADave (ºC)

TLLin (ºC)

TLLout (ºC)

50

0.08

-0.02

0.05

0.11

0.88

4.43

4.29

100

-0.01

-0.01

-0.02

0.49

-1.11

3.48

3.62

300

-0.78

0.05

-0.43

-0.13

-0.94

2.04

2.44

500

-3.56

0.15

-0.47

-0.39

0.61

2.07

3.14
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FIGURE 120: ET-LHP model correlation, performance 125 ºC
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Chapter 12

Operation of the ET-LHP with NCG
NCG generation is assumed to be one of the main reasons for LHP performance degradation.
Therefore, the effects of the NCG in the selected ammonia ET-LHP were studied to complement
the investigation. Thus, the next step consisted of the injection of certain amount of NCG in the
LHP to analyse the performance in this conditions. The calculation of the NCG amount was
based on the Arrhenius equation and the ammonia decomposition reaction:
NH 3 → 1 2 N 2 + 3 2 H 2
 −E 
C = A ⋅ t ⋅ exp

 R ⋅T 

(73)

Where C is the concentration of decomposed ammonia (% in volume), A is a constant (calculated
from testing results A = 2.22 ⋅ 10 5 % ), t is the time in hours, E is the activation energy (E =
100600 J/mol), R the universal gas constant (R = 8.314 J/(mol·K)) and T the temperature in K.
The equation parameters are extracted from [105], where they were correlated to tests of
ammonia decomposition in a SS container including a Ni mesh inside. Since Ni is a catalyst in
ammonia decomposition, as reported by Stolbov et al in [106] and as concluded also during the
testing of P2 (see Chapter 9.2), this is assumed to be a conservative estimation.
To simulate the operation of the LHP with NCG, nitrogen (N2) was injected in its compensation
chamber. Nitrogen was selected because high solubility of hydrogen in ammonia was reported in
[76]. This gas has also been used recently by He et al to study the NCG effects in a loop
thermosyphon [71] and in an LHP [80].
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For 15 years in GEO orbit at 125 ºC (EOL), which is the typical lifetime for GEO satellites [75],
the NCG amount can be represented by the injection of 0.024 g of nitrogen. In the testing, the
starting point was the amount corresponding to two times the NCG at EOL, i.e. 0.05 g of
nitrogen. Then, the NCG was increased progressively to assess the evolution of the LHP
performance, as summarized in Table 23, with an accuracy of ±0.01 g.
TABLE 23:

Steps in the addition of different amounts of nitrogen in the LHP reservoir,
simulating NCG generation

Step
N2 amount
Times the estimated
amount at EOL

1
0.05 g
NCG 2

2
0.30 g
12

3
0.60 g
24

4
0.90 g
36

5
1.20g
48

6
3.34 g
134

The procedure to inject the NCG in the LHP compensation chamber consisted of the connection
of a metallic vessel, where the N2 was stored, to the CC pinching tube using a set of standard
connections and valves, as shown in the scheme in Figure 121. A vacuum pump was also
connected to the set-up to remove the air inside the connections.
Pressure
transducer

Metallic
vessel
LHP compensation
chamber

N2
cylinder

Valve 1
Valve 3
Valve 2

Vacuum
pump

FIGURE 121 : NCG injection set-up scheme
First, valve 2 is open and valves 1 and 3 closed, to vacuum the connections. Then valve 2 is
closed and valve 1 is opened to let the N2 fill the metallic vessel. Before injecting the N2 in the
LHP, valve 1 is closed. The initial pressure inside the vessel is checked by the pressure
transducer and the N2 is let inside the loop so that the pressure after the injection is
correspondent to the removal of the specific amount of NCG (0.05 g in the first step).
The following pictures show the NCG charging equipment:
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FIGURE 122 : NCG charging equipment (i). (Second picture shows the charging of the LHP with
NCG inside the climatic chamber)

Nitrogen
cylinder
Vacuum
pump/system

Needle
valve

Pressure
transducer

Measuring
tube (vessel)

NCG
vessel

FIGURE 123 : NCG charging equipment (ii)
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Once the LHP was filled with the determined NCG amount, performance tests at three
temperature levels were performed in climatic chamber, as summarized in Table 24. The
nominal LHP performance in each test, without NCG, was taken into account as a reference for
the homologue test with NCG.
TABLE 24:

ET-LHP operation with NCG – Test sequence

Orientation

Test Description / TRP temperature

Horizontal

Performance with 0.05 g N2 / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC
Performance with 0.30 g N2 / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC
Performance with 0.60 g N2 / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC
Performance with 0.90 g N2 / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC
Performance with 1.20 g N2 / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC
Performance with 3.34 g N2 / 15 ºC; 50 ºC; 125 ºC

12.1.

Heat Transport Capability Experimental Verification

The experimental results of the LHP with NCG were compiled by Prado-Montes et al in [107].
All tests performed covered a power range from 50 W to 500 W and included at least one power
cycle. Even if in the tests with no NCG the maximum heat transport capability of the LHP was
found to be more than 800 W, in this test campaign with NCG only the performance up to 500 W
was assessed. This power level was considered because it is the requirement at EOL of the
satellites where the LHP can be potentially mounted and provided that leading the LHP to
consecutive dry-outs and recoveries implies a significant dilation of the testing period.
Taking this into account, all the tests showed that the LHP was able to transfer at least 500 W, at
any temperature level tested (15 ºC, 50 ºC and 125 ºC). It has to be mentioned that, according to
the modelling results whose summary is presented in Chapter 13, the LHP maximum heat
transport capability is practically independent on the presence and quantity of NCG in
compensation chamber. This statement is also confirmed by these experimental data: dry out of
LHP at the largest applied power, i.e. 500 W, was never observed, even if the specific tests for
investigation of maximum heat transport capability were not performed.
Concerning the minimum power, no significant effects were observed for NCG amounts up to
1.20 g. However, degradation of the performance was noticed in the last step, with the injection
of 3.34 g of nitrogen, which is more than 130 times the expected amount of NCG at EOL. This
amount of gas was injected in order to search for the limit of the LHP operation. With such NCG
amount, at the hot case test, at 125 ºC, the LHP was not able to operate at the lowest power
levels: 100 W and 50 W. It was possible to transport 100 W with decreasing of power cycle, as
shown in Figure 124, but it was not possible to start at that value even after several attempts due
to dry out.
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FIGURE 124: Evolution of the EV, CC and CN temperatures for the test with the TRP at 50 ºC,
for 3.34 g of NCG injected in the CC
The explanation for this phenomenon is linked to the significant heat leak to the CC. High heat
leaks are associated to difficult start-up, which depends on several factors such as heat flux
density. This is the reason for the inability to start at low power levels. The enlarged heat leak
due to the NCG presence, can reach values comparable to the power that evaporates the fluid at
the vapour grooves, preventing the boiling. It was observed that at low powers and 50 ºC there is
an oscillatory behaviour of the LHP. This is, as it is explained in Chapter 12.4, linked to the
vapour/liquid front movement at the condenser inlet. Since at higher temperatures there is more
liquid volume inside the loop, this effect could be enlarged up to the limit of the inoperability. It
is also possible that part of the NCG accumulates in the primary wick core, leading to a local
rupture of the liquid bridge through the wick and dry-out, which leads to the inoperability of the
LHP.

12.2.

Temperature Profile Evolution

The main effect of the NCG on the LHP performance was noticeable in the temperature profile,
which is linked to the thermal conductance evolution. The temperature profile evolution with
NCG at 50 ºC is shown in Figure 125 and Figure 126, where the evaporator, CC and condenser
temperatures of the LHP tested with 0.05 g and 0.9 g NCG are shown. It can be seen how the
temperature difference between the evaporator and the CC and the evaporator and the condenser
increases with the NCG quantity, being the increase more noticeable at low powers.
A comparative graph of the LHP temperature differences between evaporator and CC and
evaporator and condenser when operating at 50 ºC for different NCG amounts is shown in Figure
128 and Figure 129.
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FIGURE 125: Evolution of the EV, CC and CN temperatures for the tests with the TRP at 50 ºC,
for 0.05 g of NCG injected in the CC

FIGURE 126: Evolution of the EV, CC and CN temperatures for the tests with the TRP at 50 ºC,
for 0.90 g of NCG injected in the CC
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FIGURE 127: Evolution of the temperature difference between the EV and the CC, for the tests
with the TRP at 50 ºC, for different amounts of NCG injected in the CC

FIGURE 128: Evolution of the temperature difference between the EV and the CN for the tests
with the TRP at 50 ºC, for different amounts of NCG injected in the CC
Looking at the test results, it can be stated that the condenser average temperature and the CC
temperature decrease progressively with the addition of NCG, since the system is controlled to
keep the evaporator temperature at a constant level. The decrease is greater at low temperatures
and low power levels. The decrease in the CC temperature is linked to the fact that inside the
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chamber there is a mixture of NCG and working fluid and this leads to different P-T equilibrium
conditions, in which each working fluid temperature corresponds to a pressure higher than the
theoretical corresponding saturation pressure. This new pressure is the result of adding the partial
pressure of the NCG.
The increase in the temperature difference between the evaporator and the CC leads to an
increase of the parasitic heat leak into CC and consequently an increase in the liquid (returned
from condenser) subcooling, which is necessary to compensate the heat leak. Then, if the
evaporator temperature is kept constant, this is translated in a decrease of the condenser
temperature and therefore the LHP thermal conductance. This effect has been illustrated using
the P-T diagram proposed by Kissev in [9] for graphical illustration of LHP operation, shown in
Figure 129.

FIGURE 129: Effect of the NCG in the LHP temperature drop. The points represent the
following locations: 1 – Evaporator (vapour grooves), 2 – Vapour line inlet, 3 – Vapour line
outlet, 4 – Start of the condensation region in the condenser, 5 – End of the condensation region
in the condenser, 6 – Liquid line inlet, 7 – Liquid line outlet, 8 – Compensation chamber, 9 –
Outer surface of the primary wick (meniscus liquid side). As in the testing, the boundary
condition is to keep the evaporator temperature (point 1) constant. The curves are representative
of the saturation conditions in the CC for ammonia (NH3) and the mixture of ammonia and NCG
(NH3+NCG). Pev and Tev are the pressure and the temperature at the evaporator, respectively.
Pcc and Tcc the pressure and temperature at the CC. Pcc’ and Tcc’ the pressure and temperature
at the CC in the LHP with NCG. Tcn and Tcn’ are the temperatures at the condenser outlet
corresponding to the LHP without NCG and the LHP with NCG, respectively.
The diagram shows the main points of the operation of an LHP for a certain power level. The
partial pressure of the NCG is translated as an increase in the temperature difference between the
evaporator and the CC. The P-T equilibrium conditions in the CC pass from 8 to 8’. There is an
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increase of the heat leak and an increase of the subcooling. The temperature at the condenser
outlet changes from 6 to 6’. The temperature difference between evaporator and condenser is
(Tev-Tcn) < (Tev’-Tcn’). As a result, there is a decrease in the thermal conductance.
To properly understand the order of magnitude of the effects of the NCG in the LHP operation,
the pressures and temperatures of the simulated LHP transporting 1000 W at 50 ºC (evaporator
temperature) have been recorded and plotted in the P-T diagram in Figure 1307. As it can be
seen, the pressure drops in the LHP components are low (~0.04 bar) and the addition of a
significant amount of NCG can lead to a significant increase of the temperature difference
between the evaporator and the condenser (~30 ºC in the model). It is worth noting that actually
the pressure drops in the loop are lower in the case with NCG, since more power is leaked to the
CC and the net mass flow in the LHP is lower. Nevertheless, the reduction of the heat
transported by the LHP due to the increase of the heat leak to the CC has been neglected,
because this effect has no significant influence in the LHP performance. For the same reason,
heat leaks from the transport lines to the environment are also neglected.

FIGURE 130: Effects of the NCG in the ET-LHP at 1000 W and TVLin = 53 ºC simulated with
EcosimPro. The points represent the same points as in Figure 9. The order of magnitude of the
variables corresponds to the operation of a real LHP.

7

In the graphs in Figure 130, Figure 132 and Figure 133 the P-T data taken from the model are 2-2’, 3-3’,
6-6´, 7-7´ and 8-8’, the other points are extrapolated. Moreover, the reduction of pressure drop in the VL
is neglected (when plotting 3’).
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The decrease in the condenser temperature is more significant at lower temperatures (cold case)
because in these conditions the partial pressure of the NCG is relatively higher if compared to
the absolute vapour pressure of ammonia. Therefore, the NCG effects are more noticeable. For
the same additional pressure induced by the NCG the temperature difference between CC and
evaporator is higher at low temperatures due to the fact that the saturation curve of ammonia has
a minor slope in this region. This conclusion has also been reached by other authors such as
Dube et al in their investigations into the NCG effects on other two-phase heat transport devices
[108]. In Figure 131 the evolution of the P-T equilibrium conditions at the CC, as a result of the
addition of different NCG amounts, is shown. The P-T curves are the result of adding the partial
pressure of the NCG to the saturation pressure of the working fluid at each temperature. It is
worth noting that the density of the NCG is calculated taking into account a constant volume.
This condition may vary if the fraction occupied by liquid at the CC is taken into account. It can
be seen that the variation of the equilibrium in the CC is more significant at low temperatures.

FIGURE 131: Variation of the P-T equilibrium conditions in the CC for different amounts of
NCG
At high powers, the mass flow, the pressure drop and the temperature difference between
evaporator and condenser (∆T) in the LHP are greater. Consequently the ∆T increase induced by
the pressure of the NCG is less significant. At low powers, the pressure increase due to the NCG
is relatively higher if compared to the total pressure drop in the LHP (it is a higher fraction of the
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total pressure drop). In conclusion, the additional ∆T produced by the NCG is less significant at
high power levels.
In the graph in Figure 132 the NCG effects in the LHP operating at 800 W are represented in a
P-T diagram, taking as a reference simulation data obtained with EcosimPro. The order of
magnitude of the variables corresponds to the operation of a real LHP. It can be seen that in the
case with 1000 W in Figure 130 the total DP is higher than in the case at 800 W. The impact of
NCG is more noticeable, increasing the temperature difference between the vapour line inlet and
the condenser outlet in almost 6 ºC.

FIGURE 132: Effects of the NCG in an LHP operating at 800 W and TVLin = 53 ºC, based on
simulation data obtained with EcosimPro.
In the graph in Figure 133 the NCG effects in the LHP operating at 1000 W, but at lower
temperature (TVLin = 28 ºC) are represented in a P-T diagram, taking as a reference simulation
data obtained with EcosimPro. Again, the order of magnitude of the variables corresponds to the
operation of a real LHP. It can be seen that as a result of the operating temperature decrease, the
impact of NCG is more noticeable, increasing the temperature difference between the vapour
line inlet and the condenser outlet in almost 28 ºC.
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FIGURE 133: Effects of the NCG in an LHP operating at 1000 W and TVLin = 28 ºC, based on
simulation data obtained with EcosimPro.
In the following table the effect of the NCG at different power levels and temperatures are
compared. The significance is patent for lower powers and temperatures, and it is translated in a
more significant decrease of the condenser conductance, linked to the LHP conductance.
TABLE 25:

12.3.

Summary of the analysis of the NCG effects for different power and temperature
levels, based on simulation data
Power = 1000 W

Power = 800 W

Power = 1000 W

TVLin = 53 ºC

TVLin = 53 ºC

TVLin = 28 ºC

∆TVLin-CNout

32 ºC

37ºC

60 ºC

CCN

31.25 W/K

21.62 W/K

16.67 W/K

Thermal Conductance Evolution

The thermal conductance of the LHP is related to the temperature profile evolution. In the tests
conducted, the condenser conductance drove the LHP global conductance since it was
significantly lower than the evaporator conductance. Thus, the analysis of the global LHP
conductance can be extrapolated to the condenser conductance. The evolution of the
LHP/condenser conductance is linked to the subcooling and the heat leak to the CC. Results
depend on the amount of NCG injected in the CC.
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The LHP thermal conductance evolution with the NCG amount for different power levels is
presented in the graphs in Figure 134. It can be seen that in the cold case (TRP at 15 ºC), the
observed effect is a decrease in the conductance with the NCG amount, especially at low powers.
At 100 W the conductance decreases from values of around 50 W/K, with no NCG, to 12 W/K
with 0.3 g of NCG, and to less than 5 W/K for the largest NCG amounts. For higher powers the
decrease is less significant, reaching 20 W/K for 500 W and 3.34 g of NCG. Since at low powers
the subcooled liquid flow from the condenser that reaches the CC is lower, the NCG effects are
more significant. As mentioned, the NCG effects are also potentiated by the low temperatures,
because the partial pressure of the NCG is greater when compared to the partial pressure of the
working fluid (saturation pressure) inside the loop.
In the hot case (TRP at 125 ºC), the effect of the NCG on the global thermal conductance is
slightly noticeable from 0.9 g for the lowest powers (100 W). For 300 W, it is only noticeable
with 3.34 g, the global thermal conductance still being over 20 W/K. At 500 W, the NCG
influence is negligible, with a constant conductance of around 30 W/K. At high temperatures, the
NCG partial pressure is significantly lower when compared to the saturation pressure inside the
loop. Thus, the overall effect of the NCG is insignificant, unless for very large NCG amounts.
In the intermediate case (TRP at 50 ºC), the same effect on the global conductance as in the hot
and cold cases can be observed. Again, the decrease in the global thermal conductance is more
noticeable at low powers.
In the case of the evaporator conductance, the NCG effect is less evident. A certain increase
can be observed in some of the tests and some power regimes. Other authors have also reported
an improvement in the evaporator conductance as a consequence of the addition of NCG [76].
Nevertheless, it is difficult to conclude which tendency the evaporator conductance follows. The
NCG effect on the evaporator conductance is complex and the high conductance values
achieved, linked to small temperature gradients in the range of the sensor error, make it very
difficult to establish any relation between the addition of NCG and the variations in the
evaporator conductance.
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FIGURE 134: Global thermal conductance evolution for the LHP operating with the temperature
reference point at 15 ºC, 50 ºC and 125 ºC with different amounts of NCG injected in the
reservoir and for different power levels, including values of the increasing and decreasing power
cycles

12.4.

Other Effects of NCG

Besides the aforementioned one, another effect on the LHP performance was observed as a
consequence of the addition of NCG. The phenomenon appeared only for the largest NCG
amount (3.34 g) and at low power levels. It consists of oscillations in the LHP temperatures,
which are linked to unstable operation of the LHP (Figure 135). The frequency of the oscillations
was low: between two and six minutes. The amplitude of the oscillations started low. Then it
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increased, especially in the vapour line and condenser entrance, reaching values of more than 10
ºC in the vapour line.

FIGURE 135: Temperature profile of the LHP EV, VL and CN in the test with 3.34 g of NCG
and the TRP at 50 ºC. Detail of the temperature oscillations observed with 50 W applied to the
evaporator
One hypothesis to explain this phenomenon is related to the significant degradation of the
conductance of the LHP. In the tests performed, since the evaporator temperature is kept
constant, when a certain amount of NCG is reached, the sink temperature can be reduced so that
the necessary degree of liquid subcooling is provided and the vapour/liquid interface front can be
located very close to the condenser inlet, leading to pressure and temperature oscillations: front
periodical reciprocate movement between the vapour line outlet and the inlet part of the
condenser. This phenomenon can be compared to oscillations found in LHPs where the
vapour/liquid front is located close to the condenser outlet. Analysis of this phenomenon was
reported by Ku in [101].
This phenomenon confirms the inoperability of the LHP at 125 ºC when 3.34 g amount of NCG
is accumulated. At high temperature the liquid fraction inside the loop is higher and the setting
back of the vapour/liquid front in the condenser leaves no room for condensation and leads to
inoperability of the LHP.
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Thermo-Mathematical Model of the ET-LHP
with NCG
The LHP modelling in EcosimPro is continuously being improved to provide the most accurate
predictions of LHP performance. Thus, potential enhancement of the LHP library is assessed by
comparing the results of the performance of the LHP with NCG obtained by simulation and
testing.
The EcosimPro model allows the simulation of the operation with NCG in the compensation
chamber. For the NCG analysis the compensation chamber is simulated as a volume where there
is a mixture of a real fluid (working fluid) and a perfect gas (NCG). The pressure inside the
chamber is:
P = Pworking _ fluid + PNCG

(74)

The physical properties in the CC are calculated based on the properties of the mixture of gases
and the liquid.

13.1.

Comparison of Modelling and Experimental results

The comparison of the testing and simulation results shows that the experimental degradation of
the thermal conductance due to the NCG does not reach the magnitude of the modelling
predictions. This effect had also been observed by other authors, such as Nikitkin et al [76]. This
is probably due to the fact that a significant amount of gas does not remain stagnated in the
compensation chamber, but circulates with the working fluid and/or is adsorbed by the wick and
envelope materials. Also, it is possible that some of the gas, which is assumed to be at the
working fluid saturation temperature in the model, stagnates in the CC and becomes colder due
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to the interactions with the liquid returning from the condenser and the environment. In this case,
the NCG pressure can be lowered and its effects are reduced.
In Figure 136 it can be observed that the condenser temperature in the simulation is lower than
the corresponding temperature in the test, especially for low powers, when the NCG effects are
more noticeable.
The test results obtained show that the formulation in the model needs to be adjusted to
reproduce the NCG effects with higher accuracy. Nevertheless, the current model provides an
envelope of the worst case for the performance of an LHP with NCG. The degradation of the
thermal conductance according to simulation results is the one corresponding to the amount of
NCG considering null the portion of gas that circulates with the working fluid, dissolved, or is
adsorbed by the LHP materials. This assessment has great importance, since the model can
provide the worst performance that can be expected in an LHP at the end of its life (EOL), with
the corresponding amount of NCG.
Nonetheless, it is possible to enhance the model so that the NCG fraction that is adsorbed by the
wick or keeps circulating in the loop is implemented by correction factors. Test results such as
the ones presented in the paper can be used for the calculation of these correction factors, as
introduced in Chapter 13.1.1.
Further improvements of the model could include the splitting of the CC into different volumes
to reproduce more accurately the distribution of the fluid and the NCG. As mentioned, an
accurate prediction of an LHP performance with a certain amount of NCG can be very useful to
assess a system operation at the end of its life.
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FIGURE 136: Comparison of the steady state EV, CN and CC temperatures from the simulation
and the testing for different power levels and different NCG amounts
13.1.1. Correction Factor for the Simulation of the LHP with NCG
As mentioned, current EcosimPro model predicts the worst case performance of an LHP with
certain amount of NCG. To adjust the model predictions, a correction factor representing the
amount of gas that is not stagnated in the CC can be introduced as follows:
NCG SIM = NCG REAL ⋅ k stag

(75)

Where NCGSIM is the amount of gas in the simulation that provides the performance
corresponding to a determined NCG amount in the real case, NCGREAL; being kstag a coefficient
representing the amount of gas that is stagnated in the CC.
The following graphs represent a mapping of the temperature differences between the condenser
and the evaporator (∆TEV-CN) at different power levels and NCG amounts for the three cases
studied: cold case (15 ºC), intermediate case (50 ºC) and hot case (125 ºC), obtained from the
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simulation. Simulation data for different amounts of NCG are obtained by running the correlated
models with additional NCG at each temperature level. In the same graphs, also the ∆T obtained
from the testing, both for increasing power levels and decreasing power levels, are represented.

FIGURE 137: Simulation (Sim*g, dashed lines) and experimental (scatter, up* increasing power,
down* decreasing power) ∆TEV-CN for different amounts of NCG; cold case
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FIGURE 138: Simulation (Sim*g, dashed lines) and experimental (scatter, up* increasing power,
down* decreasing power) ∆TEV-CN for different amounts of NCG; intermediate case

FIGURE 139: Simulation (Sim*g, dashed lines) and experimental (scatter, up* increasing power,
down* decreasing power) ∆TEV-CN for different amounts of NCG; hot case
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Looking at Figure 137, Figure 138 and Figure 139, it is possible to obtain a relation between the
∆TEV-CN in the test and the corresponding NCGREAL, and the amount of NCG that produces the
same ∆T in the simulation (NCGSIM). The increase of the ∆TEV-CN with respect to the case with 0
g NCG is considered as a reference. In this way, it is possible to estimate the kstag values, which
are represented in Figure 140. The blue zone covers the values up to the maximum kstag at each
temperature level.

FIGURE 140: Estimation of the coefficient (kstag) to determine the amount if NCG stagnated in
the CC for different temperature levels
A relation of kstag with the temperature, and therefore the pressure, in the loop can be extracted
from Figure 140: the higher the temperature, the lower the kstag. This means that for high
temperatures the impact of the NCG is less significant than for low temperatures, in addition to
the conclusions stated in Chapter 12.2.
The obtained results allow performing a qualitative analysis of the relation of the simulation with
the experimental results. However, to determine reliable kstag values, the dispersion of the data
makes further testing necessary. For instance, testing at more temperature and power levels and
with narrower stages in the NCG injection would be useful for the sake of accuracy. Also, a
detailed analysis of the solubility of the gas, in this case nitrogen, in the working fluid and
adsorptivity assessment could be carried out as a next stage in the NCG investigation.

13.2.

Oscillations in the Simulation

The ET-LHP TMM can reproduce not only steady-state conditions, but also transient regimes.
Oscillations at low power and with significant amounts of NCG were an unexpected
phenomenon observed during the testing, and it was particularly interesting to see that this was
also reproduced in the simulation. This fact is especially remarkable, even if in the modelling the
oscillations start to appear for a lesser amount of NCG (around 0.3 g). Oscillations can be
observed in the liquid line and condenser temperatures, but the highest amplitudes correspond to
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the vapour line temperatures, as shown in Figure 141. In the test results analysis, the vapour front
oscillation hypothesis was presented to explain the temperature oscillations phenomenon. To
assess this hypothesis, the fluid quality in the vapour line and condenser was analyzed in the
simulation. In Figure 142 it can be seen how the vapour front oscillates in the vapour line for the
LHP operating at 50 W and with 0.3 g of NCG. The fluid quality at the condenser outlet
indicates liquid phase, while at the condenser inlet and vapour line outlet the fluid quality
oscillates between 0 and 1. This implies vapour front oscillations between the vapour line and
the condenser, which correspond to the temperature oscillations in Figure 13. These results are
positive for the vapour front oscillations hypothesis consolidation.

FIGURE 141: EV, CN and VL temperatures obtained from the simulation of the LHP operation
with 0.3 g of NCG. Detail of the oscillations at 50 W applied to the evaporator

FIGURE 142: Working fluid quality (in volume) obtained from the simulation of the LHP
operation with 0.3 g of NCG at 50 W. Values indicate vapour front oscillations
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One of the objectives of the further work with the LHP model is to carry out a deeper analysis of
the link between the NCG amount and the LHP temperature oscillations and correlate the NCG
fraction related to this phenomenon with experimental data. For that purpose, more experimental
data of oscillatory LHP behaviour are needed.
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Conclusions and Further Work
Thermal control technology is in continuous evolution to find solutions for the enhancement of
current thermal control systems and opening new horizons in this field. In particular, two phase
heat transport devices are part of the most challenging technologies and are becoming more and
more interesting in space applications due to the fact that they do not need an external power
supply for their operation. In the scope of two-phase heat transport systems, LHPs are considered
among the most reliable devices, thanks to the junction between the evaporator and the
compensation chamber, which provides a unique response in transient regimes and start-up. The
present work has been focused in the particular case of the extension of the operational LHP
temperature range and intended to contribute to the mentioned technological evolution of
thermal control systems for space and also terrestrial potential applications.
Main aims accomplished during this exhaustive investigation were:
– Selection of an optimal combination of materials and working fluid for the definition of an
LHP able to operate up to 125 ºC. Extension of the operating temperature range is linked to
the decrease of radiator areas and a potential optimization of the spacecraft mass, integration
and cost.
– Development of a reliable LHP, compliant with a set of requirements, in line with future
potential applications.
– Development of a TMM, able to simulate the LHP performance at different scenarios.
– Analysis of the NCG effects in the LHP operation. Understanding of the physical phenomena
and assessment of the sensitivity to the NCG amount at the different operational regimes.
– Set the basis for future research into the subject.
The investigation started by a literature review to define the starting point. It started by the
research of previous work related to working fluids and two-phase heat transport devices, HPs
and LHPs, for elevated temperatures. As a result of the review, it was concluded that the key
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point was the selection of the working fluid, linked to the selection of adequate wick and
container materials. It was clear that compatibility between materials and working fluid was a
driver criterion for the LHP design. A set of fluids and materials candidates was selected.
Nevertheless, it was found that further investigation on compatibility within the required
temperature range was needed.
Incompatibility between materials and working fluid is linked to NCG generation and potential
failure cause. Therefore, the literature review was extended with a dedicated section about NCG
effects in two-phase heat transport devices. The main conclusion was that NCG could lead to
degradation of the performance, translated in a decrease of the LHP thermal conductance and
probably an increase of the start-up time.
The literature review was followed by a dedicated trade-off to narrow the list of fluids and
materials combinations. The trade-off was based on the analysis of different key features that
determined the worth of the candidate LHP components. The list of combinations was reduced to
21 candidates.
The selected combinations were submitted to a dedicated compatibility test, which has been
running for more than three years. The test included two thermosyphons per combination
operating at 125 ºC. The temperature difference between the adiabatic zone of the thermosyphon
and the condenser zone is indicative of the existence (or not) of NCG which is accumulated on
the top of the pipe (condenser section). As a conclusion from the trade-off and compatibility test
results, two combinations were selected:
-

P1: SS wick – Ti envelope – Acetone
P2: Ni wick – SS envelope – Ammonia

To evaluate the performance of such prototypes, two detailed simulation models were developed
in EcosimPro. The models included the LHP features and several cases were run to predict the
behaviour of the devices in different scenarios, in line with the LHP potential application. The
performance was analysed taking into account main requirements, especially the heat transport
capability and the thermal conductance. In conclusion, both approaches, P1 and P2, were found
suitable for the LHP operating at an elevated temperature range, from the point of view of
simulation.
Then, P1 and P2 prototypes were manufactured and submitted to preliminary testing. Test results
showed that:
– Even if no degradation of P1 performance was observed, its operation was found unstable: it
presented difficult start-up and its maximum heat transport capability was limited to 450 W
at the best case. Thermal conductance was lower than 10 W/K.
– The combination SS envelope, Ni wick and ammonia (P2) was found not compatible for
elevated temperatures, up to 125 ºC, but the LHP was able to operate efficiently in the
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defined regimes before thermal cycling. After several cycles of high-low temperature,
degradation of the LHP performance due to NCG generation was observed.
Due to these reasons and provided that:
– SS envelope, SS wick and ammonia were found compatible, as concluded from the
compatibility test campaign. Therefore, an SS wick was selected as the optimal substitute for
the Ni wick used in P2 prototype. And
– Ti envelope and ammonia were found compatible: Ti is a very interesting material for the
LHP piping due to its low density (reduced mass in spacecraft) and low CTE, as well as its
compatibility with structures such as CFRP panels. The Ti – ammonia combination was
tested in the compatibility test stand and was found to be compatible. Bimetallic Titanium-SS
connections were used to integrate Ti transport lines and Ti condenser embedded in a CFRP
radiator panel with an entirely SS evaporator;
Prototype 3 (P3) was designed to operate with ammonia, SS wick, SS evaporator envelope and
titanium lines. The design combined the advantages of prototypes 1 and 2. The new LHP worked
with a very efficient fluid, ammonia, with a totally SS evaporator which prevented NCG
generation. In the preliminary testing, P3 showed outstanding operation, in line with the features
obtained with P2, with no degradation with time and temperature cycles. The design of this
prototype was found to be optimal at operating temperatures up to 125 ºC, and selected as the
most promising solution for the next generation of spacecraft.
Up to this point, one of the main conclusions of the investigation was reached: the selection of
the optimal fluid and materials combination for the LHP operating up to 125 ºC. The selection
logic is described in Figure 143.
State of the art:
literature and
patents review

Trade-off
Studies

Preliminary list of selected
ET-LHP combinations (21
candidates)

Compatibility Test

Selection of potential
ET-LHP materials and
working fluid
combinations

P1: SS wick –
Ti envelope –
Acetone

Preliminar
y testing of
P1 and P2

P3: SS wick –
SS/Ti envelope –
Ammonia

P2: Ni wick –
SS envelope –
Ammonia

FIGURE 143: ET-LHP materials and fluids selection logic
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Then P3 was submitted to an extensive test campaign, including different scenarios in a wide
temperature (15-125 °C) and power range (50-500 W). The LHP prototype demonstrated stable
operation and compliant with the requirements for the potential space applications in most of the
test scenarios. The following conclusions were drawn:
– In the performance tests in horizontal it was observed that the LHP was able to operate at all
power regimes in the complete temperature range. It was able to reject the required 500 W,
even at the highest temperature (125 ºC at the TRP). It operated with high global thermal
conductance: > 30 W/K. The evaporator thermal conductance was in general over 150 W/K
(> 60W/K at 125 ºC and 500 W).
– The tests with a heat input in the liquid line showed a decrease of the thermal conductance,
especially at the low power levels.
– The maximum power tests showed that the LHP was able to reject more than 800 W (in
horizontal).
– The LHP evaporator could be regulated by a heater on the reservoir. However, regulation
power achieved high values (> 50 W) and the algorithms to implement the control law tended
to be complex. Overshoot at certain regimes (and especially for 125 ºC) was not easily
avoidable with this regulation method. Other regulation methods, such as a PRV might
prevent such phenomena.
– The LHP demonstrated proper and smooth operation with sharp power and condenser
temperature changes.
– The LHP was able to sustain at least 28 mm tilt, the reservoir below the evaporator.
– There was not any degradation of the LHP after 10 cycles between -40 ºC and +125 ºC.
– The LHP presented easy and stable start-up at all the tested regimes. It was able to start-up
with < 50 W on the evaporator. It could be shut-down by applying 20 W on the reservoir.
– The LHP was able to operate with adverse elevation. With this orientation the conductance at
low power levels was decreased. The LHP was able to sustain 500 W with 125 ºC at the TRP
and 1 m of adverse elevation.
– The LHP was able to operate in reflux orientation without any anomalies. With this
orientation the thermal conductance underwent certain enhancement due to the gravity
assistance, more noticeable at low powers.
– In parallel to the testing activities, the LHP TMM was correlated to reproduce the
performance of the real device. The model was developed successfully and it was able to
simulate the LHP performance.
At this stage, two more of the main objectives of the investigation were accomplished: the
successful test campaign demonstrated feasibility of extending of the operational upper limit
from +80-90 ºC (today technology state-of-the-art) to +115-125 ºC (future needs for space
applications) for ammonia LHPs. This approach is efficient and reliable and, what is more, it
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allows rather quickly re-qualify current ammonia LHP technology for elevated temperatures and
gives certain advantages over other alternative solutions with other working fluids (acetone,
methanol, water, etc.).
The last step in this research was related to the study of NCG impact in the LHP performance.
This stage is particularly interesting due to few previous publications related to the subject,
especially for elevated temperature applications.
The NCG effects was analysed by test and simulation. For the testing, different amounts of
nitrogen were injected in the LHP to assess its sensitivity to the NCG possible generation during
LHP lifetime. The main effect of the NCG is the degradation of the LHP and condenser
conductance. This becomes more significant with the increase of NCG quantity. The degradation
of the conductance is linked to the partial pressure of the NCG (which is normally collected and
stagnated in the CC during LHP operation), which leads to an increase in the heat leak to the CC.
The temperature distribution in the CC is the result of the thermal balance taking into account the
heat exchange with the evaporator (heat leak), the subcooling of liquid returning from the
condenser and the environmental conditions. The influence of NCG on the evaporator
conductance is rather small and was not determined due to the very small temperature gradients,
which do not allow a relation between the NCG quantity and the evaporator conductance value
to be established.
After the NCG testing, other objective of the investigation was fulfilled: the impact of NCG in
the LHP operation was verified. Furthermore, high performance and reliability of the selected
solution for the elevated temperature LHP was proven, since the effect of two times the
maximum NCG amount estimated at EOL in GEO for the worst case conditions was only
noticeable for the cold case and at low power levels. At the highest power level (500 W), it was
only noticeable with 134 times the estimated NCG at EOL and even in this case it was not
noticeable at 125 ºC. It can be concluded that the sensitivity of the elevated temperature (125 ºC)
LHP to NCG is negligible even up to more than 130 times the expected amount at EOL.
For the completion of the NCG impact analysis, the model of the LHP in EcosimPro was used to
simulate the LHP performance with several amounts of NCG injected. The effects of the NCG
are much more significant in the simulation than in the tests. This may be indicative of the
circulation of some of the gas in the LHP instead of it remaining in the CC. The model provides
the worst case of the degradation linked to NCG. An estimation of a correction factor based on
the comparison of the simulation and the experimental results has been performed. Further
testing was deemed needed to adjust the model and obtain more accurate simulation. It is also
possible that the NCG stagnated in the CC is colder than expected, due to interaction with the
environment, with its partial pressure being lower and the performance degradation being less
significant.
In addition, interesting and unexpected findings resulted from the investigation about NCG:
another effect of the NCG, detected in the testing only for 134 times the estimated NCG at EOL,
was an oscillatory behaviour at low powers. The simulation model confirmed this oscillatory
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behaviour of the LHP for significant NCG amounts at low powers, linked to the vapour/liquid
front oscillation between the vapour line outlet and condenser inlet.
To complete the objectives of the investigation, further research can be derived from the present
work, which sets an interesting and promising basis to further advance in the two-phase heat
transport technology:
– Extension of the compatibility test. Introduction of more combinations and enlargement of
the temperature range. Study of thermal cycling effects on the NCG generation rate.
– Enhancement of the EcosimPro model to reproduce more accurately the NCG impact on the
LHP operation. Introduction of correction factors based on detailed solubility/adsorptivity
analysis of the NCG in the working fluid/materials and correlations to extensive
experimental results. Further detail on the CC/wick core components modelling.
– Further studies about oscillations linked to NCG. Additional testing to draw more concrete
conclusions and enhancement of the TMM accordingly.
– Study of other potential sources of NCG, such as ionizing radiation.
– Analysis on the advantages of using an LHP at elevated temperatures in the defined space
application from the financial point of view.
As a general conclusion from the present investigation, it can be said that a step further in the
optimization of two-phase heat transport technologies, with the development of the elevated
temperature LHP, and knowledge of the physical aspects of LHPs performance, with the
particularization for the NCG case, has been taken.
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EcosimPro
Description
A1.1

Libraries

and

Components

Standard EcosimPro Libraries

A1.1.1

MATH Library

This library includes some helpful constants and mathematical functions. The more interesting
mathematical functions that are defined in the library are shown in the following table:
TABLE 26:

MATH main functions used in the LHP model

FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

bound

Function to bound or to limit a value

deadband

Function to calculate a deadband

div_safe

Function to perform safe division, avoiding division by zero. In case
of division by zero, it returns the previous value.

donor_cell

Function to calculate the fluid properties of the donor-cell

EcoNonLinearEqnSolver Function to find a zero of a system of N non-linear functions in N
variables by a modification of the Power hybrid method.
fpow

Function to calculate signed power with linear zone near 0 for
exponents larger than 1 and less than 1

max

Function to calculate the maximum value between two values

min

Function to calculate the minimum between two values

sign

Function to evaluate the sign of a value
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FLUID_PROP Library

FLUID_PROP is an EcosimPro library in charge of the calculation of fluid properties. The
functions available on this library are mainly used by FLUIDA library for the simulation of fluid
systems. The most important features are summarised as follows:
•

Most of the fluids used for industrial applications are available

•

Fluids are supported in different categories depending on the state-of-equation used:

o Perfect gases (transport and heat capacity properties variable with temperature)
o Simplified liquids (properties not pressure dependent)
o Van-der-Waals fluids
o Real fluids interpolated in tables considering all possible zones of operation (liquid,
superheated, supercritical and two-phase flow)
•

A maximum of five fluids for gas mixtures calculation (Mixtures of perfect gases or Vander-Waals gases). The homogeneous equilibrium model is used to calculate a real fluid with
a non-condensable gas mixture.

•

User-defined fluids are available. The properties must be defined in external data files.

The FLUID_PROP library does not contain any component. It only provides a large collection of
functions that returns the value of a fluid property by introducing relevant parameters (i.e.
temperature, internal energy, pressure, density, etc).
A1.1.3

THERMAL Library

This is a professional library for modelling thermal networks, heat conduction and some special
items for space thermal analysis such us radiators and variable conductance heat pipes (VCHPs).
The THERMAL library contains the necessary components to build lumped parameter thermal
models as diffusive thermal nodes, boundary thermal nodes, linear thermal conductors and
radiative thermal conductors. It also provides specialized components to represent materials with
temperature dependant properties, Peltier elements, multi-node walls and cylinders.
The variables exchanged between two THERMAL components are connected by means of a
thermal port. They are the following:
TABLE 27:

Variables connected by a THERMAL port in EcosimPro
NAME

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

Tk[i]

Kelvin Temperature array

K

Tc[i]

Celsius Temperature array

ºC

q[i]

Heat Flux array

W
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The variables of this thermal port are arrays whose dimension is defined by means of a
parameter in the component, if not their dimension is the default value of one (1). The use of an
array instead of scalars simplifies the thermal connections of a component when it is discretized
in several nodes. The THERMAL components used in the LHP model are listed in the following
table:
TABLE 28:
SYMBOL

THERMAL components used in the LHP model

COMPONENT

DESCRIPTION

BNode

This component represents a thermal boundary
node here the temperature is defined across the
analog_signal port

DNode

This component represents a thermal diffusive
node with constant thermal capacitance

GL

This component represents a linear thermal
conductor with constant heat conductance

GR

This component represents a linear thermal
radiative coupling with constant radiative
exchange factor (REF)

Heater

This component represents an electrical heater
connected to a control system

Free_convec_horizontal_cylinder This component represents the free convection
thermal coupling between a cylinder and the
environment
Cylinder_AI

A1.1.4

2D thermal model of a cylinder axially
insulated. It can be discretized radially and
longitudinally

CONTROL Library

The CONTROL library contains the necessary components to build up block diagrams of control
systems. It includes components that represent transfer functions, discontinuous functions,
discrete-time functions, mathematical functions, signal generators, multiplexors, demultiplexors
and controllers.
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The only variable exchanged between two CONTROL components connected by means of a
CONTROL analog_signal port is the following:
TABLE 29:

Variables connected by a control analog_signal port in EcosimPro
NAME

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

signal[i]

Real variable array

-

The only variable exchanged between two CONTROL components connected by means of a
CONTROL bool_signal port is the following:
TABLE 30:

Variables connected by a control bool_signal port in EcosimPro
NAME

DESCRIPTION

signal[i] Boolean variable array

UNIT
-

Arrays of variables are used to simplify the control connections and to make the control library
more flexible. The colour of the connections between CONTROL analog_signal ports is dark
orange and the colour of the connections between CONTROL bool_signal ports is light orange.
The CONTROL components used in the LHP model are listed in the following table:
TABLE 31:
SYMBOL

CONTROL components used in the LHP model

COMPONENT

DESCRIPTION

Cntrl_PID

This component represents a standard proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller.

TransferFunction This component represents a first order transfer function. It is
used to represent control signal delays.
Addition

This component provides as an output the addition of the two
input signals.

AnalogSource

It defines a component that generates different kind of standard
sources (constant, sine, sawtooth, step...)

Demux_array

This converts a 1 dimension array in a 6 dimensions array.
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Dedicated EcosimPro Libraries
TPCS Library

The TPCS library contains the necessary components to build LHP components models such as
lines, evaporator, condenser, compensation chamber, etc. The TPCS components used in the
present model are listed in the following table:
TABLE 32:
SYMBOL

TPCS components used in the LHP model

COMPONENT

DESCRIPTION

LHP_Evaporator

This component represents a Loop Heat Pipe
Evaporator
(evaporator
body
and
compensation chamber)

Line

This component represents a line

Working Fluid

This component represents the working fluid to
be used as heat carrier in the LHP

Flow Junction

This component represents a flow junction
(two lines to one line connection)

Flow Split

This component represents a flow split (one
line to two lines connection)

Dead End

This component represents a hydraulic dead
end.

SensorVol

Measures volume variables to be used as
inputs in a control block

The colours of the connections between TPCS ports are red for thermal and blue for fluid.
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LHP Library

This library contains any additional components created dedicatedly to model the LHP operating
up to 125 ºC tested. In this case, a dedicated radiator has been built-up, taking into account the
geometry, materials and interfaces of the actual hardware.
TABLE 33:
SYMBOL

Dedicated components, created for the LHP model

COMPONENT

DESCRIPTION

Radiator

This component represents one of the parallel lines of the
condenser, embedded in the radiator panel, taking into account
the routing of the lines.

The colours of the connections between the ports are red for thermal and blue for fluid.
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Film Coefficient Empirical Correlations
In case of having a line component, hfilm is calculated by empirical correlations depending on the flow conditions and taking into account the phase
changes, as summarized in the following table.
TABLE 34:
Fluid
conditions

Film coefficient empirical correlations used in the EcosimPro model of the LHP lines

Empirical correlation

Related equations

(

16
Nu = Nu 16
lam + Nu turb

Single phase

hsp = Nu

k
D

)

1
16

Parameters definition
(77)

Nu lam = 4

(78)

Nu turb = 0.023 Re 0.8 Pr 0.4

(79)

(76)
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k: fluid thermal conductivity
D: inner diameter of the line
Nu: equivalent Nusselt Number for
pipes covering transition zones
Re: Reynolds Number
Pr: Prandtl Number
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Related equations

Parameters definition

m& ⋅ D
A⋅ µ
Cp ⋅ µ
Pr =
k

A: line cross area

Re =

(80)

µ: fluid viscosity
(81)
Twall: wall temperature

m& ⋅ (1 − x ) ⋅ D
Re =
A⋅ µ
Condensatio
n (two-phase
and Twall <
Tsat)

hcond =

k l 0.15 ⋅ Prl ⋅ Re l0.9
D
Ft

 1
2.85  (82)

+ 0.476 
 X tt X tt 

0.9

ρ
⋅  v
 ρl

[

Boiling
(quality < 0.7
and Twall >
Tsat)

0.5

(

(

Ft = 0.707 ⋅ Prl ⋅ Re l0.5

h=





0.585
l

µ
⋅  l
 µv

)]

−1





0.812
l

Prl: Prandtl Number for the liquid

0. 1

(84)

)

Re l > 1125

50 < Re l < 1125

fluid

− Twall )

(85)

Re l < 50

Correlation for convective boiling
by Chen, considering annular
turbulent flow, when the
stratification is not too severe:
hChen = hmac + hmic

(87)

x: vapour quality
Ft: parameter dependent on Rel
value
hsp,v: single phase film coefficient
corresponding to the vapour.

-

(86)

Rel: Reynolds Number for the liquid
Xtt: Martinelli parameter for the
turbulent-turbulent flow

hsp ,v ⋅ (Tsat − Twall ) + hcond ⋅ (T fluid − Tsat )

(T

Tsat: saturation temperature
kl: liquid thermal conductivity

Ft = 5 ⋅ Prl + 5 ⋅ ln(1 + 5 ⋅ Prl ) + 2.5 ⋅ ln 0.0031 ⋅ Re
Ft = 5 ⋅ Prl + 5 ⋅ ln 1 + Prl ⋅ 0.0964 ⋅ Re

Superheated
condensation
(vapour and
Twall < Tsat)

(83)

Traviss correlation:
1 − x 
X tt = 

 x 

Cp: heat capacity

hmac = hl ⋅ F ( X tt ) ⋅ Prl0.296

(88)

hmac: macroscopic (convection)
contribution.

k 
hl = 0.023 ⋅  l  ⋅ Re l0.8 ⋅ Prl0.4
D

(89)

hmic: microscopic (nucleate boiling)
contribution.
Xtt: Martinelli parameter for the
turbulent-turbulent flow

F ( X tt ) = 1 X tt−1 ≤ 0.1

1 

F ( X tt ) = 2.35 ⋅  0.213 +
X
tt
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0.736

X

−1
tt

> 0.1

(90)

hl: heat transfer coefficient for the
liquid.
F(Xtt): parameter dependent on the
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Related equations
 k 0.79 ⋅ Cp0.45 ⋅ ρ 0.49 
0.24
0.75
hmic = 0.00122⋅  0.5l 0.29 l 0.24 l 0.24  ⋅ [Tw − Tsat (Pl )] ⋅ [Psat (Tw ) − Pl ] ⋅ S
σ ⋅ µ ⋅ h ⋅ ρ 
l
fg
v



[

(

S = 1 + 2.56 ⋅ 10 −6 ⋅ Re12.17
p

)]

−1

Re 2 p = Re l ⋅ [F ( X tt )]

1.25

Boiling
(quality > 0.9
and Twall >
Tsat)

Post dry-out correlation by Dougall
and Roshenow

 kg
hg = 0.023 ⋅ 
D


 ⋅ Re 0g.8 ⋅ Prg0.4


Parameters definition
Martinelli parameter
(91)

σ: surface tension
hfg: latent heat of vaporization
S: suppression factor

(92)

(93)

Re2p: parameter dependent on the
Reynolds Number for the liquid and
F(Xtt)

hv: heat transfer coefficient for the
vapour
(95)

Φ: parameter
kg: vapour thermal conductivity
Reg: Reynolds Number for the
vapour

(94)

hDR = hg ⋅ Φ

ρg
Φ = x + (1 − x ) ⋅
ρl

Prg: Prandtl Number for the vapour
(96)

x: vapour quality
ρg: vapour density
ρl: liquid density

Boiling (0.7
< quality <
0.9 and Twall
> Tsat)
Subcooled
boiling
(quality = 0
and Twall >
Tsat)

Cubic spline between Chen and Dougall
and Roshenow correlations.

h=

-

hsp ,l ⋅ (Tsat − T fluid ) + hChen ⋅ (Twall − Tsat )

(T

wall

− T fluid )

-

(97)
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hsp,l: single phase film coefficient
corresponding to the liquid
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Maximum
Predictions

Heat

Transport

Capability

The maximum heat transport capability was calculated via EcosimPro for prototypes P1 and P2
as part of the performance predictions. Results are shown in the next graphs. It can be seen that
for acetone the maximum is at around 110 ºC, corresponding to 650 W, while for ammonia it is
around 50 ºC, corresponding to 2300 W. This fact is due to the different physical properties of
both working fluids. In the case of ammonia, the heat transport capability decreases significantly
when approaching its saturation temperature. However, ammonia’s outstanding thermal
properties as a working fluid imply that it is a good candidate even in the elevated temperatures
managed.
Prototype 1: SS-Ti-Acetone
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FIGURE 144: P1 maximum heat transport capability prediction
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Prototype 2: Ni-SS-Ammonia
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FIGURE 145: P2 maximum heat transport capability prediction
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